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1 .MR LAKASKEY: Fortbe record., today is 
2 February 12th, and it's 9:33. 
3 
4 EXAMINATION 
5 BY .MR LAKASKEY: 
o Q. Janna, let's make sure I got your 
7 correct address here. In fact, I don't think I -
8 I got your phone number. 
9 Can I - Janna Nicholson; right? 
10 A. Uh-huh. 
11 Q. And what's your middle name, Janna? 
12 A. Beth. 
13 Q. And what's your home address? 
14 A. 3375 North Jones, J--0-n-e-s, Place, 
15 Boise, 83704. 
16 Q. You work in Payette and you live in 
1 7 Boise? Oh, boy. That's a commute. 
18 A. Just two days a week, 24 hour shifts. 
19 Q. Oh. The day that's in question here 
2 0 is Jammry 30th. And like I said., we talked to 
21 Norma and she said she was having problems, I 
22 guess the beginning of the week, January 30th 
2 3 being a Friday. She told us that she went to the 
2 4 hospital, came back, saw Dr. Noak later that, I 
2 5 guess, evening. 
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1 A .. Db-huh. 
2 Q. I guess cai1 you start from - tell me 
3 what happened in the beginning of the week when 
4 Norma first started having these problems. 
5 A. Well, I became involved on the 29th. 
6 Q. Okay. 
7 A. I had not worked previously, and 
8 spoken to her earlier in the week. But what had 
9 occurred is during the middle of the day she 
.10 approached me and said she hadn't been feeling 
11 well. A.nd she gave some symptoms. 
12 And so at that point instead of doing 
13 an urgent care on her at that moment, the P.A. was 
14 in the facility. I went ahead and had her do a 
15 UA 
16 Q. And that's -
17 A .. - which is a urinalysis. 
18 Q. And that's Karen? 
19 A. Uh-huh. 
20 Q. Okay. Okay. 
21 A. And basically I do that sometimes, you 
22 know, to kind of head off something so that I 
23 don't have to call someone in later or wharever. 
. 24 Q . Uh-huh. 
25 A. At that point she did have some 
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1 changes. She had some significant findings in her 
2 UA. She did see Karen, well, as soon as we could 
3 her in -
4 Q. Okay. 
5 A. - on that day, which was later in the 
6 afternoon. 
7 At that point in time we discovered 
8 that she had - well, she was hypotensive. So 
9 Karen treated her. She had me - Karen had me 
10 stay. My shift ended at 3:30. She had me stay 
11 and initiate some IV therapy on her. 
12 Q. Okay. 
13 A. She had - she was in acute abdomen, 
14 is what we wouJd call it. K.ind of some 
15 abdominal complaints that were 
16 continuing to get worse. She gave a history of it 
17 you know, towards the - she just felt 
18 poorly most of the week. 
19 we went ahead and did that I 
20 stayed and (unintelligible) that evening. Went 
21 home, came back the next morning, and she was 
22 worse. 
23 Q. Okay. How so? 
24 A. no nursing staff through the 
25 night ar that facility. 
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l Q. All right. 1 had a previous incident You know, you just - in 
2 A. \Vhen the person goes home at 11 :00, 2 that setting it's really difficult. We don't have 
3 11:30, there's nobody there. They have to call up 3 all the diagnostic things that we would need or 
4 to SICL you know, for medical care. 4 whatever, so 1 try to keep everybody involved. 
5 MR. WOLFE: Do you know what SICI is? 5 And since Karen - she was actually 
6 MR. LA.KASKEY: South - 6 off that day, but since Karen was involved in her 
7 THE VvTINESS: It's the men's minimum - 7 care the day prior, I went ahead and called her 
B MR. WOLFE: South Idaho Correctional 8 for the continuum. She then called Dr. Noak, who 
9 Institute. 9 was at SICL 
10 Q. (BY 11R.. LAKASKEY): Okay. 10 Q. Okay. 
ll A. - facility where there is 24-hour 11 A. And I had called up to SICI because I 
12 medical staff. 12 did not have the equipment I needed to do what I 
13 So when I came in the next morning, I 13 needed to do with her, which was to strain urine 
14 checked on her. And she was - the officers told 14 to look for -1 guess some of the differential 
lS me that she was worse, that basically she wasn't 15 diagnoses were kidney stones. She was presenting 
16 out of bed. And when I went down to see her, she 16 very similar to a kidney stone, which is 
17 looked terrible. Her color was ashen. There were 17 excruciating pain. 
18 periods of time where she was almost writhing in 18 Karen went ahead and ordered pain meds 
19 pam. 19 for her. I mean I called up to SICI, spoke to 
20 Q. Okay. 20 Andy, who's the HSA, health services 
21 A. At that point - 21 administrator. 
22 Q. What time was this on the 30th, about? 22 Q. Okay. 
23 A. This was probably 7:00. 23 A. Ar)d Dr. Noak was I guess in the 
24 Q. 7:00 in the morning? 24 immediate area at that time. And I had asked for 
25 A. A.m., yeah. 25 more fluids and then the straining equipment And 
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l Q. Okay. 1 at that point I was told Dr. Noak was going to 
2 A. Because we were supposed to be 2 come down and assess her, because I felt she 
3 doing - before I left the night before, too, the 3 needed to be assessed and we needed to make a 
4 officers were sort of - I always get the 4 decision on what we're going to do with her. 
5 patient's permission to talk to officers about 5 Q. And this was on the 30th? 
6 their medical condition, or at least enough - 6 A. Uh-huh. 
7 kind of give them enough information, you know, so 7 Q. Okay. 
8 that if something were to happen they would know 8 A. Her urinary output was down, which is 
9 that it's significant and be able to alert 9 concerning, given the fact that basically when you 
10 somebody. 10 put fluids into people, you expect to see about 
ll Q. Okay. 11 the same amount come out --
12 A. So the officers had concerns. From, 12 Q. Uh-huh. 
13 you know, the minute I walked in the door at 7:00, 13 A. - which wasn't happening. So you get 
14 they said, "You know, she's not doing well." 14 concerned about kidneys not functioning, things 
15 rm like, "Okay." 15 like that. 
16 And so at 7 :00 I went down and 16 This was at noon. 
17 assessed her. Made a call, started N fluids on 17 Q. That you talked to Andy? 
18 her again. 18 A. Uh-huh. And he brought down the stuff 
19 Q. Who did you make the call to? 19 I had requested. And at that point again he 
20 A. Karen Barrett. 20 reiterated that Dr. Noak's going to be on the 
2l Q. Okay. And Karen said - do you have 21 compound, he will come down and assess her before 
22 to get permission from Karen to - 22 he leaves this afternoon. 
23 A. Pretty much, yeah. Yeah. 23 Q. Okay. 
24 Q. Okay. 24 A. So-
25 A. And I was just concerned because we'd 25 Q. So he said he was on the compound? 
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A. He was right there al SICL yeah, al 
2 SIC!. 
3 Q. Okay. 
4 A He had spoken to Karen. Andy told me 
5 tha1 he had spoken to Karen and he knew, you know, 
6 the situation and what was going on. 
7 Q. Okay. 
3 A So instead of, you know, Karen or 
9 another P.A. corning down, he was going to come 
10 dov.n and assess her. 
11 So I proceeded to take care of her 
12 throughout the day, which the other concerning 
13 factor to me was that her blood pressure was going 
14 from -the night before it was up around 160 over 
15 104 or 106. She has no history. 
Q. Okay. 16 
17 A. Okay? It would go up and then it 
1 B would drop down into the 80s. 
Q. Okay. 19 
20 A. All throughout that day I had her in 
21 her room with the officer you know, I talked 
2 2 with the officers. It's very difficult with one 
2 3 person on staff to manage somebody who's that 
2 4 acute and then take care of the rest of your 
2 5 business. You know, it's a very bmy day over 
1 there. 
2 Q. You were the only one there that day? 
3 A. Uh-huh. 
4 Q. Okay. 
5 A. So she was in her room with IV fluids 
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6 running. And l checked on her probably every half 
7 hour. Her roommate was aware and was sort of 
B running interference. If she needed something, 
9 she'd come and tell me, you know - which it's a 
10 safe situation to run fluids at a low rate like I 
11 was. 
12 But as the day went on, you know, she 
13 just kept getting worse. She then was a little 
14 bit upset about the pain meds were working, but 
15 she had concerns about her addiction and taking 
16 narcotics. 
1 7 Q. What type of medication was she 
18 taking? 
19 A. Darvocet. 
2D Q. Okay. 
21 A. And ibuprofen. And she started to cry 
2 2 at one poinl We were helping her to the 
2 3 bathroom, you know, each time she wasn't because I 
2 4 had to catch her urine and look al her output and 
2 5 then strain il All day long she kept urinating 
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blood. 
Q. Okay. 
,A,_ Okay? 
Q. \\'hich would be a sign of kidney 
infection or -
A. I was thinking more kidney stone -
Q. Okay. 
A - because it was bright red. A.nd 
typically that presents like that 
The thing that was concerning to me 
11 
12 
13 
14 
was tha1 her pain, it was one of those things 
where it could be, you know, a ton of different 
things, you just really never know until you have, 
you know, diagnostic tests done. 
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We did draw blood, sent that to 
Saint Al's. No, actually what we did is was we 
sent it to Lab Corp because it had been drawn 
first thing that morning. 
So I called Lab Corp, asked them to 
expedite and to do a manual differential on her 
CBC, which is going to tell us if the white 
count's elevated, you know, does she have a 
disease process, infection, something like that 
going. 
Q. Okay. 
1 A. Got that back mid.afternoon with it 
2 really didn't have a lot of abnormalities, except 
3 it had some atypical cells and some burr cells, 
4 which is indicative in some cases of a disease 
5 process that's a little bit more significant than 
6 a kidney stone. 
7 Q. Okay. 
8 A. Sol alerted - I can't remember 
9 exactJy. rd have to look at my notes in the 
10 chart whether l alerted anybody at that point 
11 And actually that didn't come back until late . 
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12 afternoon, because Lab Corp did not even pick up 
13 the blood until probably after 2:00. I had to 
14 actually call Seattle to get that manual 
15 differential on her. 
16 Q. Where is the blood sent to? 
1 7 A. Lab Corp. 
18 Q. In town here or 
19 A. Uh-huh. And then they send it oul 
20 Q. Okay. 
21 A. So earlier that morning, had we sent 
2 2 it stat to Saint Al's - sometimes we'll do that, 
2 3 send it to Saint Al's, but somebody has to take it 
24 by private vehicle over to Saint Al's. 
25 Q. Okay. 
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1 A. And that wasn't done that morning, 1 something that he tends to just sort of across the 
2 because it was dravm very early. 2 board think with all the folks we have with those 
3 Sort of as the day progressed, she got 3 kinds of offenses. 
4 worse and, you know, we were more concerned about 4 And I explained - he said - I don't 
5 her condition. 5 remember his exact words, so I'm not going to try 
6 Q. Now, was doctor - was the doctor 6 to - but he minimized the situation, is what he 
7 being notified of everything that was happening 7 did, and said, "Well, call me back in an hour or 
8 with- 8 two." 
9 A. Not at that point He knew up to the 9 Q. Okay. 
10 point that we had drawn the blood, you know, 10 A. So I had midday alerted security 
11 everything else. And basically, he was - I guess 11 control the sergeant actually, that there's a 
12 the way - when you deal with Dr. Noak, if you 12 potential for this gal to be transported, you 
13 don't have anything significant to tell him, 13 know, for evaluation, just so that they can 
14 there's no reason to call him. 14 prepare, because -
15 Q. Okay. 15 Q. Uh-huh. 
16 A. You know, and he'll tell you that. 16 A. - you have to have security involved 
17 So- 17 in that So I gave her a heads-up, just kind of 
18 Q. How would he tell you? "Why are you 18 this could happen. 
19 telling me this?" Or what would he say? 19 Q. Was that Sergeant Finley? 
20 A. Basically, it's like "So." Or "Yeah." 20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Okay. 21 Q. Okay. 
22 A. You really get nothing. And that, to 22 A. That was probably about three o'clock, 
23 me, I'm probably more conditioned, you know, to 23 actually, 2:90 or 3:00 when I really started to 
24 what I know he's going to find significant. He 24 feel like she was going to need to be evaluated. 
?-
_::i never did find anything, I told him all day, 25 So at that point, I believe within 25 
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1 significant 1 minutes of calling Dr. Noak, she went dovm in the 
2 Q. Okay. 2 hall, the inmate did. She had been assisted up to 
3 A. Or that evening. 3 go to the bathroom and was going - one of the 
4 Q. Okay. 4 officers was with her, Hitarnoken (phonetic) was 
5 A. So I did notify - when he hadn't 5 with ber, along with the other inmate assisting 
6 showed up at like - I'm thinking it was close to 6 her, and she hit the floor. 
7 7:00 that night I'm supposed to be off at 3:30. 7 Q. Okay. 
8 Q. Wow. Okay. 8 A. She was - her level of consciousness 
9 A. I'm trying to be proactive with regard 9 was very much decreased. She didn't even know 
10 to - at noon I'm notifying that somebody needs to 10 what was going on, where she was. When I got to 
11 look at her. We need to decide what we're going 11 her - and it took another five minutes probably 
12 to do with her. 12 for her to become a little bit more oriented. 
13 And I asked - I called him on his 13 So that right there, after I had been 
14 cell phone and said, "I was just wondering what 14 putting fluids in her, she should not be 
15 your ET A is to come assess her." 15 hypotensive, enough to hit the ground due to that 
16 A.nd he said, "Well" -- that's exactly 16 Q. Uh-huh. 
17 how he said it -- "it's not going to be until 17 A. My concerns were the fluctuations in 
18 11:00 or 12:00." He said, "I'm at a meeting." 18 blood pressure. You know, at that point the 
19 A.nd I said, "Well, she's not doing 19 urinary - the blood in the urine wasn't so much 
20 real good." 20 the problem I was more concerned about the up 
21 And he said, "Well, what do you mean?" 21 and down with blood pressure and what was causing 
22 A.nd I told him basically that she 22 that. Certain]y pain can cause a response. But 
23 continued to have blood in her urine, she 23 I'm not a doctor. 
24 continued to have the pain I said, "I don't 24 Q. Uh-huh. 
25 think she's drug seeking," because that's 25 A. Do you know what I mean? That's the 
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way I felt I mean sure I act as one out in the 
field. 
Q. Right 
A But it's different in this setting. 
And so I called him back. And he -
Q. About four o'clock now, maybe? 
A. No. Tius is seven o'clock at night 
Q. Okay. 
A. Yeah, I finally made the call. And 
I'd have to look at my notes in her chart to know 
because I document everything. I documented what 
he said to me, what times they were, everything. 
Q. Now, is that different notes or is 
tha1 her chart? 
A. Her chart notes. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Progress notes. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Any communication I have with anybody 
I document, you know, what was said and just sort 
of - that's just the sort of standard to do. 
Q. All right 
A. So when I called him back, I was a 
little more forceful about the situation. I had 
actually spun her urine down on my own, because 
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I've done it before, and I was looking for white 
casts and things - something significant that I 
could tell him to make him - impress upon him 
something needs to be done here. 
And I - he just pretty much - when I 
said - and I can't remember how I put it, but I 
said, "We have limited staff here. She can't have 
fluids throughout the night We have no nursing 
care. You either need to come assess her or we 
need to take her to the hospital." 
And he's like, "Oh, fine. Take her to 
the hospital and get an IVP," which is basically 
you run dye through to look at the urinary 
function. 
And so at that point I called the 
radiologist at Saint Al's, explained the situation 
that Dr. Noak had ordered an IVP, and he refused 
the patient He said, "She has way too many 
significant things going on here. I'm not 
comfortable with her, just sending her here for 
this test She needs to go through the ER and be 
evaluated." 
Q. Okay. Okay. 
A. \Vhich happens almost every time. Any 
physician's not going to accept care without their 
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own evaluation. It happens. 
So I called the hospital. I called 
directly to the comm center and I jlli"i happen to 
know everybody there. So Dr. Binnion accepted her 
and said, "Let's do a CT urogram." You know, 
she - I ex.plained everything that had gone on. 
And she knows me well enough to know, 
you know, that my assessment's decent And so we 
were trying to help, you know, with regard -
obviously we're all aware of the cost of these 
things, but to me that's insignificant at that 
point 
Q. Uh-huh. 
A.. It's like, we need to take care of 
this person. So what I did, as opposed to calling 
an ambulance, because she was stable - I'm 
capable of taking care of her - I went with her 
with an officer in the van, kept her IV going and 
got her in, got a wheelchair, took her in, and I 
stayed until about 2:30 in the morning when they 
finally released her. The urogram didn't show 
anything. 
And got back to the facility. She had 
been given some pain medication, which she 
accepted. 
Q. What was that called? 
A. She was in a significant -
Q. She mentioned that to us yesterday. 
A. Dilaudid. 
Q. Okay. Dilaudid.. 
A. Dilaudid is sort of a hydromorphone, 
so I would have to - it's like a synthetic 
morphine. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I think at this point she was - she 
Page 
was just miserable, you know. And she even 
expressed to Dr. Binnion her concerns about the 
narcotics and stuff. 
Q. She didn't want them? 
A. Huh-uh, no. But there really isn't 
anything else at that point you can do for 
somebody, except for using that type of a 
medication. 
Q. Ub-huh. 
A. She sort of accepted that, but she 
asked me to please kind of make sure they didn't 
order it, you know, because she was concerned 
about getting in trouble for not following orders 
too. 
Q. Okay. Okay. 
19 
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l A. So, you know, she my gut from the 
2 very beginning is she was sick. I had around 
3 her, you know - arid it is a baJancing you 
4 know, with these people. You can usually tell the 
5 ones that are playing you, not aJways. 
6 Q. Uh-huh. 
7 A. But it doesn't matter. If they're 
3 sick, you assess them. And if you out later 
9 that they're faking it, then you deaJ with that 
l O then. 
11 Q. So now, when you treated her, you felt 
1 2 something was wrong? 
1 3 A. Oh, no doubt about it. 
1 4 Q. She goes to the hospital, and they 
1 5 can't deterrniIJe what is wrong? 
1 6 A. Not at that point. 
17 Q. Okay. 
18 A. No. 
1 9 Q. Is there a point later on that they 
2 0 found out what was -wTong with her or 
21 A. We still don't know. She's still 
2 2 having weird symptoms. She's still off and on 
2 3 peeing blood. 
24 Q. Okay. 
2 5 A. Blood pressure's still not regulated. 
1 Q. I guess when you're urinating blood, 
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2 there's obviously something wrong, and that's not 
3 something somebody can go ahead and fake or 
4 anything like that? 
5 A. No. No. And there's many times with 
6 illness - I mean if you think about it, how many 
7 people go forever going to physician after 
8 physician after physician to try to find out 
9 what's wrong with them, to five years later find 
1 O out they have something terribly wrong with them. 
11 It just wasn't-you weren't able to diagnose or, 
12 you know, a test that could find that 
13 Q. Now, when you told her that she was 
14 going to go to Saint Al's, what was her reaction 
1 5 to that? Did she want to Did she really have 
1 6 no choice? 
l 7 A. She was never the choice. 
18 Q. Okay. 
1 9 A. She just wanted to feel better. 
2 0 Q. Okay. Before we continue on, when we 
21 started- this actually happened on the 29th when 
2 2 she went to the hospital that night, right, 
2 3 because I asked you I know you said you stayed 
2 4 late on - at first you said the 29th, but the 
2 5 incident with the doctor I guess happened on the 
?age 22 
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1 30th. 
2 A. Correct 
3 Q. So she went to the hospital the night 
4 before? 
5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. Okay. Okay. So she was brought back 
7 to the facility, taken back down to her room. 
8 IV still attached or 
9 A. No. No. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. Discontinued it 
12 Q. Okay. 
13 A. She had been the pain 
14 medication, and she was very definitely pretty 
15 much knocked out 
16 Q. Okay. And what time did you end up 
1 7 leaving to go home? 
18 A, Well, I got home at about ten after 
19 3 :00 in the morning. 
20 Q. Okay. 
21 A. And I went back again at 7:00. 
22 Q. Okay. So you come in at 
2 3 seven o'clock. 
2 4 One of the first things you did was 
2 5 check on her and see how she's doing? 
Page 23 
1 A. Uh-huh. 
2 Q. How was that? 
3 A. She was about - I would - about the 
4 same-
s 
6 
Q. Okay. 
A. with to the pain. The other 
7 thing that happened is in the ER when they did a 
B catheterized urine, there was no blood at that 
9 point. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. And then there wasn't any more blood 
12 in the urine for a while. And then - see, that's 
13 why it's kind of intermittent There wouldn't be, 
14 and then there would be, which is odd. 
15 Q. Uh-huh. 
16 A. I did not - I was not aware - I did 
1 7 vitals on her all day like I - you know, and 
1 B watched her all day. She had been ordered another 
19 type of a -- kind of a muscle relaxer to help with 
2 0 smooth muscle relaxation. 
21 Q. \Vhat was the name of that? 
2 2 A. Flexeril, cyclobenzaprine, which she 
2 3 was comfortable with because it was not a CNS 
2 4 depressant. 
25 Q. Okay. 
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A And it was also helpful with regard to 1 A. And she's like, "Yeah, I feel so bad 
if it was a kidney stone or something to that 2 you spent all that time and I" - I don't know. 
effect, you know, it wiU help relax smooth muscle 3 Her personality is - I saw more and more of 
in the ureter, so basically it will help move a 4 something that was way deep-seated. Do you know 
stone out a little better if that's the case. 5 what I mean? 
She could have passed the stone. I 6 Q. Uh-huh. 
don't know. We didn't see one in the ureters on 7 A. Where she's apologizing for everything 
the urogram But still to this day, I would have B that's not her fault 
to think that that's probably the greatest 9 Q. Right 
possibility. 10 A. Like taking up my ti.me and - plus she 
Q. Okay. 11 just - her color still wasn't right that day. 
A. But then Karen said the other day that 12 And she was orthostatic all day long, which 
she still doesn't know what's going on with her. 13 means - orthostatic blood pressure, is what you 
Something is, we just don't know what 14 do is you're measuring the body's ability to 
Q. And you've never seen her - Norma - 15 compensate for position. 
for this type of problem before in the past? 16 And our normal vasculature, like when 
A. Never seen her for anything medical. 17 we're laying down, it's very relaxed, enough to 
Q. Okay. And how long - 18 pump against gravity, whatever. 
A. And this was a very different 19 Q. Uh-huh. 
personality. She's not one that walks around 20 A. So you take a blood pressure and a 
boohooing and poor me. You know, she is - I 21 pulse lying down, then you sit them up with feet 
wouldn't say strong personality, but she was 22 on the ground, and you wait a full three minutes 
there, she did what she needed to do. You know, 23 for the body to have to compensate, then you do 
she - I had talked with her in the past 24 another set of vital signs. And then after that 
Q. How long have you worked there? 25 you stand them up and wait another three full 
Page 25 Page 27 
A. Since - almost a year now. 1 minutes. 
Q. Okay. So you pretty much probably 2 Q. Uh-huh. 
didn't recognize her when she first got there, but 3 A. And if you get 10 points in blood 
after a while every day you would run into her? 4 pressure rise, 15 points in pulse, that means you 
A. Uh-huh, especially at the female 5 have significant orthostatic, where you would be 
facility, because you're right there with them. 6 positive for orthostatic. 
You're on the tier. 7 So what happens when you take a person 
Q. Okay. So now, during the day, during 8 from a lying position to a standing position, it 
the 30th, she comes back from the hospital, you 9 takes longer for the body to compensate. So you 
come back at seven o'clock. 10 may get dizzy, lightheaded before your veins can 
How often are you checking her 11 constrict enough to pump enough blood to your 
throughout the day? 12 head. 
A. Probably at least every hour. 13 Q. Okay. 
Q. And are you - 14 A. She was orthostatic all day long. 
A. Her roommates - because I had clinic, 15 Q. Okay. 
Karen had clinic that day, so I was very busy with 16 A. Okay. She had positive orthostatic 
her clinic. The roommates were keeping me 17 changes, which still doesn't make any sense 
apprised if she needed me, if something was going 18 because we put a ton of fluid in her. You know, 
on, that type of thing. She got real kind of 19 she - where, what's going on, it's hard to say. 
quiet that day. I think she felt like - she kept 20 Is this a vascular problem or is it a volume 
apologizing to me because they couldn't really 21 problem? That was my concern throughout the day. 
find anything. 22 Q. All right So you'd check on her 
I said, "This stuff happens. You 23 throughout the day. 
know, you're sick. lfyou're sick, you're sick." 24 What time does Dr. Noak eventually 
Q. Uh-huh. 25 come in? 
Page 26 P2.ge 28 
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1 A__ I have to think it was about 4:30. 1 way. And then there's another room, which is 
2 Karen and I - before Km-en, the P.A., had gone 2 Karen's office. 
3 home for the day, we went down together to assess 3 Q. Okay. 
4 the patient in her room. We didn't bring her up. 4 A. So Karen went in her office, and I 
5 But Karen wanted to, you know, 5 could see that the procedure room door was open. 
6 obviously do an assessment before she went home, 6 And I thought - my first thing is I left it open. 
7 and then give us orders for the rest of the week 7 Oh, my God. 
8 or the week - the next day, I guess, because it 8 So I go to - you know, rm trying to 
9 was - I believe it was a Friday. Seems like a 9 figure out - because I don't remember leaving it 
10 blur to me. 10 open, and I walked toward the door, and Dr. Noak's 
11 Yeah, it was a Friday, and that's why. 11 sitting in there. 
12 So- 12 And so I went back to Karen's office 
13 Q. Is there medical care there during the 13 and I said - or I said to Dr. Noak, I probably 
14 weekend? 14 said, "Oh, I didn't know you were here," went 
15 A Uh-huh, same hours, though. 15 back, told Karen he was here. And went - he 
7 ~ 
_o Q. Okay. 16 didn't say anything to me at that time. He didn't 
17 A. Actually, the hours are cut down to - 17 even acknowledge me. 
18 I believe that the weekend person - I work normal 18 Then I went up to control for 
19 shifts when I work the weekend, like if I cover 19 something. And Officer Jackson said something -
20 those shifts. But Katie, who's the normal weekend 20 he made a negative comment about Dr. Noak. And 
21 person, works 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., I believe. 21 apparently he had come in and said something to 
22 Q. Okay. Now, was the doctor called 22 the effect of "Is there nobody who works in 
23 during the day once - 23 medical around here?" 
24 Not at all? 24 Q. Officer Jackson said that's what the 
25 A. Huh-uh. 25 doctor said? 
Page 29 Page 31 
l Q. Were you expecting him to come in that 1 A. Uh-huh. 
2 day? 2 Q. Okay. 
3 A. Huh-uh. 3 A. And apparently, you know, he was upset 
4 Q. \Vas he scheduled to come in? 4 about that so the officers had let him into the 
5 A. Huh-uh. 5 procedure room. 
6 Q. So when he showed up, it was a 6 Q. Did you - he doesn't have keys to 
7 surprise? 7 that room? 
8 A. Uh-huh. 8 A. Huh-uh. Huh-uh. 
9 Q. Okay. 9 Q. Do you know who called him in, who -
10 A. Yeah. When we came back from 10 I mean-
11 assessing the patient, Karen's office - I don't 11 A. I have no idea 
12 know if you saw the setup, there's like room 22, 12 Q. Okay. 
13 which is Karen's office, then we have a procedure 13 A. I have no idea. 
14 room, then we have our office. 14 Q. Okay. 
15 Q. We were in Sergeant Finley's office 15 A. Karen didn't know he was corning 
16 yesterday right across the hall. 16 either, as far as I know. She didn't alert me to 
17 A. We're right across from the CMS's 17 it. 
18 office. 18 Q. So he could have been acting on the 
19 Q. Okay. 19 call from the night before, or could somebody even 
20 A. And next past that there's like a 20 higher, maybe Andy or somebody else, had said 
21 hallway that goes outdoors - 21 "Hey, did you check on that patient?" 
22 Q. Uh-huh. 22 A. I don't know. 
23 A. - across from the drinking fountains, 23 Q. Okay. 
24 there's another room just beyond that as you go 24 A. Usually we communicate. You know, 
25 down toward the end of the tier. It would be this 25 somebody will call me and say "Hey, Noak's coming 
Page 30 Page 32 
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l down" or-
2 Q. Okay. 
3 A. This was my fll tell you what I 
4 understand to have v-, .... , ~ I was pretty angry 
5 that he did not come down. I voiced that to my 
D RSA. 
7 
3 
9 
Q. \Vho was? 
A. Andy. 
Q. Okay. 
lo ,A,_ I unde.--stand that and rm trying to 
11 remember. I called up to SICI for something that 
12 day. And I believe it was Kristi who was his 
13 assistant administrative assistant told me that 
14 .Andy had called Rick, the head of PHS -
15 Q. Okay. 
16 A. the regional director Rick Dole, 
1 7 Dall, something. 
lB Q. Okay. 
19 A. - expressing - because Andy was 
2 O angry that Dr. Noak didn't show up the day before 
21 to assess the patient, when he found out that I 
2 2 had transported her to the hospital. 
Q. Uh-huh. 
24 A. So I kind of just assumed that maybe 
2 5 Rick had told Dr. Noak he better get his rear end 
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1 down there. And maybe that's why he showed up. 
2 Q. Okay. 
3 A. But there was another patient who on 
4 the 21st - we had been dealing with her for quite 
5 a while. She was a young gal. Her last name is 
6 SaJenas, who has a huge goiter, which is 
7 th) Toi d-related. 
B Q. Uh-huh. 
9 A. And not responding to 
1D medication, which is pretty- a very serious 
11 condition, actually. She had had finally a 
12 thyroid scan done on the 21st, a.11d I was working 
:3 that day. And brought her chart in to me 
14 and said, "Dr. Noak's coming by to review this to 
15 try to figure out what they're going to do with 
16 her." 
17 Well, it's now the 30th and he had her 
18 chart. He never did come to review her chart, but 
19 he did-
,..,~ 
L.U Q. Okay. 
21 A. I don't know ifhe saw her that day. 
22 Q. Okay. 
23 A. I saw her chart and retrieved her 
24 chart later that after Dr. Noak had left. 
25 Q. Okay. 
34 
1 A. Basically, once Karen I think went 
2 m v...,_,cu.1.:,.., I didn't have anything - I had - I 
3 was busy doing pill call and stuff like that 
4 Karen went in, and I don't know what happened, how 
5 the patient got into the procedure room. I wasn't 
6 involved in any of that. 
7 The next point that I was involved was 
B when I came out of my office, Karen needed to go 
9 back to her office, so I tDOk over in the 
1 D procedure room where J\1s. Hernandez was I guess 
11 being assessed by Dr. Noak. 
12 Q. Okay. So before that, did he come in 
13 with the intention to see her, or did you or Karen 
14 the file to Dr. Noak and say "You need to see 
15 her"? 
16 A. He had the file. 
17 Q. So it appeared that he came in to see 
1B her. Now, she was telling us that she came down 
19 for to get her blood pressure checked, and then 
2 D was sent back to her room, and then came back doM! 
21 to see the doctor. 
22 So did you check her blood pressure at 
2 3 the time or did Karen? Do you recall? 
24 A. It wasn't - I don't believe it was 
25 me. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
119 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. Okay. So it must have been Karen? 
A. We went down to her room 
Q. Okay. 
A. - Karen and I did, just previous to 
that 
Q. How many minutes before, would you 
say? 
A. Oh, gosh. I don't know when 
arrived. Karen and I were probably in the 
patient's room 15 minutes -
Q. Okay. And then she -
A. assessing her. Karen did a full 
assess in her room. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Checked her belly, I mean did 
everything. Listened to her lungs, listened to 
her belly. She did everythir1g in the room. 
Q. And then the ne>.i time she was seen it 
was by the doctor? 
A. .As. far as I know. They could have 
called her up and sent her back and called her up 
again. I was pretty busy up on the you know, a 
couple doors up. 
Q. Okay. Okay. So now we're at 
point where the doctor's in there with her and you 
35 
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1 come in and take over for Karen. 
2 A. Uh-huh. 
3 Q. \Vhat happens then? 
4 A. Well, at that point Dr. Noak was 
5 sitting at the desk, which sits like this against 
6 a wall. So his back would be facing here. The 
7 bed sits here - okay? - and then the doorway is 
B here. 
9 Q. Okay. 
1 0 A. The inmate was sitting here in a 
l l sitting position -
12 Q. Uh-huh. 
l 3 A. - as Karen exited the room, and I 
14 just kind of stood by the door a second. I 
15 noticed her swaying. And I said, "Are you dizzy?" 
l 6 And she said, "Yes." 
1 7 And just as I was going to help her to 
18 lay down, Dr. Noak.just said, "Just lay down," 
1 9 really very irritated, very abrupt. 
2 o Q. Okay. 
2 1 A. Didn't turn around or anything. So I 
2 2 assisted her to a laying position, kind of on her 
2 3 side. She had been wmplaining of nausea, you 
2 4 know. And at that point her color was still 
2 5 really poor. 
1 He didn't ever say anything. He was 
2 just \\Titing in charts. He wasn't verbalizing 
3 anything. And I have to think this went on for 
4 about five minutes. I just made sure she was 
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5 comfortable, and then I went around her and put 
6 some stuff away over in the lab area, which is 
7 just right behind the bed. It's a small room. 
B Q. Okay. 
9 A. Put some stuff in the refrigerator, 
1 0 made sure that the microscope's put away 
11 correctly, just, you know little stuff. I'm 
12 making a little bit of idle chatter because she's 
13 very uncomfortable. You can see that She just 
l 4 is like a mouse laying there. 
15 Q. Can you describe how? I mean -
16 A. Just very meek. She looked to me like 
l 7 she was just scared to death -
1 B Q. Okay. 
l 9 A. - aside from being sick. She had a 
2 0 different demeanor about her, and I was just 
21 trying to make her comfortable. 
2 2 Q. Uh-huh. 
2 3 A. I didn't read any more into it except 
2 4 that I could tell that she was uncomfortable, so I 
2 5 tried to make her more comfortable. At - I 
Page 38 
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1 cannot remember where I was. I think I was over 
2 by the door again, kind of just standing. I 
3 didn't know whether he was done with his 
4 assessment or whether he was - needed to assess 
5 her. I really didn't know where they were in that 
6 process. 
7 So the nexi thing that happened was 
B Dr. Noak.just said, "Go back to your room." 
9 So I didn't say anything. I just 
10 assisted her to a sitting position. And I wuld 
11 tell by holding on to her that she was becoming 
12 shaky. And I asked her, I said, "Are you okay?" 
13 And she said, "No." She said, "I'm 
14 really dizzy," and she tried to hold on to the 
15 side of the bed. 
16 And I said, "Just relax." She was 
1 7 really kind of just trembling. And I said, "Just 
18 wait You know, we don't have to get up right 
19 now. We'll just wait until this passes." So that 
2 0 took a wuple seconds. Actually, probably a 
21 minute or two. 
2 2 I slowly stood her and I said, "Are 
2 3 you okay to walk?" 
2 4 And she said, "Yeah, I think so." 
2 5 So we start - all it was was taking 
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l her off the end of the bed, turning sideways, and 
2 walking to the door, which was five steps. 
3 We got to the doorway, and she really 
4 starts to tremble. I can feel her skin getting 
5 wet, you know, moist, and I see her color just 
6 drain. 
7 Q. So you're still inside the office at 
B this point? 
9 A. Oh-huh. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. So what I did was we just kind of 
12 went - I said, ""What we're going to do" - and I 
13 did this with everybody who has this kind of 
14 complaint "We're going to back up against the 
15 wall, and we're going to slide down the wall to a 
16 sitting position," that's so that they aren't in 
l 7 the middle of nowhere - you know, there's 
18 support. 
19 So I'm assisting her to kind of move 
2 0 against the wall just outside the door. 
21 Q. Oh-huh. 
2 2 A. Just as I'm doing that, I remember -
2 3 I can't tell you what it was. I heard a 
2 4 commotion. I heard a bang. And the next thing I 
2 5 knew I was like shoved aside and Dr. Noak had 
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1 grnbbed the inmate Uilder the arm. He just -
2 forcefully. 
3 Q. Do you remember which arm? 
4 A. It would be her right. 
:) Q. Okay. 
6 A. He just - he pushed me out of the 
7 way, because I took a few steps sideways. 
8 Q. How was that? with an open hand? an 
9 elbow? 
10 A. I can't tell I don't know. It all 
11 happened so fast 
12 Q. But you were pushed, so you had to 
13 kind of step out of the way? 
14 A. I just found myself over here. 
15 Q. Okay. 
16 A. I mean I remember him. You know, I 
17 can't tell you. It happened so fast I was so 
18 shocked. I wish I could. I don't know whether it 
19 was his hand, shoulder. 
20 MR WOLFE: Can you demonstrate the amount 
2:!. of force that was used when he pushed you, on me? 
22 TIIB WITNESS: That might be - it might be 
23 kind of hard. I mean it moved me, you know, it -
24 I don't know if I can. 
25 JvfR_ WOLFE: Was it a move to protect your 
Page 
safety? 
2 TIIE WITNESS: Oh, no, no. It was a move to 
3 get me out of his way. There's no doubt in my 
4 mind about that. 
5 MR. WOLFE: Was it a touch that would take 
6 place between two friends that are just, you know, 
7 ''l need to get into the drawer or something, could 
8 you move aside?" 
9 TIIE WITNESS: No. It was very aggressive. 
l O And I have no doubt about that He did not 
11 verbalize one thing to me. He didn't say, "Do you 
12 need help?" You know, he didn't say anything to 
13 me. 
14 MR. WOLFE: \Vhat part of your body did he 
15 touch when the push occurred? 
16 TIIE WITNESS: Well, I was like this, kind 
l 7 of - I had her like this, both arms, kind of 
18 helping her. 
19 Q. (BY lv1R. LAKASKEY): Standing in front 
20 ofher? 
21 A. Uh-huh. 
22 Q. Okay. 
2 3 A. Because as she was holding my arm as 
2 4 we were walking out, I slipped my arm - I do 
2 5 remember this because I was trying to turn her 
41 
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1 toward the wall because we were walking -you 
2 know, she was on this side of me. She had been on 
3 the bed side the whole time, came out the door, I 
4 just moved my arms, a.rid I was helping her to turn 
5 so that she was flush with the wall. 
6 And at that point he came - the next 
7 thing I knew I was like three steps over here, off 
8 balance - you know, it wasn't like I was just 
9 asked to step aside. My arm - my hand released, 
10 and he just put himself right inside. And he 
11 grabbed her arm, pulled it up over his, and pulled 
12 her up like this, and then I was afraid she was 
13 going to faint 
14 So I stood - from what the officers 
15 told me, they saw me in the halL I stood there 
16 just watching, and she was kind of over on him 
17 And I thought - I was waiting for her to go down. 
18 Q. Uh-huh. 
19 A. .And then I wanted to go after him, 
20 too, to be honest. I was so angry. And he 
21 quick:Jy went down that hall with her, I mean fast 
22 And I thought for sure she was going to go - you 
23 know, just slither right out from under him. But 
24 they got to the bedroom_ 
25 And at that point when they got to her 
1 room, I just turned around and l looked at 
2 control, the two officers were standing in 
3 control, and I guess I don't really remember 
4 saying it, but I just said I - I threw my hands 
5 up and said, "I quit" .And then I went in the 
6 office. 
7 Q. When you said that or when they said 
B you said that, were you quitting like "I quit this 
9 job" or quit like "I don't know what to do. I 
Page 
10 can't help the doctor anymore"? Do you remember 
11 what you were thinking at that point? 
12 A. Yeah, that I just quit because I can't 
13 tolerate this anymore. 
14 Q. You quit the job, you didn't want to 
15 work there anymore? 
16 A. Yeah. 
17 Q. Okay. 
18 A. I was so - I don't think my 
19 professionalism - fve had drunk people in my 
2 0 ambulance. Never have I been pushed to that 
2 1 point I was pushed to tears. I was so mad. 
2 2 I went in the office. I knew that I 
2 3 was upset, and I knew I needed to get away or I 
2 4 was probably going to say something to him that 
2 5 would just get me fired right there and probably 
43 
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1 deserved to be fired. Very unprofessional - I 
2 felt like I could be very unprofessional at that 
3 moment 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 
10 
Q. Okay. 
A. And I was in the office, and I was 
just trying to regroup. And I was I don't cry. 
rm not a baby, but I was so :frustrated and so 
tired of him and all of this that I just felt 
rm probably like maybe a little bit more an 
advocate. I have to say that I really want the 
l l best for these people. They're going back into 
l2 thecommunity. 
13 
2-4 
It's a p.r.n.job for me. You know, I 
work there because I want to, not because I have 
15 to. 
16 Q. Okay. 
1 7 A. And I feel like rm doing something -
1 8 I hope I can do something to help these folks 
become - have a better life -19 
20 Q. Right. 
21 A. - and to help society too. Do you 
22 know what I mean? 
2 3 Q. Uh-huh. 
2 4 A. And some of these folks have never had 
2 5 the opportunity to be educated about their health 
l care. Nobody's ever taken the time. They've had 
2 abusive pasts. The last thing they need is abuse 
3 here. 
4 Q. Uh-huh. 
5 A. /uid sometimes - I don't know. It's 
6 j 11St - that probably has nothing to do with this, 
7 but it's - the way he has treated people - I had 
8 a similar incident where he basically says they're 
9 faking. 
1 O Q. How long have you worked with him now? 
2- 1 A. l O months, l 0, 11 months. I was hired 
12 last March, and I started complaining about some 
13 of the stuff he had - that I was witnessing 
14 within two weeks. 
15 Q. wbo did you complain to? 
16 A. At the time, right when I first 
1 7 started, we had a changeover in the mairiagem1~nt, 
1 8 but Lisa Mays (phonetic), who was the RSA then, 
1 9 who has documentation way back as well. 
20 Q. Okay. 
2 1 A. She's now gone. And then Andy. 
22 Q. Okay. 
2 3 A. I started to express - I shouldn't 
2 4 say complain. Expressed concern. 
2 5 Q. All right 
12 (?ages 45 to 48) 
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46 
A. And the incident that I had prior to 
a same thing, acute abdomen. I'm 
3 telling him I'm putting fluid in her, she's not 
1 
2 
4 peeing. Her belly is becoming distended. I 
5 started the process early that time too. 
6 He finally did come assess her late in 
7 the afternoon, and he came back in the office, he 
8 took me aside and brought me back in the office 
9 and said - this is when - he did start treating 
10 me different after this particular incident 
11 He brought me in the office and he 
12 said, "They don't pay these people enough for 
13 acting I essons," then he proceeded to tell me how 
14 to assess the patient, how not to look at the way 
15 they're acting with all their pain and all this 
16 stuff. 
17 And I just looked at him and 1 said, 
18 "She is not faking." 
19 Q. Uh-huh. 
20 A. "She is sick." 
21 And at that point he said, "Oh, fine." 
22 He goes, "Call me in two hours." He said, "I'll 
23 be over at ISCL" which was the Yard. He was 
2 4 going over to do his rounds. 
25 Well, I called him over at the Yard 
1 that day, and we took her - I took her to the 
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2 emergency room the very same way. I had an IV 
3 running on her. I took her. 
4 And she ended up having her gut cut 
5 open and had a huge bowel obstruction, which would 
6 have - she had so much fluid in her belly because 
7 nothing could pass that she probably would have 
8 been in an acute situation and possibly septic and 
9 died had we not had her to that ER and they not 
10 found her problem. 
11 Q. Okay. 
12 A. He told me she was faking. 
13 Q. After that incident did you confront 
14 him about that or did he confront you? 
15 A. He treated me differently. 
16 Q. How so? 
1 7 A. It was an unsaid thing. 
1 B Q. More respect or -
19 A. I'd say. He didn't - he didn't - I 
2 0 never - I guess from the time I met Dr. Noak, the 
21 first couple weeks, I had no respect for him. I 
2 2 did my job and I did everything to the best of my 
2 3 ability when I had to do his clinic. He had 
2 4 everything he needed. I just made sure he needed 
2 5 nothing from me. 
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l Q. Okay. l A He spoke - the only two things he 
2 A. His patients were taken care of, I had 2 said to her that I was witness to was "Lay down, 
3 all his lab reports, but I didn't make idle 3 just lay down," the initial. 
4 conversation with him. 4 Q. Uh-huh. 
5 There was a few times he played little 5 A And then the next thing he said to her 
6 games with me, you know, like I would be doing my 6 was "Go back to your room." 
7 job and he would be standing behind me, and I know 7 Q. So when he - did he check her out I 
B he wanted to engage in a conversation. 8 while you were there, checking her stomach and 
9 Q. Uh-huh. 9 everything? 
10 A But I have nothing to say to him. 10 A Not while I was in the room. 
11 I'll give him professional courtesy. But some of 11 Q. What was the purpose of telling her to 
12 the stuff rve seen him do was unacceptable. 12 lay down? 
13 Q. And this is over a ten-month period 13 A. Because she was dizzy. 
14 tha1 you've seen this. 14 Q. Okay. 
15 Has he- 15 A. I had said - he seemed - he just 
1~ C, A. So he slammed a book on a counter 16 seemed irritated. And I took it like he was more 
17 behind me. Of course rm going to startle. And 17 irritated with me because I was talking to the -
18 he goes, "Oh, that was a big fly." 18 you know, he felt like - my - this is the way l 
19 i\.nd I just turned around. And he'll 19 felt, this is what I perceived, that Dr. Noak was 
20 make a comment like - he just - he knows that I 20 irritated with me because I was caring for the 
21 feel - I think he hows how I feel about him. 21 patient and getting taken for a ride. 
22 Q. Uh-huh. 22 Q. Okay. 
23 A. And that I - it's unacceptable. 23 A. That's the way I felt -
24 Because one time I did speak up, and I said, "We 24 Q. Okay. 
25 all bleed red," because he said, "These dirtbags." 25 A. - based on all my interactions with 
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l You know, those were his common references. l Dr. Noak. He's always trying to tell me how I'm 
2 Q. And speaking about the inmates? 2 getting taken for a ride in so many words, you 
3 A. The inmates, uh-huh. 3 know. And I haven't - I just have real issues 
4 Q. Okay. 4 with a lot of the things he's done. And I've told 
5 A. He called one of the inmates a "fat 5 him that I have issues. 
6 fuck" right in front of him and other inmates. 6 Q. What has he said to those? 
7 Q. Wow. Did you hear him say anything to 7 A. Well, he brushes me off and just, you I 
8 Norma? 8 know, pretty much let's me know that rm 
9 A. I heard him talking as they went down 9 insignificant 
10 the hall, but I couldn't - 10 Q. Okay. 
11 Q. When was that? 11 A. Nothing - you know, I think my 
12 A. That particular evening after he 12 concerns are valid. 
13 grab bed her under the ann. 13 Q. Every time you've worked with him, is 
14 Q. You don't know what he said, though? 14 he irritable like that or -
15 A. I couldn't hear a word that he was 15 A. Oh, he's - 1 can't tell you that rve 
16 saymg. 16 ever seen Dr. Noak ever be pleasant and happy. 
17 Q. How about when you came in and took 17 Q. Has he ever expressed to you any 
18 over for Karen? You said that he said "Go back to 18 personal feelings about working there? I know 
19 your room" or something. Did you hear him say 19 you've said that he gives the inmates names. But 
20 anything about any treatment that she - 20 has he ever said, you know, "This job sucks" or "I 
21 A. Nothing. 21 don't know" -
22 Q. Take care of herself or - 22 A. No. 
23 A. Nothing. 23 Q. - "why rm here"? 
24 Q. So the only thing was "Get back to 24 A. No. 
25 your room"? 25 Q. Nothing like that? 
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1 A. Huh-uh. It's more so just his 
2 attitude while he's there. A lot of negative 
3 things, you know, about what he's seeing people 
4 for. It's just constant degradation of whoever he 
5 chooses that day. 
6 Q. Have you ever seen him outside of 
7 work, I mean like at maybe company meetings or 
8 anything like that? 
9 A. No. No. 
10 Q. So the only person that you know 
11 Dr. Noak is, I guess, an irritable guy? 
12 A. Pompous. 
13 Q. Okay. 
14 A. He just is constantly saying things 
1 5 that aren't appropriate at all. He will call 
1 6 his - he talks about his P .A.s constantly in 
1 7 front of us, how stupid they are, how incompetent 
18 they are, always making negative reference. Never 
1 9 about him. It's always about him having to clean 
2 0 up other people's messes, you know, the inmates 
21 faking. 
22 Q. Okay. 
2 3 A. I've seen him do things clinically 
2 4 that are absolutely unacceptable. 
25 Q. Like-
Page 53 
1 A. One scalpel - bloody scalpel to the 
2 nexione. 
3 Q. You've seen that yourself or have you 
4 heard that? 
5 A. No, I've watched him - I didn't see 
6 the scalpel incident, but I have seen him use the 
7 Hyphrecator one to another, which is a burning 
B instrument -
9 Q. And what did he do with that? 
1 D A. - with no lidocaine. 
11 Q. \Vhat do you do with the Hyphrecator? 
12 I've never seen one. 
13 A. Its tips are disposable. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 A. So basically you would - you can bum 
1 6 warts. Most of the time that's what it's used for 
1 7 is like a wart-type removal. 
18 Q. Okay. 
19 A. Cysts and stuff are usually done with 
2 0 scalpels. 
21 Q. Okay. Did you report any of those 
2 2 incidents? 
2 3 A. Not formally, no. 
2 4 Q. Informally did you -
2 5 A. And that's my fault To be honest, I 
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1 really felt like throughout alJ ofthis, you know, 
2 I had reported things, nothing ever gets done. 
3 It's been this way forever. Nobody's ever going 
4 to do anything about it 
5 And so the way I looked at it is the 
6 only thing I can do is take good care of them. 
7 You know, I can give them - I have told inmates 
B to refuse treatment 
9 Q. From him or from anybody there? 
10 A. Uh-huh. 
11 Q. Is he the only doctor there that comes 
12 in? 
13 
14 
A. He's the only MD. -
Q. Okay. 
15 A. - that comes over. And supposedly he 
16 only comes over on cases that are difficult or, 
1 7 you know, something that's a little bit out of the 
18 scope ofa P.A. 
19 Q. So he makes a determination whether 
2 O it's difficult? Do you contact him on a lot of 
2 1 cases and he determines whether or not to come 
2 2 over, is that -
23 A. The P.A. does -
24 Q. Okay. 
25 A. -yeah. 
1 Q. Okay. 
2 A. The only time I ever really - like 
3 cardiac people, if I have an urgent care, I'll put 
4 them in, you know, directly with him for 
Page 55 
5 follow-up. And most of those would be cardiac. 
6 Q. Okay. So Karen, the doctor is her 
7 supervisor? 
B A. Uh-huh. 
9 Q. How do you fall in under this? Is 
10 Karen your supervisor, or are you like independent 
11 or-
12 A. Yeah, I would say Karen. Pretty much 
13 we answer to the P.A.s. We - if you look at a 
14 normal standard clinical environment, you know, 
15 you might have an M.D. who's providing the 
16 services. In every setting that I've worked in 
1 7 clinically, I've worked directly under a 
1 B physician. 
19 Q. Okay. 
2 0 A. So I guess you could say it's the 
21 nurse, I would be the nurse that facilitates the 
2 2 care of - and with regard to getting lab work, 
23 drawing labs, you know, sort of facilitating. 
24 Q. Okay. 
2 5 A. The P .K would be the provider in this 
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case. Dr. Noak would be somebody that consults. 1 A. And the other an:rr you can't straighten 
So the way PHS works is they have an 2 clear out because she had a car accident and, you 
overseeing physician, but they have the P .As who 3 know, it broke the olecranon process so you cai.,'t 
provide the daily care - 4 straighten that arm out I know that He should 
Q. Okay. 5 know that, in my opinion. 
A. - and treatment and managemeni of the 6 Q. A.s they're walking down the hall, do 
patients. 7 you see her looking up at him, or is she not 
Q. I see. 8 making - trying to make any eye contact? 
A. Toe other thing that we have as a 9 A. No, I heard - what I could hear is -
responsibility is we are also responsible - 10 you know, how you'll hear a tone, you can hear a 
because there's times where there's not an M.D. or 11 tone. It was a low tone, but I could not make out 
a P.A. on site. So we are responsible for any 12 specific words. 
care during that period of time, emergent, 13 Q. Okay. 
semi-emergent care. At least I can suture or, you 14 A. And those hallways are - the 
know, do those kinds of things. And we kind of 15 acoustics are pretty good, you know, but I really 
follow standing written orders. 16 just couldn't hear specific words. 
Q. Okay. Now, to transport a patient 17 Q. Okay. 
off; do you have to get approval from the doctor? 18 A. And I was trying to listen., but I 
A. Ub-hub. 19 couldn't And the hall was pretty quiet 
Q. Okay. 20 There was two gals, I remember, coming 
A. Oh, yeah. 21 out of the bathroom, and I wish I could remember 
Q. Going back to the incident where he 22 who they were as these two were approaching. But 
can1e in and took her, did you see Norma's 23 they had backed up and went back in the bathroom. 
expression when he grabbed her? 24 Q. They saw them corning down? 
A. Well, that's the thing, is as I was 25 A. But I don't know who it was. 
Page 57 ?age 59 
getting her out the door, she became tearful 1 Q. Okay. 
because she - and she was telling me she was 2 A. Yeah, I just cannot- I've been 
going to go down. 3 racking my brain trying to think of who it was, 
Q. Uh-hub. 4 and I just don't know. But they might have heard 
A. And that's when I was trying to talk 5 what he was saying. 
her through. As I was - I did not see her at the 6 Q. My other question is, do you want to 
point - and it's nice that you call her "Norma" 7 be a victim? I mean you're a victim of a battery. 
It is. 8 A. Uh-hub. 
Basically, he was in my way - do you 9 Q. Do you want me to list you as a victim 
know what I mean? - my visual with her. All I - 10 on this? Do you want to be a - I mean right now 
she was pretty much just turned. 11 you're also a witness to what happened with Norma. 
Q. Okay. 12 A. Uh-hub. 
A. The other thing that upset me is he 13 Q. I mean you're - I mean you can make a 
grabbed her arm that she got caught in a washing 14 decision here if you want to be a victim, too, or 
machine. That whole shoulder had been 15 if you just want to be a witness. 
reconstructed. And it's - the other arm, I 16 A. I want this taken care of. 
can't - I guess the thing is is that I knew she 17 Q. Okay. 
already - this is a very tender area for her. It 18 A. I want it to stop. And after my 
doesn't have full range of motion. And he just 19 meeting the other day, it's not going to if it's 
grabbed her under that arm. 20 left at the level that -- at the PHS level. 
Q. Would he have known that? 21 Q. I don't - I don't know how far your 
A. He should have. 22 other complaints are or other complaints from 
Q. Was that in her chart or anywhere? 23 other people have gone. 
A. Oh, yeah. 24 A. Tuey haven't gone anywhere. Nobody 
Q. Okay. 25 complains. And I fell into that too. And I feel 
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l that's what- I feel terrible about it l IfDr. Noak says - and there's been other 
2 Q. Uh-huh. 2 incidences where if Dr. Noak says this, then 
3 1\.1R. WOLFE: And I think that's more of an 3 that's the word. He is the be-all-end-all. 
4 issue for me. Obviously, rm very serious about 4 Q. Okay. 
:, this matter and, you know, clearly rm going to 5 A. He does see patients at SICI because 
r ask you some questions when the detective is done 6 we do not have - SICI and South Boise do not have 0 
7 in regards to that issue - 7 a physician on site. The Yard, ISCI has 
B THE wTINESS: Uh-huh. 8 Dr. Bailey who is an on-site, but Dr. Noak still 
9 1\.1R. WOLFE: - as kind of a follow-up. 9 oversees Dr. Bailey. 
10 1\.1R. LA.KASKEY: rm almost done here. 10 Q. Okay. 
11 Q. And like I said, it's your decision if 11 A. And so Dr. Noak just happens to be the 
12 you want to be considered a victim in this where 12 one who provides the M.D. services for us because 
13 there would be two battery charges rather than 13 we don't have, you know, an on-site. It's a 
14 one. 14 lesser - the majority of our fol.ks are not as 
15 A. I almost feel an obligation to do 15 medically involved, so they don't need an 
16 that- 16 infirmary type care -
17 Q. Okay. 17 Q. Uh-huh. 
18 A. - because I'm not in prison. 18 A. - you know, so that they can put them 
19 Q. Okay. Well, I will go ahead and list 19 on medical hold and send them back to the Yard, 
20 you as a victim also, then. 20 you know, if they become more medically needy. 
21 A. Okay. 21 And Dr. Noak is one that probably would be 
22 Q. And what rm going to do is I'm going 22 involved - you know, he's the one who kind of 
23 finish my report. rm going to try to talk to the 23 makes that decision. 
24 doctor and see if he will talk to me, and then 24 Q. So do you think he has the power to --
25 route the report to the prosecutor. 25 could he - if Norma didn't recuperate, do you 
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l A. Uh-huh. l think he has the power to send her to Pocatello? 
2 Q. And see if they'll take the case on 2 A. I guarantee you he does. He's already 
3 this. 3 done it to a person that I became pretty much 
4 Do you know - he worked for PHS also. 4 depressed over who had an airway problem that he 
s So his main job site is over at the Yard or is 5 took away some meds. 
6 he- 6 Q. And how does he - he just goes to the 
7 A. My understanding is Dr. Noak - he's 7 Department of Corrections and says "She's not fit 
B always told me he's the state medical director. 8 to be here"? 
9 He is PHS's medical director, so therefore he 9 A. Well, basically it's pretty easy 
10 oversees PHS. He doesn't work for the state. 10 because there's enough of a medical problem for 
11 Q. He oversees PHS in Idaho or around the 11 this person, they're too involved to be at this 
12 country? 12 facility, they got to go. So it's all done, and 
13 A. In Idaho. 13 the focus is all medical. 
14 Q. Okay. 14 Q. Okay. 
15 A. So I sort of was led to believe that 15 A. What people don't understand - and I 
16 he worked for the State and oversaw all the 16 brought this to the attention of the officers, 
17 medical stuff. Come to - he oversees the - PHS 17 even, because I was so distressed in this other 
18 has the state medical contract for the prison 18 case that I went to the lieutenant and said, "You 
19 system, and he is their medical director. 19 have to do something here," because he's basically 
20 Q. Okay. 20 screwing with this person's life. She's about 
21 A. So what he does is he sort of oversees 21 ready to get out 
22 all the facilities, and he's a consultant to 22 Q. Uh-huh. 
23 difficult cases. 23 A. And he sent her back to Pocatello. 
24 Q. Okay. 24 Q. And over in Pocatello they got 24-hour 
25 A. But he does have the ultimate power. 25 medical care? 
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l A. Uh-huh. Tbat's where the women wouJd 
2 to go. Because here the guys at SICI could 
3 just go back to the Yard 
4 Q. Right 
A. that's where the -=~~--
6 is, because the majority of the prison system's 
7 folks are here in Boise, it seems. It's the 
8 facility, from whal I understand. 
9 Q. So is that the reason why he would 
D send somebody back to Poca!ello is because 
11 continuous coverage, medical, or why wouJd he -
12 why would he do tha!, other than I mean 
13 specially with somebody with I mean Nonna gets 
14 out in April, as she was saying. 
15 A. Right 
16 Q. And I guess he brought up the fact 
l 7 that he could her back if she doesn't heal or 
18 something like that 
19 A. That's pretty common. He threatens a 
2 o more restrictive environment fairly regularly. 
22 
Q. Okay. 
A. And rve 
2 3 times than just once. 
a witness to that more 
24 Q. Now, you said he (unintelligible), 
2 5 he's the medical director. 
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1 I don't know, I'm thinking if somebody 
2 with that type of title, actually going out and 
3 helping peo;,Jle is something that - you know, when 
4 I think of a director, rm thinking of somebody, 
5 you know, behind a des~ off on paperwork 
6 and sending it through. 
7 A. Uh-huh, 
B Q. Do you think with him coming out and 
9 helping these inmates, do you think that's 
1 C burdensome for him, or is that something he 
11 normally does? I mean 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Okay. 
14 A. He does it because he has to. 
15 Q. Okay. 
16 A. And the majority of times he will be 
1 7 late. inmates that come up, you know, that we 
18 schedule them, they have to do what they have to 
19 do. You know, we put them on the call-out, they 
2 D have to be there. You know, that's just the way 
21 the system works. 
22 Q. Uh-huh, 
2 3 A. He may be two hours late, never call, 
2 4 nothing, then finally call, and they've been 
2 5 sitting there for two hours waiting, and he'll 
66 
1 cancel them. He blatant disregard for any 
2 because they're in ;,Jrison, they're on his 
3 you know, he gets - and that's the way it has 
4 always been. 
5 Q. Okay. 
6 A. So wha! I do when rm there - and I 
7 know a lot of the other folks do, we send them 
8 back because he's it's a rarity that - if you 
9 look at he's seen his patients, has the 
10 same schedule every time between l 0:30 and noon, 
11 typically, is when we schedule his patients. 
12 We fax a call-out to him the night 
13 before. And typically, it will never go through 
14 to his house, like it's supposed to, because 
15 the one who wants us to do that But there's just 
16 blatant disregard for these people. 
17 Q. Okay. 
18 A. And he has no qualm about his time is 
19 more important 
2 0 Q. How can I - does he have a private 
21 practice, you know, in tovm or anything that you 
22 know 
23 A. You know, I believe what he's made 
2 4 mention to me in the past is I think he did. ;\nd 
2 5 then since - I don't know whether it was he 
?age 67 
1 took this position because that was dwindling away 
2 or what occurred, but apparently he's made 
3 mention of the fact that he might even see 
4 patients in the evening sometimes in I believe 
5 it's Marsing. 
6 Q. Okay. Do you know how I can ahold 
7 of him? Phone number, business, home, or anything 
8 like that? 
9 A. Yeah, you can always get ahold of him 
10 through the prison, through SICI. You could call 
11 Andy. 
12 Q. Okay. 
13 A. And Andy has his pager and his cell 
1 4 phone and -
15 Q. What's his number? Do you know? 
16 A. Andy's number is 333--0037. 
1 7 But I've worked with a lot of 
18 physicians, the cream of the crop. And that's the 
19 way he presents is - well, and I hate to say 
2 0 this, but the saying - we all kind of - it's 
21 like it's good to be king. 
2 2 Q. llh-huh, 
2 3 A. Because basically he walks around and 
2 4 is never questioned, and it's jIEt - it's a 
2 5 terrible situation. It really is. And 
Page 68 
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1 officers have expressed it 1 stepped in and aggressively grabbed her. 
2 Q. Uh-huh. 2 Did you see the type of grip he had on 
3 A. They want to transport somebody 3 her arm? 
4 they"re not comfortable with, and they can't do 4 A. I saw him - I think - no, I did not 
5 anything about it, you know, because our physician 5 see whether he grabbed her arm, but I saw him -
6 has to say yes. 6 when I saw him go down the hall, he had her arm 
7 I fought with them one evening over a 7 over his arm, and she was just yanked up on him -
8 cardiac patient, who did finally end up having 8 Q. Okay. 
9 endocarditis and then was sent to the Yard.. But I 9 A. - like right up on him. 
10 finally just said, "We're transporting." And I 10 Q. Okay. 
ll stepped out of my scope and said, "We're doing 11 A. And that's what led me to believe she 
12 it," because I knew - and I was ready to lose my 12 was probably leaning on him. 
13 job at that point. And I have - that's where rm 13 Q. Okay. 
14 at. I'm ready to lose my job over everything 14 A. Later I found out she - he was 
15 anymore. 15 dragging her. Well -
16 Q. Uh-huh. 16 Q. You found that out from who? 
17 A. Because it's not worth being there if 17 A. Norma 
18 I can't take care of these people, because I have 1B Q. Okay. 
19 an obligation to them. 19 A. She came to me, oh, gosh, 4 5 minutes, 
20 Q. (Unintelligible) after this incident? 20 40 minutes after the incident to get her 
2l A. (Unintelligible) because it's what is 21 medication. Because I want her up walking around 
22 the right thing to do. Because if I walk away and 22 if she can do that. You know, we need to keep her 
23 don't stand up, I'm no better. I'm 40 years old. 23 moving because things stop. But she came up and 
24 You know, it's kind of like I'm past that. I need 24 told me what he had done. She said that he - and 
25 to be at the top of the ladder. I don't need, you 25 she was tearful. 
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1 know, Dr. Noak to approve ofme. Do you know what 1 Q. Uh-huh. 
2 I mean? I don't an:ymore. What I need is to be 2 A. And she thought she had gotten me in 
3 able to go to work every day and to be able to 3 trouble. And I said, "What are you talking 
4 sleep every night knowing that I did the best I 4 about?" 
5 could do in an honest way. 5 And she said that when he grabbed her 
6 Q. Uh-huh. 6 and took her down that she was like on her 
7 A. You know, we all make mistakes, and I 7 tiptoes. She said he had her up so hard, and she 
8 know there's hardened criminals. I do. I'm 8 said it hurt so bad. She said, "I asked him to 
9 not - and, you know, I'm not stupid. rve been 9 release" - she said, "I asked him to let go, that 
10 out there, you know. But I do believe - and I 10 he was hurting me." 
11 have seen people change. I have watched them, you 11 Q. Uh-huh. 
12 know, yes, I've only been there 11 months. 12 A. And she said, "Can he really send me 
13 But sometimes it takes one interaction 13 to Pocatello? Is he going to send me to 
14 with somebody to make them look inside and find a 14 Pocatello?" 
15 part of themselves they never knew was important 15 And I said, "What?" I didn't realize 
16 or existed. 16 any of that had occurred. 
17 Q. Uh-huh. 17 Q. Uh-huh. 
18 A. So ... 18 A. And at that point I said, "Norma" - I 
19 Q. Okay. 19 just said, "You need - rm - it's a conflict of 
20 A. I just don't think they deserve any 20 interest," because I was so angry and, you know, I 
21 less than everybody else. 21 said, "This just isn't -- rm not the right person 
22 Q. All right. Well, I think rm pretty 22 to be telling this to. You need to go to your 
23 much set on this. I mean just going over this, 23 officer and follow your procedures, whatever that 
24 you tried to - you were trying to help Norma, I 24 is." I don't know what they are. "But ifhe did 
25 guess, slide do\\TI the wall, and that's when he 25 that to you, this is not a nursing problem, this 
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is a security issue." 1 me. He thought she was playing me, and he was, by 
And then I talked to Officer Jackson. 2 God, going to take control and get her to her 
And he said, "1nat's correcl" And she did go to 3 room. That's exactly the way it felt. 
hlm. 4 Otherwise, he would have said, "\\'hat's 
Q. Okay. 5 going on? You know, can I help?" This was in no 
A. I did not push her to go to him. I 6 way ai.-i effort to assist me. 
just said, you know, "If you're hurt, then I need 7 He thought she was playing me, and he 
to see you, you know, ifhe hurt you_" B was irritated about il 
But then I told Officer Jackson that I 9 And all I can say is I think he was 
really felt like I wasn't objective enough to see 10 probably the way I felt at the time, because he 
her and that he needed to have somebody else look 11 usuaJJy interacts with me 
at her. 12 Q. Uh-huh. 
Q. Did you even glance at her arms to see 13 A. - he would have told me what her plan 
if there was any injuries? 14 of care was, this is what we're going to do with 
A. She had clothing on, and I didn't 15 her, blah, blah, blah, 'Now you can take her back 
Q. Okay. Do you know who saw her? 16 to her room." You know, our normal interactions, 
A. I believe they brought her down to see 17 there was nothing even close to that that day. He 
Rosemary, who was a staff relieving rne. 18 was put out that I was falling for this faking 
Q. Okay. 19 patient, is the way I felt. 
A .. And this was at like 5:30, 6:00, 20 Q. You said you've kind of helped the 
because she was tv.10 hours late, Rosemary was. 21 inmates before in that type of way, and he would 
And she immediately was like, 'Tm not 22 pull you aside and say something. 
getting involved." 23 A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Oh, really? 24 Q. Would he nonnally do that with every 
A. She's a piece of work. 25 person he thought -
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Q. Did she eventually see her, though? 1 A. Ye3h. 
A. Apparently she did. Not in my 2 Q. - were (unintelligible) or helping 
presence. 3 out? 
Q. Okay. Did you ever read the chart to 4 A. The normal standard is when a 
see if there were any injuries afterwards? I 5 physician treats a patient or assesses a patient, 
mean 6 they usually give us, you know, the follow-up 
A. When I reviewed my stuff, yes, I did. 7 instructions. 
I saw that Rosemary had looked at her at the B Q. Okay. 
request of the officer and that she didn't see 9 A. And then we - because he doesn't want 
anything. 10 to taJk to them, for sure. You know, that's the 
Q. She didn't note any injuries or 11 last thing. I just had a guy who was on being 
anything like that? 12 treated for AIDS. He's actually being put on the 
A. Huh-uh. 13 antivirals and all of that stuff. 
Q. Oh, did you 1 forgot my question. 14 Q. Uh-huh.. 
Oh, when Norma was when you were trying to put 15 A. Big, huge process where he should have 
Norma down, you didn't call for help or anything 16 had informed consent. 
like that? 17 Dr. Noak didn't talk to him. He said, 
A. No. 18 "This is what we're putting you on." And he said, 
Q. Okay. He just kind of - 19 "They'll explain it all to you out there." 
A. She's a little thing. 20 Q. Okay. 
Q. \\i'hy do you think he came out? Could 21 A. So, you know, his normal, he deviated 
he see what was happening? Could he hear what was 22 greatly from what he would normally do v,'ith an 
happening? 23 individual like that., because even after the other 
A. He was it goes right back to what I 24 assessment on Benger (phonetic), the one who ended 
felt from the beginning. He was irritated with 25 you up having all the surgery, he came into the 
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1 office and said - you know, he talked to me about 1 Q. Have you seen him since? 
2 that patient and their plan, what we're going to 2 A. I went and told the officers. 
3 do. He thought she was faking. You know, he 3 I did. I saw him on Monday, and he 
4 still interacts. He should have told her, "This 4 did not even give me eye contact He had to come 
5 is what's going on. llis is what I think." 5 in to see a patient that I saw over the weekend, a 
6 Q. Right 6 cardiac patient that we did not transport. I just 
7 A. You know, "Follow up with the nurse." 7 managed him. He was manageable. I worked with 
8 Q. You didn't hear an;thing like that? 8 the P.A., and then he had - I had put him in 
9 A. There was no verbalization at all 9 Monday for evaluation by Dr. Noak. 
10 about her plan of care or what he even thought 10 /Uld he did not - this chart was 
11 Q. Okay. After you took Norma back 11 extensive. And he didn't even talk to me about 
12 do\VIl - or after he took Norma back down, he came 12 the patient, didn't even - and I was right there 
13 back. 13 the whole morning. Did not -
14 Did - was anything said between you 14 Q. Didn't ask any question about -
15 and- 15 A. - ask me question one. 
l-6 A. He never did come and talk to me. 16 Q. Nothing about this incident, he didn't 
17 Q. How about did you talk to Karen about 17 say anythiI1g? 
18 the incident afterwards? 18 A. The only thing that happened within my 
19 A. I had gone in the office and basically 19 earshot when I was in the pharmacy, he took 
20 was getting over my little umtrum when Karen 20 another one of the gals, a CMS up at SICI, because 
21 stepped in. 21 I work both places. 
22 Q. All right 22 Q. Okay. 
23 A. .A .. nd I just told her at that point that 23 A. He took her - he sat down with her, 
24 I just will not be associated with this kind of 24 and I had had another problem with one of his 
25 care and this kind of treatment. And I just said, 25 patients over the weekend that had a - sort of a 
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1 "I don't know what to" - I was just upset, and 1 complication of a treatment that he provided. And 
2 Karen just pretty much tried to calm me dov.n and 2 I had seen this guy both days over the weekend, 
3 get me back on track. And we didn't speak about 3 wanted Dr. Noak to see him. 
4 anything. He was still there, I believe, at that 4 Q. Uh-huh. 
s point 5 A. And Vicki was telling him about the 
6 Karen kind of has to walk on pins and 6 patient. And he was basically saying - blowing 
7 needles. He can fire her in a second. He cannot 7 that off. And it was - but then he said, "I need 
8 fire me. 8 you to come dov,,n to South Boise with me for a 
9 Q. Okay. 9 couple hours.'' 
10 A .. You know, so Karen's in a little 10 And I just kind of overheard -- he 
11 more - her situation is a little different than 11 knew I could hear. I was right behind him. And 
12 mine. He is her direct supervisor. And 12 he said, "Plus, you probably need to get out of 
13 basically, she went back to her office, and I 13 here for a while." And this was totally out of 
14 finished up with what I had to do. I got myself 14 character for him. This was like buddying up or 
15 back on track, finished pill card exchange where 15 something. It was just weird. 
16 they exchange, you know, their prescription pill 16 Q. Uh-huh. 
17 cards. 17 A. And I didn't give it any - I just 
18 Q. Uh-huh. 18 walked away. 
19 A. Did that, still thought he was there. 19 Q. And there would be no reason for him 
20 The door was open. And I went to look, and he was 20 to bring -
21 gone. He never said anything to me. Never 21 A. She doesn't know, no. There's no 
22 brought the charts back to me. 22 reason. So I don't know what that was all about 
23 He left two charts laying in a room 23 And I just assumed it was for my benefit, and just 
24 unsecured. Never told us he was gone. I don't 24 blew it off, basically. 
25 know how long he had been gone. I have no clue. 25 Q. Okay. 
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A. Because rm sure the lieutenant would 1 A. South Boise. He met with Karen, 
handle it ifhe came walking in. And do you know 2 myself, and Andy was there. 
what I mean? It's just like rm not going to get 3 Q. And-
into that 4 A. And it sounded like Dr. Noak was 
Q. All right Is there anything else you 5 saying that he was assisting me. You know, 
can tell me about this? I mean I think I've asked 6 "You're kind of a slight person." 
all the questions I have. But if there's 7 Q. Was he there, too, a1 this meeting? 
something else that you can remember that we 8 A. No. No. 
haven't gone over about the specific incident and 9 Q. Okay. 
when he came in and - 10 A. But Rick said, "You're a slight 
A. AJl I can tell you is I got the drift 11 person, and you don't think he could have been 
that - from Rick Dole, because the very first 12 helping?" 
thing he said, it was - I know he's talked to 13 And rm like, "I lift 200-pound people 
Dr. Noak about the incident He told me he 14 every day." He knows what I do for a living. He 
hadn't, he just wanted to get my story. And - 15 knows I'm fully capable, and if I need assistance, 
Q. Rick is- 16 I would ask. 
A The head of PHS, the regional 17 Q. Uh-huh. 
director. 18 A. You know, it was jusl.. 
Q. And you talked to him when? 19 Q. Was Karen there with you when you guys 
A. Monday. 20 were up -trying to take Norma down the wall? 
Q. Okay. 21 A. Karen had come out of her office just 
A They asked to come talk to me. And 22 as all this occurred. 
that's when they found out about the possible 23 Q. Okay. 
criminal - or charges being pressed within 30 24 A. So she was front side ofus. I was 
minutes. Andy was not aware of it Andy was 25 like this with her, with the patient, going dovm 
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talking to me. I was sitting in there, and Andy 1 the wal~ and Karen came out I saw Karen's face. 
immediately called Rick. Well, within 20 minutes 2 Her face just like went white. I do remember 
Rick wanted to have a meeting with me. 3 that, when all of a sudden I was pushed aside. 
Q. How do you think he found that out? 4 Q. Okay. 
Because I haven't - I haven't contacted anybody. 5 A. And Karen didn't - Karen stood there 
A. Andy? 6 like she was lost We were bothjlli,""i sort of 
Q. Yeah. About the criminal. 7 flabbergasted about the whole situation. 
A. Oh, I uTu1k that's just charges. B Q. Uh-huh. 
Q. Okay. 9 A. And she immediately retreated to her 
A. It was mentioned, and then the 10 office again. And I just stood in the hall kind 
lieutenant I mean it's kind of because Andy's 11 of - I don't know what I think I was doing, but I. 
over both places. 12 was just standing there, just in disbelief, · 
Q. Okay. 13 really. 
A. And Andy and I were talking, and he 14 Q. Now, when you first came in, you said 
told - he called Rick and said Rick wasn't aware 15 that you had talked to the company. 
of it, and so then Rick came down. And pretty 16 ls that what you meant by talking to 
much damage control. 17 Rick on Monday? 
Q. Okay. 18 A. Uh-huh. 
A. And it was like this plan. It wasn't 19 Q. Okay. And they didn't want - he 
about listening to me at all. It was about 20 didn't want you to come and talk about -
redirecting and, you know, minimizing and- 21 A. Basically, in so many words, he 
Q. Right Righl 22 expressed the concern about IDOC. And when I 
A. Yeah, I wasn't happy at alJ at the end 23 expressed some of the other concerns - because be 
of that 24 was minimizing everything that occurred. 
Q. Vv'here did you have that meeting at? 25 Q. Uh-huh. 
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1 ,A._ He wasn't listening to what I was 1 Q. Well, my next - my next step is to 
2 saying. He had no intention of listening to what 2 see if he'll want to talk to me. And it sounds 
3 I was trying to te!J him. And that's what I 3 like he may already know what's - what may be 
4 understood the meeting was about I was told he 4 happening or has a pretty good idea. But rrn 
s wanted to hear what happened from me. 5 going to try to talk to him and let him know that 
6 Q. Uh-huh. 6 there's allegations that this occurred, and send 
7 A. That is not at all what he wanted to 7 it off to the prosecutor. 
8 hear. He already had a plan in mind. 8 A. Wel~ and the way I feel about it is 
9 And when I started to - I just got a 9 rve watched neurosurgeons in the O.R. throw 
10 little aggressive, and I said - you know, he was 10 tantrums, throw trays of stuff, act like babies. 
11 justifying Dr. Noak's actions. He said he's known 11 Never once have I ever seen them touch another 
12 him - and I thought he was going to say 10 or 15 12 individual, you know, push a nurse out of the way, 
13 years, you know, and he tells me 5 months. And 13 nothing. 
14 he's like, "The guy~s brilliant" And he's just 14 And I know it sounds minimal, he 
15 going on and on. And I thought, Here I sit 15 didn't punch me or he didn't punch her, but he 
16 Here's another brick wall. 16 certainly way stepped over the line, in my 
17 Q. Uh-huh. 17 opinion, by grabbing her. That's my job to assist 
18 A. And basically minimized every single 18 her down the hall. That's not an M.D.'s job. You 
19 thing, and then tried to redirect it into "We're 19 know, I'm the peon, not him. 
20 going buy you this. We're going to do this. 20 Q. Have you ever seen him do this to 
21 We're going to get a CP AP machine." 21 another inmate? 
22 rve been around awhile, you know. I 22 A. Never. 
') -:;, 
... ~ used to manage group homes in Cleveland, and I've 23 Q. How about has he ever done it to you 
24 worked for companies where they play the game. 24 or a P.A. or anything like that? 
25 Q. So you think he was, I guess, enticing 25 A. Not that rve seen. 
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1 you with all this new stuff or whatever to - 1 Q. Okay. 
2 A. He was trying to get the focus off of 2 A. Not that rve seeIL 
3 what it was. And then what he did say was "That's 3 :MR. LA.KASKEY: Well, I think I pretty much 
4 a separate issue. That's a separate issue. And 4 have enough - I have the whole story there. 
s that when you talk to IDOC, because they will s Steve might have some questions. 
6 probably investigate this, you need to keep these 6 :MR. WOLFE: Okay. 
7 issues separate." 7 
8 And I said, "But you're not 8 EXA1vfINA TION 
9 understanding what I'm saying. This is the straw 9 BY :MR. WOLFE: 
10 that broke the camel's back for me. All this has 10 Q. Janna, again, my name is Steve Wolfe, 
11 been going on, and this is why today rm saying 11 and I work for the Department of Corrections as 
12 no, I'm not backing off, because you guys won't do 12 their chief investigator for the Office of 
13 anything. You have documentation from way back 13 Professional Standards. Okay? I appreciate you 
14 about this stuff occurring, from him drinking out 14 taking the time to talk to both of us today. 
15 of your pop." 15 And although the detective is focusing 
16 We have to hide our food because he 16 on a criminal aspect, rm focusing on the staff 
17 will drink our pop. The first day I had chili and 17 misconduct issue ofthis incident. So I have a 
18 crackers - the first day I met the man, I walked 18 couple questions to ask you, and I want you to 
19 over, he has my crackers in my chili and is eating 19 just answer them to the best of your ability. 
20 it 20 Now, first of all, what is your 
21 Q. Wow. 21 position at the South Boise Women's Correctional 
22 A. So that's where the "It's good to be 22 Center? 
23 king" came in. You know, I know it's a 23 A. rm a CMS. 
24 terrible - it's not funny, but it is just so 24 Q. Okay. What does that stand for? 
2.5 appalling it's almost unbelievable. And I just - 25 A. Correctional medical specialist 
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Q. Okay. And you - I think you said you 
2 worked there for about terr months; correct? 
3 A. Actually going orr a year in March. So 
4 close to a year. 
5 Q. Okay. Just give me a basic thumbnail 
6 sketch of your education and training. 
7 A. I have a bachelor's in social work. 
8 Q. Okay. 
9 A. I worked with mentally ill, mentally 
1 O retarded populations, as well as the private 
11 sector. 
12 Q. Okay. 
13 A. And I went on to - into emergency 
14 medicine. I have a medical assisting degree -
15 Q. Okay. 
A. - which is clinical. Okay? As 
1 7 opposed to emergent I am also a critical-care 
1 i3 paramedic. 
Q. Okay. 
20 A. So all in total, about seven, almost 
21 eight years. 
2 2 Q. So you have a significant amount of 
2 3 education and training in both dealing with 
2 4 patients and the medical care aspect? 
2 5 A. Uh-huh. 
1 Q. Okay. Do you work anywhere else, 
2 other than out at the prison? 
3 A. I do. 
4 Q. \Vhere else do you work? 
5 A. I'm a critical-care paramedic for 
6 Payette County. 
7 Q. Okay. How long have you been working? 
8 A. In the medical field? 
9 Q. Yes. 
10 A. About eight years. 
11 Q. Okay. Would you consider the Boise 
12 Women's Correctional Center a safe 
13 environment? 
14 A. Very much. 
15 Q. Okay. And when dealing with any of 
16 the doctors or the other P.A.s out there, would 
17 you consider that they're promoting a working 
18 environment? 
19 A. I would say yes, as far as 
20 Q. Okay. 
21 A. I think security has more to do with 
22 that aspect 
23 Q. Okay. 'wbat is your impression of the 
24 seriousness of Norma's medical condition on or 
25 about January 30th? 
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A. I think the I would have to say the 
index of suspicion for her having something fairly 
,f!",,l',f'',r_;="",,t. would be moderate to high. 
Q. Okay. All right. And when Rick Dole, 
I think you came out and spoke to you, this 
was on what day? 
A Monday, this past Monday, so -
MR. LA.KASKEY: 9th? 
TI:IE VlITNESS: Yeah, if that was Monday. 
Q. (BY MR. WOLFE): Okay. Was there 
anything said in that meeting behveen yourself and 
Rick Dole or anybody else in that meeting where 
you formed the impression that they were getting 
you to limit your testimony or change your 
testimony or do anything at all to cause you to 
vacillate one way or the other? 
A. I · I felt like the situation was 
Q. Okay. 
A That the concerns I was expressing 
were skirted and I was being redirected. 
The thing that I felt be was concerned 
about was that this should have been handled - he 
stated that it should have been handled 
internally, that it should never have gone out5ide 
Page 91 
and that he wished he had that opportunity, 
and that these issues were separate, previous 
versus this incident should be separate with 
and that if I wanted to address the 
previous issues, that I could do that with him. 
So in essence, telling me - I can't 
tell you the exact words, but that IDOC certainly 
was going to be investigating this, and that I 
needed to kind of stick with just the incident a1 
hand, as opposed to all the previous concerns that 
I had had. 
Q. Did anybody, either Rick Dole or 
anybody from PHS, try to give you additional 
information or have you keep from providing any 
information during the criminal investigation or 
try to get you to change your testimony at all? 
A. Not outright, not specific. You know, 
that was never verbalized as such. 
Q. Was it intimated or alluded to? 
A. I would have to say yes with regard to 
like trying to :minimize, making excuses for this 
man's behavior. 
Q. Okay. 
A. "You know how quirky physicians are" 
and how this and that, telling me he's brilliant 
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Q. \Vho does Andy work for? For us? 
A. Andy works for PHS. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Yem 
Q. Okay. \Vhat is Fender Salenas' status 
right now? 
A. I don't know. She is a rider at South 
Boise. 
Medical status? 
Q. Yes, medical status. 
A. At this point in time, something 
needs - she is one of those people that would be 
put into a category of needing intervention of 
some kind, and that's where she was at, was in 
that diagnostic process. 
Q. Is Dr. Noak seeing to that 
intervention? 
A. Karen had done the initial tests. 
Q. Right. 
A. Initiated medication therapy. The 
patient was not responding. She got approval for 
this thyroid scan, which is more definitive 
diagnostically. Dr. Noak at that point is the one 
who Karen's having - Karen's doing everything she 
can. Now it has to go to Dr. Noak- Noak as like 
a consult to see where we're going to go from 
here. 
Q. So he has to give the authority for 
that? 
A. Definitely. 
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Q. And what has been the time frame now? 
Are we talking a couple of days or weeks or months 
or-
A. She's - she came into our facility 
with the initial problem. 
Q. Uh-huh. 
A. Karen identified it, started working 
on her immediately. I arn the one who actually -
Karen told me on a Thursday that she wanted this 
ultrasound done. She got approval from Dr. Noak 
to do it, which basically she had to provide 
documentation and previous attempts at - you 
know, to try to manage this before she could get 
approval for this scan. 
l set up the scan for the very next 
day. We got the scan the very ne:x.i day. The 
21st, we got the results of the scan, and I was 
told Dr. Noak would be down that day, "Leave the 
chart out. He's coming do\1/Il this afternoon to 
review the results of the scan and to come up with 
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1 a plan of care, next step for her." He did not do 
2 that. 
3 Q. And when was this approximately? 
4 A. 1bis was on the 21st 
5 Q. On the 2lst-
6 A.. OfJ anuary. 
7 Q. - of January? 
8 A. Uh-huh. 
9 Q. So on January 21st, all the paperwork 
1 D from that scan was prepared at the women's center 
11 there-
12 A. And Karen spoke to him. 
13 Q. - Karen spoke to Dr. Noak, and until 
14 this day there's been no definitive review by 
15 Dr. Noak or any other doctor? 
16 A. His chart - or her chart was on the 
1 7 desk with Hernandez on the evening of the 30th. 
18 Q. Okay. 
19 A. And I did not look at it I - at 
2 0 that point when I found the chart, because we were 
21 looking for orders for Hernandez after he left. 
2 2 And I couldn't find the chart anywhere. I finally 
2 3 found the chart in the procedure room where he had 
2 4 left it with no orders, but I did not review 
2 5 Salenas' chart at that time. 
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1 Q. Okay. So we have no idea whether that 
2 was acted upon or not? 
3 A. No idea. 
4 Q. Will you check that out for me when 
5 you go out there? 
6 A. Uh-huh, I will. 
7 Q. Thank you. 
B Did you ever hear Norma on the 30th 
9 during the assessment by Dr. Noak tell Dr. Noak 
1 D that he was hurting her? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Okay. What's the relationship between 
13 Karen Barrett and Dr. Noak? 
14 A. She is a physician assistant -
15 Q. Right. 
16 A. - who is employed by PHS. She works 
1 7 one day a week at SICI, and then she works 
1 B typically four days a week at South Boise. She's 
19 the primary provider for South Boise. 
2 0 Q. Well, when I was talking about 
21 relationship, rm using it kind of like from the 
22 global perspective. 
2 3 What - how do they interact with each 
2 4 other? 
2 5 A. Well, I would say it's a strained -
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1 Q. \Vho does Andy work for? For us? 
2 A. Andy works for PHS. 
3 Q. Okay. 
4 A. Yeah. 
5 Q. Okay. \\'hat is Fender Salenas' status 
6 right now? 
7 A. I don't know. She is a rider at South 
8 Boise. 
9 MedicaJ status? 
l D Q. Yes, medical status. 
11 A. At this point in time, something 
12 needs she is one of those people that would be 
13 put into a category of needing intervention of 
1 4 some kind, and that's where she was at, was in 
15 that diagnostic process. 
16 Q. Is Dr. Noak seeing to that 
l 7 intervention? 
1 8 A. Karen had done the initial tests. 
19 Q. Right. 
2 0 A. Initiated medication therapy. The 
2 1 patient was not responding. She got approval for 
2 2 this thyroid scan, which is more definitive 
2 3 diagnostically. Dr. Noak at that point is the one 
2 4 who Karen's having Karen's doing everything she 
2 5 can. Now it has to go to Dr. Noak - Noak as like 
1 a consult to see where we're going to go from 
2 here. 
3 Q. So he has to give the authority for 
4 that? 
5 A. Definitely. 
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6 Q. And what has been the time frame now? 
7 Are we talking a couple of days or weeks or months 
8 or-
9 A. She's - she came into our facility 
10 with the initial problem. 
11 Q. Uh-huh. 
12 A. Karen identified it, started working 
13 on her immediately. I am the one who actually -
14 Karen told me on a Thursday that she wanted this 
15 ultrasound done. She got approval from Dr. Noak 
16 to do it, which basically she had to provide 
1 7 documentation and previous attempts at - you 
1 B know, to try to manage this before she could get 
1 9 approval for this scan. 
2 0 I set up the scan for the very next 
21 day. We got the scan the very next day. The 
2 2 21st, we got the results of the scan, and I was 
2 3 told Dr. Noak would be down that day, "Leave the 
2 4 chart out He's coming down this afternoon to 
2 5 review the results of the scan and to come up with 
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1 a plan of care, next step for her." He did not do 
2 that 
3 Q. And when was this approximately? 
4 A. This was on the 21st. 
5 Q. On the 21st 
6 A. Of January. 
7 Q. of January? 
8 A. Uh-huh. 
9 Q. So on January 21st, all the paperwork 
1 O from that scan was prepared at the women's center 
11 there -
12 A. And Karen spoke to him. 
13 Q. Karen spoke to Dr. Noak, and until 
14 this day there's been no definitive review by 
15 Dr. Noak or any other doctor? 
1 6 A. His chart or her chart was on the 
1 7 desk with Hernandez on the evening of the 30th. 
18 Q. Okay. 
19 A. And I did not look at it. 1 at 
2 0 that point when I found the chart, because we were 
21 looking for orders for Hernandez after he left. 
22 And I couJdn't find the chart anywhere. I finally 
2 3 found the chart in the procedure room where he had 
2 4 left it with no orders, but I did not review 
2 5 Salenas' chart at that time. 
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1 Q. Okay. So we have no idea whether that 
2 was acted upon or not? 
3 A. No idea. 
4 Q. Will you check that out for me when 
5 you go out there? 
6 A. Uh-huh, I will. 
7 Q. Thank you. 
8 Did you ever hear Norma on the 30th 
9 during the assessment by Dr. Noak tell Dr. Noak 
10 that he was hurting her? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Okay. What's the relationship between 
13 Karen Barrett and Dr. Noak? 
14 A. She is a physician assistant 
15 Q. Right. 
16 A. who is employed by PHS. She works 
1 7 one day a week at SIC!, and then she works 
18 typically four days a week at South Boise. She's 
19 the primary provider for South Boise. 
2 0 Q. Well, when I was talking about 
21 relationship, rm using it kind of like from the 
22 globaJ perspective. 
23 \\'hat - how do they interact with each 
24 other? 
2 5 A. Well, l would say it's a strained -
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-c. t,.; 
from my experiences on my end, which is Karen sees 1 the facility? 
patients, I get orders, I document the orders, I 2 A. No. It was absolutely contradictory 
follow up on everythi,.1g she wants for that 3 to the medical condition of the patient 
patient I know there has been great strain 4 Q. Okay. 
between Dr. Noak and Karen with regad to tbe 
I 
5 A. A person in her condition would never 
patient 6 be ambulated and should not have been. At thai 
Q. Has Karen ever said a1111.hing specific 7 point in time the patient should be stabilized, 
to you in regards to an interaction that she has 8 assisted to sit down, and probably get her feet 
had v.ith Dr. Noak? 9 up, as opposed to walking dow11 the hall. 
A. Most of our conversations, Karen's and 10 Q. And on a follow-up question to that, 
my conversations, have to do with the patient 11 had 1b.i.s been a situation with a correctional 
care. She's trying to get things done for the 12 officer 
patient She has many times expressed frustration i3 A. Uh-huh. 
about not being able to get that accomplished for 14 Q. - take Dr. Noak out of the picture 
that 15 and utilize a correctional officer in his place, 
And I have noticed, because I work 16 would this have been considered necessary force in 
both places, that there is a definite difference 17 order to quell a situation in which an offender 
in the way he interacts with Karen versus Tom, 18 was doing something wrong? 
who's the primary provider at SICL 19 A. No. 
Q. Okay. Did you ever hear Noima say to 20 Q. I mean do you understarld the question? 
Dr. Noak, "My ears are ringing"? 21 A. I do. 
A. I can't say that I did. 22 Q. Okay. 
Q. Did you ever hear Dr. Noak respond to 23 A. No. rve never ever in any situation 
her, no matter what the question was, 24 seen even an officer escort an inmate like this, 
111'.fs. Hernandez, my ears are ringing - my ears 25 even in a situation where it was a security issue. 
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have been ringing for two weeks listening to 1 Q. Did you feel that the amount of force 
stupid complaints from inmates like you"? 2 that was used was necessary? 
A. No, I didn't hear that 3 A. No. 
Q. Okay. 4 Q. Okay. Did Dr. Noak ever apologize to 
A. I - go ahead. 5 you for pushing you or talk to you about the 
Q. Have you ever heard of anybody by the 6 incident? 
name of Vicki Weremecki? 7 A. No. 
A. Yes. 8 Q. Okay. 
Q. Okay. And where does she work? 9 A. No, it was never even acknowledged 
A. SICI. 10 that anything occurred. 
Q. Okay. Do you know what, if anything, 11 Q. Wbat was the patient's name with the 
she could tell us about anything going on out 12 bowel obstruction? 
there? 13 A. Carla Benger, B-e-n-g-e-r. 
A. She's - on a day-to-day basis, she is 14 Q. B-e-n-g-e-r? 
up there fu1J time. 15 A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Is she somebody that would be worthy 16 Q. Okay. And you had said - oh, I'm 
of me speaking with in regards to knowledge to 17 going to go back to this other question. 
behavior of medical staff? 18 You had indicated earlier that Norma, 
A. Uh-huh. 19 when she was getting the assessment, looked like 
Q. Okay. 20 she was scared to death. 'iVhen I go to the dentist 
A. She's a very diligent, very caring 21 I look like that. 
individual who does a good job with the patients. 22 A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Was the escort that Dr. Noak used on 23 Q. Okay? What was she afraid of, aside 
Norma on the 30th necessary for the purposes of 24 from the normal fear that you have from getting a 
medical treatment or for the safety or security of 25 medical assessment or going to the dentist? 
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1 A. I guess I just - based on the fact 
2 that I just spent the last day and a half with 
3 her, and a lot of that right at her side -
4 Q. Right 
S A. - like in the ER-
6 Q. Uh-huh. 
7 A. - her level of relaxation, like the 
3 way she looked, her comfort leve~ in general, 
9 body language tells you a lot 
10 Q. Right 
11 A. She was very tense. She was - her 
12 face looked stressed in the room She did not 
13 have - she was comfortable with me. She was 
14 comfortable with the ER physician. You know, her 
15 body language, her arms were out She was drawn 
16 up. She - just her general level of comfort was 
l 7 totally different than it had been previous during 
l B my interactions with her. 
19 Q. What do you attribute that to? 
2 O A. Well, you're asking an opinion., so rm 
2 1 going to give it 
22 Q. Yes. 
2 3 A. Which I believe it's Dr. Noak, his 
2 4 presence, his -- his inability to communicate to 
2 5 make somebody feel comfortable, elicit 
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1 information, you know, from his patient, being 
2 judged, that she might get in trouble. 
3 Q. ls this contrary to what you would 
4 expect when seeing a doctor in a doctor-patient 
5 relationship? 
6 A. Uh-huh. 
7 Q. You have to say "yes" or "no" for the 
B purposes of the tape. 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Okay. Okay. And last question - and 
11 J don't know if the detective will have any 
12 follow-up, but in your opinion., what would you say 
13 Dr. Noak's competency level is? Do you feel he's 
1 4 competent to practice medicine under these 
15 conditions, meaning in a facility? 
16 A. I think Dr. Noak - I don't have a lot 
1 7 of experience on a daily basis with Dr. Noak, 
1 B seeing him, you know, diagnose and things. 
19 I think Dr. Noak probably has adequate 
2 0 knowledge base to be a physician, yes. But the 
2 1 thing that I see - I see a couple things that 
2 2 concern me and that I've noticed over time. Most 
2 3 every physician, no matter what - I've worked 
2 4 with the cream of the crop - they have a network. 
2 5 You know, when they have a problem in another area 
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l or an area out of their expertise, they 
2 communicate with other physicians in that area of 
3 expertise. 
4 Dr. Noak does not do that Never have 
5 I seen him communicate. I feel he has a lot of 
6 preconceived ideas. I feel that his general 
7 opinion of an incarcerated individual skews his 
B medical judgment and treafment overall. 
9 Q. Would you say that - and I don't want 
l O to put words in your mouth, but just for 
11 clarification., would you say that he has some kind 
12 of issue with inmates? 
13 A. I would say he just has no respect for 
14 them as human beings. He doesn't even look at 
15 them as human beings. 
16 Q. And what would you - how are you 
l 7 basing that opinion? 
18 A. On his interaction., and then the 
19 verbalizations that I've been witness to. 
2 0 Q. In fact, you -you said that he 
21 refers to some of them as "dirtbags"; is that 
2 2 correct? 
2 3 A. Uh-huh. 
2 4 Q. And one occasion you heard him use a 
25 word "fat fuck" to one of the inmates? 
?age 103 
1 A. That was directly with me. 1 had done 
2 his clinic that morning, and he had - there was 
3 four people to be seen. At eleven o'clock all 
4 four of those individuals showed up at medical 
5 like they were supposed to for their appointment 
6 At 11 :45 he was still not there and 
7 had not called. I sent them back to their units 
8 and said I would page them when he was physically 
9 in the facility. 
10 Q. Right. 
11 A. I did that One of those individuals 
12 has been very ill, Mr. Kersling (phonetic) is his 
13 name. He has gained - he weighs over 400 pounds. 
14 It's quite a walk from where he lives up to where 
15 medical is. 
16 He also has a problem right now with 
1 7 uric acid, so his feet - it's like walking on 
18 glass shards. 
19 Q. Right. 
2 O A. So he's - it's all he can do to get 
21 up to medical and get back, you know, let alone do 
2 2 that ten times a day. 
2 3 So when Dr. Noak showed up - I think 
2 4 he started his clinic at 12:00 or 12:15 that 
2 5 day - I called the individuals back up to 
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medical. A.nd I had paged .Mr. Kersling twice. 1 Q. On whose part? 
Knowing that he might have gone back to his unit 2 A. On Dr. Noak's and on mine for not 
and laid down and didn't hear it, I called the 3 reporting it 
unit They sent him up. 4 Q. Okay. That's all I have. 
So he was - Dr. Noak had finished 5 A. And I did report that particular 
with his patient and .lv1r. K.ersling was enroute 6 incident to my boss. 
coming to medical, and Dr. Noak was standing at- 7 Q. Okay. 
kind of beside my desk. And I was charting. And 8 A. And to be honest with you, he's been 
he said, "Am I finished?" 9 allowing me to take better care of the patients 
And I said, "Well, Mr. Kersling's on 1D since the incident with Benger. And I said, "Give 
his way. He should be here any minute." 11 me a little while, and rn decide how I want to 
Well, there was like four or five 12 deal with this." 
inmates sitting out in a waiting area, which a 13 That's why rm here today, too, is rm 
divider sits. And so they can hear everything. 14 starting to have a real problem with me. 
His back is just -you know, here's the divider, 15 Q. Well, you can clearly see that we're 
here's Dr. Noak, here's the inmates, and the door 16 talcing this pretty seriously. 
is over here to the medical unit 17 A. And rm thankful. 
So he's tapping his pen, going, "Huh, 18 MR. WOLFE: Okay. 
Kersling? Vv'hat's wrong with him?" 19 
And at that point the door opens. 20 FURTIIER EX..6Jv1JNA TION 
Okay? He's like, "Oh, I know. That's that fat 21 BY MR. LAKASKEY: 
fuck." And then he says - goes into this "Fat 22 Q. Just to wrap this up. 'w'hen Steve 
fuck, fat fuck, fat fuck." And he goes, "You know 23 asked you if you heard the sta.tement, you know, 
South Park. Haven't you ever heard of South 24 about ringing - his ears ringing with all the 
Park?" 25 complaints of the inmates, you seemed kind of 
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And I looked up at him and I am 1 surprised. 
like - I just had my teeth gritted. And I said, 2 A. That sounds exactly like something 
"He's here. Do you want me to check him in?" 3 he'd say. 
A.nd I just was horrified. I felt 4 Q. Okay. All right. 
terrible. I didn't know whether :tvfr. Kersling had 5 A. That's always - it sounds kind of 
heard it, because he's talked - :tvfr. Kersling has 6 stupid, but I mean I - it hurts me to bear. And 
talked to me about his weight and how he feels 7 I try to comfort them or to take away some of that 
about this. And we don't know what's going on B sting, you know, because they have to put that 
with him. It's endocrine or something. 9 somewhere. 
Q. Vv'hat rve set before you is a card 10 Q. Uh-huh. Has Dr. Noak ever seen Norma, 
with the Idaho Department of Corrections mission, 11 that you can recall? 
vision, and values on the back of it 12 A. Huh-uh. 
Have you ever seen that before? 13 Q. So when she -
A. 1 have. We have it posted in medical. 14 A. No, Dr. Noak rarely ever, ever, is 
Q. Okay. Have you ever actually read it? 15 down at South Boise. Rare. I can probably tell 
A. Uh-huh. 16 you three times in the last year. 
Q. Okay. Would you say that - if you 17 Q. All right Now, the injuries to you, 
look at some of the values, it says, "We respect 18 did you have any physical - did you have any 
and appreciate each other's roles and 19 physical? 
contributions. We foster dignity and respect for 20 A. I have a couple more things, too, 
staff, offenders, and the public." 21 though, 1 want to tell you. 
Would you say that there's any 22 Go ahead. 
violations in regards to our mission, vision, and 23 Q. Did you have any injuries when be 
values? 24 shoved you out of the way, any physical injuries 
A. I'd say there's huge violations. 25 on you? 
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1 A. No. 1 and filing charges against him, do you feel that 
2 Q. Did you feel anything? 2 your job is in jeopardy or your reputation in the 
3 A. No. 3 medical field? Do you think there's going to be 
4 Q. Was it just like a shove and - 4 any repercussions for doing this? 
s A. You know, to be really honest, I never 5 A. There might be. Not from anybody I 
0 thought about me until two minutes later. 6 work directly with. My medical, all of my - rm 
7 Q. Okay. 7 diligent in my care and my documentation. And I 
8 A. I mean- B think as far as officers, as far as the patients 
9 Q. \Vhy? 9 themselves -
10 A. Because I was more focused on the 10 Q. Uh-huh. 
ll patient. 11 A. - and as far as my reputation in the 
12 Q. Did you- 12 medical community from Saint Alphonsus clear to 
13 A. I never even thought about the fact 13 Ontario, Oregon, can't be disputed. rve never 
14 It was kind of like, He pushed me. 'When I v,rrote 14 been sued. I take care of - so I don't have any 
15 my statement, I was at work in Payette, and I was 15 concern about - you know, that's on me as far as 
16 writing the statement, and it donned on me that he 16 my medical abilities and reputation. 
17 had shoved me. 17 Q. So the network that he has with all 
18 Q. Did you ever think about filing 18 the other physicians, you don't think that in some 
19 charges against him? 19 way that will -
20 A. Uh-huh, yeah. 20 A. No, I pretty much - I pretty much 
2l Q. Okay. 21 have the respect of anybody who knows me with 
22 A. And that's why I sort of on Monday of 22 regard to medicine and integrity and dignity and 
23 this week after I had the meeting with that 23 most of the things that I believe. Most of the 
24 Rick- 24 things that I would stand up for are legitimate 
25 Q. Uh-huh. 25 and mostly probably ethically based. 
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1 A. - I called and tried to find - I 1 Q. Okay. 
2 found out that Detective Jensen (phonetic) was off 2 A. I do - PHS, certainly. Rick Dole, I 
3 until Saturday, and - because at that point I was 3 already know that I might - I probably will. 
4 going to go ahead and - 4 It's as easy as not calling me anymore. Do you 
5 Q. And that's - 5 know what I mean? It's a right-to-work state. 
6 A. I feel like that's my obligation. 6 Q. All right Okay. 
7 Norma is the one that was truly violated. But I 7 A. So he doesn't even have to fire me. 
8 feel like I also have to stand up. And I know 8 He can just give a directive not to call me 
9 mine seems trivial or minimal to me, but it's the 9 anymore to cover shifts. And rve worked almost 
10 principle. And it's the fact that he invaded my 10 full time since rve started out there, and that's 
11 personal space and pushed me. 11 how much they needed coverage. 
12 Q. Right. And, you know, that's one 12 Q. So there's not a schedule that you go 
13 reason - usually detectives won't get these kinds 13 by? 
14 of cases, but because he had, you know, five days 14 A. Huh-uh. 
15 off- 15 Q. It's whenever they need you, they'll 
16 A. Right 16 give you a call and say, "Hey, can you fill this?" 
17 Q. - and we thought, Let's get it to the 17 , A. Uh-huh. I worked pretty much directly 
1B detective and get the ball rolling on this, and 1B with the DON, the director of nursing, and 
19 that's why I have that case. 19 she's - well each one that we've had - we've had 
20 A. Right. 20 two different ones. They work with me and say, 
21 Q. Let's see. The other question I had 21 "'What's your schedule this month?" 
22 is, you know, Karen - you said that she works 22 Q. Okay. 
23 directly for Dr. Noak? 23 A. And "This is what I need this month." 
24 A. Well, he has more control over her. 24 And I even rearrange my schedule on. 
25 Q. Okay. Do you recall by coming forward 25 the ambulance if I can, you know, to cover shifts 
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1 out there. We've been going through some changes 
2 and new hiring. And I know I can pretty much 
3 function in any environment So, you know, \)\.ith 
4 regard to that, it's like - it works really well 
5 for me because I can pick and choose. But it 
6 works realJy well for them too. 
7 Q. Uh-huh. 
8 A. But I feel a greai sense of - I like 
9 it Believe it or not, I like it better than 
10 being like in urgent care. You know, I feel like 
11 it's - I learn a lot from the pathology and ... 
12 :tvfR.. WOLFE: Are we done recording? 
13 :tvfR.. LAKASKEY: Yeah, rm done, so Tm going 
14 to go ahead -
15 THE WIThTESS: There's a couple more things 
16 that I just wanted to tell you that I -
17 11R. WOLFE: On the record or off the 
18 record? 
19 THE \VlTNESS: Probably should be on the 
2 D record. They're pretty bad. These are mostly 
21 with regards to his actions, things that he's 
2 2 done. rm compiling a list, because like I said, 
2 3 Rick Dole said bring these issues to him. 
24 But, you know, I really feel like 
2 5 since this is a conduct issue that you're 
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1 representing - there's a couple of things that 
2 border abuse. They are abuse. They don't border 
3 abuse. 
4 It has to do with - number one, I 
C: expressed this to Rick. But basically when an ..) 
6 inmate comes and expresses the fact that like 
7 they're allergic to peanuts and they want a peanut 
8 memo, usually not to eat peanut butter or whatever 
9 they're allergic to. 
10 \Vhat they do is they bring them -
11 they set them up for an appointment with the P.A. 
12 and have peanut butter or peanuts or whatever 
13 sitting on the table, along with Benadryl and 
14 epinephrine. And they have to eat the peanuts and 
15 go into an aphylactic reaction. 
16 
17 FURTHER EXA.MJNATION 
1B BY 11R. WOLFE: 
19 Q. \Vho does this? 
20 A. The physician. 
21 Q. \Vhich physician? 
22 A. Well, it comes from Dr. Noak. He 
23 makes the P.A.s do it Karen won't do it She'll 
24 do a serum blood test. There is a test that you 
25 can draw blood from this individual and find out 
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1 if they have a true peanu1 allergy. 
2 But their whole thir1g - this happened 
3 to me on my shift with an inmate and an onion. 
4 And I walked into the P .A's office, and I saw on 
5 the calJ-out, the schedule, it said "onion 
6 allergy." So I noticed on the P.A. 's desk there 
7 was an onion about this big, and then epinephrine 
B and Benadryl. 
9 And I said what are you - what are 
10 you - I knew - rm thinking, You're not going 
11 to - are you really going to do that? I thought 
12 it was a joke or something. 
13 And he's like, "No." 
14 And I thought, Oh, my God. Are you 
15 kidding me? We can't intubate. Th.is is wrong. 
16 And so I told tha1 -
1 7 Q. I take it this is not 
1 B generally-accepted. medical practice? 
19 A. No. No. No. Tbis is - a.,_,d I 
2 0 addressed this with Rick Dole. He said thai was 
21 the standard of care, and we've since change.cl. 
2 2 that And see I griped. I threw a huge stink 
2 3 about that, because I've had people die by the 
2 4 time I got to them when they were in anaphylaxis. 
2 5 I couldn't get them intubated. I couldn't cut 
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1 their throat open quick enough. They die. 
2 "Oh, we just give them a little bit" 
3 I said, "You don't even understand. 
4 Peanut oil on their fingertips will send them into 
5 anaphylaxis and they can die within minutes." 
6 Q. Is Rick Dole a doctor? 
7 A. No. 
B Q. Okay. 
9 A. Okay. Then the other issue is this 
10 faking issue. There was a big stink about people 
11 faking seizures. 
12 Well, there's a couple ways to assess 
13 that, one of which is not to break an ammonia 
14 mhalant and shove it in their nose. 
15 The whole goal of an ammonia inhalant 
16 is to snap it, and it's a noxious stimuli. You 
17 wave it 
1B Well, Dr. Noak shoves them in their 
19 nares, which then causes acid bums to their 
20 nares. And if I was ever to do that in the field, 
21 I would be fired and sued. 
22 But these are the kind of things that 
23 go on that are so appalling to me. And I stood my 
24 ground on a lot of this stuff verbally, you know, 
25 confronted the issue. So of course, you know, rm 
?age 116 
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l the bad guy for trying you know, trying to be 1 "Well, it's the same thing that's in these two." 
2 the saint here or something. 2 But the fillers - you can have reactions. It was 
3 But there's just a lot of issues. He 3 obvious, it was documented., she had nothing on 
4 will degrade - I \\Tote just - and see, I'm just 4 Advair. She was functional. So she ended up 
5 starting to comprise this list of dates, because I 5 getting sent back to Pocatello. 
6 can go back and do all that 6 And those are the kinds of things he 
7 Q. Okay. 7 does. It's almost out of spite, you know. It's 
8 A. But eating the diabetic snacks. We 8 to spite - you know, in that case I felt it was 
9 get snacb from the kitchen for the diabetics. 9 to spite Karen. 
10 Dr.Noak goes and eats them. So then we don't 10 Q. Uh-huh. 
ll have them for our diabetics. 11 A. And then I found out later, because I 
12 Ibe infonned consent thing. You know, 12 threw a stink about it, and I went to the 
13 nonnaJ people, when you go to a physician and 13 lieutenant and I said, "You cannot let them send 
14 you're going to have a procedure done or 14 her back to Pocatello. She doesn't deserve it. 
15 something, you know, your doctor explains the 15 You're messing with her life." 
i 16 procedure and makes sure you understand and "Do 16 She had it investigated by David Haas 
17 you want to do this?" or whatever. 17 (phonetic). 
18 Well, basicaJly they're told they have 18 Does that sound right? 
19 to or they're going to be sent back to wherever. 19 Q. David Haas is the contract 
20 You know, he gives a lot of threats. 20 administrator for the Depamnent of Corrections. 
2l Ibe other inmate was at South Boise 21 A. Okay. 
22 that I told you about, the airway gal I dealt 22 Q. And he and I are very closely aligned 
23 with her so many times I can't even tell you, 23 on this issue. His office is right next to mine. 
24 breathing to the point of where exhaustion. And 24 And he's the one that brought this investigation 
25 what he did with her is he provided a medication 25 to me in the first place. 
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l Advair, which is nothing. It's nonformulary, yes, 1 A. Okay. Well, I just want to tell you 
2 but she was a premie baby, and she's got some 2 this, because what happened is - and I'm not even 
3 damage to her lungs. She was the one who was 3 supposed to know this, but because I threw such a 
4 about ready to be released She was actually 4 stink about Ms. Nerse (phonetic), this gal who got 
5 going out in the community and looking for 5 sent back to Pocatello, Karen got dinged on it in 
6 placement 6 her evaJ uation., that she tells me too much. 
7 Q. Right. 7 Well, I'm not stupid. I read the 
8 A. Well, he approved this medication. 8 chart. I can follow her plan of care. I provide 
9 She had been in an acute situation for months. He 9 care in the field for this type of problem. And 
10 went ahead and approved the Advair. She had 10 she ends up suffering for it on her evaJuation. 
11 nothing during the three months she was on Advair. 11 Not right. 
12 No exacerbation of her asthma, nothing. She was 12 He approves nonforrnulary drugs for Tom 
13 functionaJ. She was working. 13 for 90 days at a time. Karen gets 30 days. 
14 He just decided to when the 90 days 14 There1s just so many -
15 was up, he disapproved it. And immediately she 15 Q. Is Tom another P.A. out there? 
16 was back on Prednisone. She was doing nebulizer 16 A. He's out at SICI. 
17 treatments constantly. You know, Prednisone 17 Q. Okay. 
18 changes your whole the way you feel, in 18 A. And I see this. It's like - Karen 
19 general. 19 doesn't talk to - we1re professionals. She's 
20 Q. Right 20 professionaJ with me. Certainly we gripe. I'm 
21 A. She gained like a ton of weight. And 21 not going to lie to you. It's frustrating when 
22 all this time Karen kept submitting, you know, 22 you can't take care of your patients. But we 
23 requests to put her back on Advair, because with 23 still - you know, she still goes through the 
24 asthma you have a reactive component And so 24 channels. So do I. 
125 these other medications, his whole thing was, 25 Q. Would a lot change around there if you Page 118 Page 120 
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1 had a different doctor? 
2 A. I would hope I guess if in fact the 
3 doctor was there for the right reasor1s, which is 
4 to care for the patients. To be honest, all I 
5 ever see is Dr. Noak walking arotmd tooting his 
6 own horn and letting lli all know how in control 
7 and in charge he is. 
8 He doesn't educate. You know, you ask 
-:: him a question - and I do this consl:ai.7.tly because 
l O I'm used to being around physicians who share and 
11 want people around them to grow and learn. And 
12 I you ask him a question, and he criticizes or 
13 mirumizes or walks away from yolL He doesn't 
14 teach his P.A.'s anything. 
15 It's more he'll for a perfect 
16 example, Tom and I witnessed this myself, and 
1 7 that's when I said something to him about the way 
18 he treais I did say something to him that 
19 particular day. They had a dual appointment where 
2 O they were going to remove a cyst on this fellows 
22. forehead 
2 2 Well, the patient came in. He was 
2 3 sitting on the table, everything was ready. Tom 
2 4 came out, and Dr. Noak was sitting at a desk 
1 Lisa Mays was \\nting Dr. Noak up right and left 
2 when Lee Harrington (phonetic) was there at PHS. 
3 Lee Harrington was gone. Rick Dole took over. 
4 So rm assuming - all I can say is 
5 rm assuming that it never left PHS, where see I 
6 think we're all under I was even under the 
7 understanding that, you know, we keep -
8 everybody's made these complaints, but it's going 
3 nowhere. So it's worthless. It's like he does 
10 have the power. 
11 Q. Well, the Department of Correction has 
12 not heard from any of our staff members that this 
13 stuff is going on, that I know of. 
14 A. Lieutenant Presley (phonetic) was the 
15 first one who ever sort of informed me that there 
16 was another route. I assumed that was - that's 
1 7 why I went to her, because I knew she could go 
1 B another route. 
19 You know, I worked for a contracted 
2 0 company. I didn't really realize that there was 
21 that separation or that IDOC had really a whole 
22 lot to do with any of what went on with us .. And I 
2 3 mean I really - I understand and communicate I 
24 think I have a real good working relationship with 
2 5 all the officers and everything, and I do -2 5 reading a fishing magazine right there in front of 
Page 121 Page 123 
1 the patient and says to Tom, "Wow, obvioIBly'' -
2 and he just walks over to the inmate and grabs 
3 this cyst on his head and starts moving it around, 
4 like really rough, and says, "Obviously, you don't 
5 know the difference between a lipoma and a cyst 
D W dl, the way I see it, you're going to have to go 
7 back and educate yourself before we can do this. 
8 So we're going to cancel this patient becaIBe 
9 you're so" basicaJJy, he said "incompetent," is 
1 0 what he said. "You're incompetent so we're going 
J. l to reschedule him for another day once you educate 
12 yourself better." And the guy had to leave. 
13 Q. So the patient didn't get the care? 
14 A. No, huh-uh. They rescheduled the 
15 excision of liporna means a fatty cyst Cyst is 
1 6 just a cyst It may be calculi, you know, 
1 7 somethlng more. Those are the kind of things that 
18 happen on a regular basis. 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Q. And why is it that we haven't heard 
any of this stuff until now? 
A. And see, I was under the UI1derstanding 
that Lisa Mays, who was the ON - or the HSA prior 
to Sharron. This was a PHS thing. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I was under the understanding that 
Page 122 
1 they've helped me immensely with regard to 
2 communicating with, you know, the inmates and the 
3 mentality, you know, and the gangs. And I can go 
4 to them and say, "What do you think?" 
I 5 But we're a team, you know, is the way 
6 I look at it I just never thought about it with 
7 regard to medicine, or that I could pursue it 
8 another way. 
9 Q. I guess kind of my final issue is 
1 O this: 'What caused you to want to come talk to IB? 
11 A. Well, I think- today? 
12 Q. Yeah. 
13 A. The meeting on Monday. I - on Monday 
14 I expected something totally different, you know, 
15 when I had requested when he requested that 
16 meeting, I thought he really was going to listen. 
1 7 He came in with his own agenda. And 
18 Q. You mean Rick Dole? 
19 A. Yeah That was so apparent to me. 
2 0 And to try to keep redirecting me and, you know, 
21 he defended Dr. Noak to pretty much or made 
2 2 excuses for him. 
2 3 Q. Are you fearful of your job? 
24 A. Yeah 
25 Q. Why? 
--
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1 A. But it's worth it 
2 Q. Vv'hy are you fearful for your job? 
3 A. Well, like I was telling the 
4 detective, I'm the type of an employee that 
5 basically they just don't have to call anymore. 
6 I'm p.r.IL They call me when they need me. And I 
7 like my job. I really do. My relationships -
8 you know, I think it's an important job, probably 
9 more so than working at the urgent care I did work 
10 at or Idaho Nephrology. You know, these people -
11 Q. Right 
12 A. - I really feel like I can - I'm the 
13 type that likes to sit down and talk to them and 
14 educate them. And it's stimulating for me to look 
15 at their lives, you know. 
1 6 So I - there's a very definite 
l 7 possibility that I won't be out there anymore. If 
18 that happens, I'll deal with that, because, in my 
1 9 opinion, it's retaliation. 
2 0 Q. Okay. Are you a contract employee for 
21 them, or are you actually an employee? 
22 A. I'm an employee. 
2 3 Q. Okay. So you work for them full time? 
24 A. No. 
2 5 Q. Well, part-time? 
Page 125 
1 A. On an as-needed basis, which is -
2 could be over 40 hours a week, really. 
3 Q. Okay. 
4 A. Since I've started out there, I've 
5 averaged, the majority of the time, I'd have to 
6 say between 36 and 40 hours, for the most part. 
7 Q. Okay. Is there anything that either 
B the detective or myself haven't asked you that you 
9 . think is important to kind of close out this 
1 0 interview? 
11 A. I've probably already said more than I 
12 needed to, but it's time to get it all on the 
13 table and ... 
14 Q. Okay. Have you given the statement of 
15 your own free will? 
16 A. Yes, I have. 
1 7 Q. Has anybody forced you in any way to 
18 come in and talk with us? 
19 A. No. 
2 0 Q. Are you willing to testify to these 
21 facts in a court of law or some type of 
2 2 administrative proceeding? 
23 A. Yes. 
2 4 Q. Okay. Did all this happen in Ada 
25 County? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. ldaho? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 11R. WOLFE: Okay. Any other questions, 
5 Detective? 
6 11R. LAKASKEY: No, I am done. 
7 11R. WOLFE: This concludes the interview of 
8 Janna Beth Nicholson on February 12th, 2004, at 
9 approximately I I :45 am. 
1 D (Interview concluded.) 
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L the bad guy for trying - you know, trying to be 
2 the saint here or something. 
But there's just a lot of issues. He 
will degrade - I wrote just - and see, rmju.,"1: 
) starting to comprise this list of dates, because I 
can go back and do all thal 
Q. Okay. 
A. But eating the diabetic snacks. We 
get snack.s from the kitchen for the diabetics. 
(J Dr. Noak goes and eats them So then we don't 
1 have them for our diabetics. 
2 The informed consent thing. You know, 
3 normal people, when you go to a physician and 
4 you're going to have a procedure done or 
.S something, you know, your doctor explains the 
6 procedure and makes sure you understand and "Do 
7 you want to do this?" or whatever. 
8 Well, basically they're told they have 
9 to or they're going to be sent back to wherever. 
Cl You know, he gives a lot ofthreat.s. 
1 The other inmate was at South Boise 
2 that I told you about, the airway gal. I dealt 
3 with her so many times I can't even tell you, 
4 breathing to the point of where exhaustion. And 
S what he did with her is he provided a medication 
Page 
Advair, which is nothing. It's nonforrnulary, yes, 
but she was a premie baby, and she's got some 
damage to her lungs. She was the one who was 
about ready to be released.. She was actually 
, going out in the community and looking for 
placement 
Q. Right 
A. Well, he approved this medication. 
1 She had been in an acute situation for months. He 
) went ahead and approved the Advair. She had 
nothing during the three months she was on Advair. 
No exacerbation of her astluna, nothing. She was 
functional. She was working. 
He just decided to when the 90 days 
was up, he disapproved it And immediately she 
was back on Prednisone. She was doing nebulizer 
treatments constantly. You know, Prednisone 
changes your whole - the way you feel, in 
general. 
Q. Right 
A. She gained like a ton of weight And 
all this time Karen kept submitting, you know, 
requests to put her back on Advair, because with 
asthma you have a reactive component And so 
these other medications, his whole thing was, 
Page 
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1 "Well, it's the same thing that's in these two." 
2 But the fillers - you can have reactions. It was 
3 obvious, it was documented, she had nothing on 
4 Advair. She was functional. So she ended up 
5 getting sent back to Pocatello. 
6 And those are the kinds of things he 
7 does. It's almost out of spite, you know. It's 
B to spite - you know, in that case I felt it was 
9 to spite Karen. 
10 Q. Ub-huh. 
11 A. And then I found out later, because I 
12 threw a stink about it, and I went to the 
13 lieutenant and I said, "You cannot let them send 
14 her back to Pocatello. She doesn't deserve it 
15 You're messing v.ith her life." 
16 She had it investigated by David Haas 
1 7 (phonetic). 
18 Does that sound right? 
19 Q. David Haas is the contract 
2 0 administrator for the Department of Corrections. 
21 A. Okay. 
22 Q. And he and I are very closely aligned 
2 3 on this issue. His office is right next to mine. 
2 4 And he's the one that brought this investigation 
2 5 to me in the first place. 
Page 119 
1 A. Okay. Well, I just want to tell you 
2 this, because what happened is - and I'm not even 
3 supposed to know this, but because I threw such a 
4 stink about Ms. Nerse (phonetic), this gal who got 
5 sent back to Pocatello, Karen got dinged on it in 
6 her evaluation, that she tells me too much. 
7 Well, rm not stupid. I read the 
B chart I can follow her plan of care. I provide 
9 care in the field for this type of problem. And 
1 D she ends up suffering for it on her evaluation. 
11 Not right. 
12 He approves nonforrnulary drugs for Tom 
13 for 90 days at a time. Karen gets 30 days. 
14 There's just so many -
15 Q. Is Tom another P.A. out there? 
16 A. He's out at SICI. 
17 Q. Okay. 
18 A. And I see this. It's like - Karen 
19 doesn't talk to - we're professionals. She's 
2 0 professional with me. Certainly we gripe. rm 
21 not going to lie to yolL It's frustrating when 
2 2 you can't take care of your patients. But we 
2 3 still - you know, she still goes through the 
2 4 channels. So do 1 
25 Q. Would a lot change around there if you 
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1 EXAMINATION 
2 BY MR. LAKASKEY: 
3 Q. Norma went ahead and filed a report 
4 through, I guess, Lieutenant 
5 
6 
7 
8 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Hernandez, Norma Hernandez. 
Right. 
Okay. 
And that's why I'm here to gather 
9 evidence to present that to the prosecutor to see 
10 if any charges should be against Dr. Noak. And we 
11 just got done talking to Norma, and I've read your 
12 statement that you had completed and also Janna's. 
13 And I was wondering if you can kind of elaborate 
14 or talk about what happened on the 30th of 
15 January, I believe this happened; is that correct? 
16 A. Right. 
17 Q. Can you tell me about that? 
18 A. Ms. Hern~ndez had been having some 
19 medical problems. She had been taken down to 
20 Saint Al's for some tests suspicious of kidney 
21 stone. 
22 Initially, I thought she had a bladder 
23 infection, but she was passing hematuria. So --
24 and this was like on a Friday. And so at that 
25 point from, what I recollect, Janna had called 
Associated Reporting Inc. 
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1 Dr. Noak for some follow-up stuff, advice. And he 
2 recommended she go ahead and go down. She had 
3 some tests done. They brought her back without a 
4 definitive diagnosis. They couldn't figure out 
s what was going on. But she was still feeling 
s pretty badly. 
7 So she -- and I had requested -- and 
B Janna too that Dr. Noak come and check her out. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Q. When did 
A. Boy, I'd 
days he was going 
didn't, and I think 
the exact date. 
you make that request to him? 
have to -- it was several 
to come down and then he 
Janna -- it's in the chart, 
14 At any rate, he did show up on the 
15 30th. 
16 Ok Q. ay. 
i7 A. And I had kind of briefed him, gave 
18 him the chart, and then he asked for the patient 
19 to come down. And I think I had saw her for a 
follow-up prior to just that day too. I'd have to 
21 make sure and look in the chart. 
~ And so I went down and got her and 
brought her to the exam room. I stayed there 
24 briefly while he did his physical assessment, and 
25 then pretty much towards the end Janna came out of 
,ge 3 
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the office. And I had some other charting I had 
2 to do, and so I left at that point. 
3 And then Janna was in the room. I had 
4 been doing some charting, came out of the office 
5 to bring some charts back and evidently they had 
6 finished doing whatever they we~e doing. And I 
7 noticed that Janna and Ms. Hernandez were standing 
B at the corner. And of course, I was immediately 
9 suspicious that something might be amiss. 
10 And so I stopped and was kind of just 
11 right there to see what was going on. 
12 And I could hear Janna saying, "Are 
13 you okay? Do you need this? Sit down." You 
14 know, she had the situation totally in hand. 
15 There was no panic or -- and I could see she 
16 wasn't, you know -- if she was going to go down, I 
17 was there to help her. And at that point I just 
18 
19 
was just about right at the door. 
And I heard Dr. Noak. I heard 
20 something slam or something because I didn't see 
21 it. I just heard him say "She can walk." And he 
n came out of the room and inserted himself 
23 between -- between Janna and the patient and took 
24 her by the arm and briskly hauled her down. 
25 Q. How did he get her by the arm? Was it 
Associated Reporting Inc. 
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1 forcefully or I mean did he kind of just pull his 
2 arm in or did he grab it real hard, or how was 
3 that done? 
4 A. You know, that's -- it's hard -- I 
5 mean that's a subjective question. I can't answer 
6 how hard he was holding or grasping. It looked to 
7 me like -- I mean may be -- it was a little more 
B aggressive than what I would -- I mean. 
Okay. 9 
10 
Q. 
A. But can I say he, you know, clamped on 
11 to her? 
12 
13 
14 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Right. You can't tell that? 
I can't tell that. 
But I guess my question is, did it 
15 look like he -- when you mentioned it looked 
15 aggressive -- I guess would it be -- he didn't 
17 grab her like -- knowing that she was ill or sick, 
18 you made it sound like he wanted to get ahold of 
19 her rather than, you know, gingerly take her, if 
20 he walked down the hall briskly, like you said. 
21 Now --
22 A. And I would have expect -- and see, 
23 that's where it's hard to be objective versus the 
24 subjective. I would have thought that, you know, 
25 someone was ready to pass out or something. He 
,ge 5 
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1 could have waited or figured out what was going on 
2 before he just ... 
3 Q. Now, was he called in just for 
4 Hernandez? 
5 A. He did see another inmate that he was 
6 supposed to have seen too. 
7 Q. Did he seem upset that he was here? 
B Or yourve worked with him before? 
9 A. Uh-huh. 
10 Q. The way he acted, I guess, on the 30th 
11 where, according to Hernandez, he was -- I don't 
12 know, kind of what words he used -- he was real, I 
13 guess, calling I think it was -- did he call you a 
14 name or Janna a name? 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 like? 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Janna a name. 
Is he, I guess, rude? Or --
Uh-huh. 
He is? 
At times, uh-huh. 
Okay. 
He can be very abrupt. 
And on the 30th, he was, it sounds 
~ A. Yeah. I mean I don't know -- you 
25 know, there's -- maybe abrupt to me is not abrupt 
Associated Reporting Inc. 
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1 to him or somebody else, you know. But it 
2 wasn't it wasn't an action that you --
3 especially when there were two people already to 
4 have the situ ion under control. I mean, you 
s know, I didn't even rush right in there to take 
6 over because Janna is a well-trained CMS and MT. 
7 She had it totally under control. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Q. 
something 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
do -- why 
Q. 
Do you know why he would have done 
like ? 
Why he would do that? 
Yeah. 
I can't really answer why he would 
he would do that. I don't know. 
You know, I worked in the jail a 
15 little bit, and over there -- Dr. Stewart was over 
16 there. And it seemed like his wife and the other 
17 nurses there would kind of tell the inmates where 
18 to go and prep everything for the doctor. And 
19 then once the doctor was done, his main thing was 
20 to take care of the inmate and everything else, 
21 you know, the nurses can take care of or the 
~ officer there. 
23 And for him to get involved in 
24 escorting somebody down the hall, is that unusual 
25 for him to do? Have you seen him do that before? 
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1 A. Well, I think it's -- of course a 
2 doctor can do whatever, you know, if he felt a 
3 need to do that. 
4 Q. Uh-huh. 
5 A. But usually they do the assessment 
6 and, you know, all the other manipulations are 
7 done by nurses or CMSs. He hasn't really come 
B over here to this facility.all that often. So I 
9 don't really have the opportunity to see him 
10 interact that frequently with patients. 
11 Q. Okay. 
12 A. I see him once in a while over at the 
13 ER. And not the (unintelligible). And so but the 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
majority of the time I'm here with the women, 
so ... 
And to my recollection, he was -- he 
was told to come over here and take 
(unintelligible). 
Q. You don't know, but do you think that 
may have pissed him off a little bit, to be 
told 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Possibility. 
-- you know --
I can't (unintelligible) that. 
Hernandez said that she was in a 
Associated Reporting Inc. 
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1 wheelchair -- whenever she was moved around, she 
2 was in a wheelchair. 
3 When you brought her down -- was it 
4 down in a wheelchair, or did she walk? 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
ID 
11 
12 
slowly. 
my way 
around 
see --
time. 
A. I brought her down. I escorted her 
I gave her time to ambulate because, to 
of 
and 
and 
And 
Q. 
A. 
thinking, she needed to get up and move 
not -- you know, I just wanted to 
she could do it. We just took our 
she did okay. 
Okay. 
But she had been in the wheelchair 
13 before because her pain was pretty excruciating. 
14 This was all after the fact. You know, she may 
15 have passed this down. I think it was urinary 
10 tract infection. It may have been already 
7 resolved because I had put her on antibiotics. 
8 This was several days after her initial complaint. 
9 Q. Okay. 
:o A. So she may -- you know, she may have 
:1 been feeling like she could -- she -- she had 
2 started eating a little bit more at that point and 
:3 stuff. Reportedly she was still passing blood in 
:4 her urine. So she still had some atypical 
5 something going on. 
ge 9 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Q. She also mentioned that before seeing 
the doctor she was called down to have her blood 
pressure --
A. 
Q. 
Uh-huh. 
-- taken and then she was sent back to 
6 her room or whatever. 
7 
8 
9 
10 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Can you tell me what the purpose of 
calling her back? 
A. I had been -- s had been having 
11 fluctuating blood pressures. Is that indicating 
12 the specific -- the only thing is when somebody's 
13 in excruciating pain, their blood pressure usually 
14 goes up. And she had (unintelligible) where her 
15 blood pres sure failed and we down. So I think 
16 that's pretty much just part of her follow-up, a 
17 
18 
19 
20 
lot of times blood pressure cks and vital signs 
are part of a status post comin back just_ to see 
how she 1 s doing, what was going on. 
Q. What was the amount oft etween 
21 the two visits? 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Between when she came down for r 
blood pressure? 
Q. Right. And whens saw the do or. 
A. Probably within 30 minutes. 
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1 Q. Was the doctor already here the first 
2 time or --
3 
4 
5 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Yeah, I believe so. 
Okay. 
I mean I can't tell you when her blood 
6 pressure was checked because I was in my office. 
7 And I had gone down with Janna to see how she was 
B doing. In fact, that's when we came back as we 
9 were corning back is when we noticed that Dr. Noak 
10 was in the office. I didn't know he was there 
11 prior to that. 
12 Q. And then according to Janna's 
13 statement here, after that incident, Dr. Noak I 
i4 guess just kind of left without saying anything to 
5 anybody. 
6 
7 
8 
g 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
ge 11 
Did he say anything to you? 
A. He did. He did say that -- this 
was -- perhaps she didn't see it or know that it 
happened because he had examined Ms. Lintas 
(phonetic) after that. And he did poke his head 
in my office and say that he thought that she 
should be getting a lot better in the next few 
days. 
Q. Hernandez? He didn't say anything 
about what had happened, though, with him grabbing 
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her and walking her down? 
2 A. If he said anything, I don't have any 
3 idea of what was said to her. He just said that 
4 she would be feeling a lot better within the next 
5 couple of days. 
6 Q. Did you talk to Janna about the 
7 incident? 
8 A. I was concerned because she was like 
9 very upset, and obviously (unintelligible). I 
10 mean she was just -- she was just in shock. She 
11 was like 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
MR. WOLFE: Pardon me. Are you talking 
about Janna or --
MR. LAKASKEY: Yeah. 
MR. WOLFE: Hernandez? Okay. 
THE WITNESS: Yeah. 
MR. WOLFE: Thank you. 
THE WITNESS: And she said, "I've never 
been treated like that. rr I mean she was just --
so I was checking to see if she was all right. 
Q. (BY MR. LAKASKEY) : Okay. Have you 
ever been treated that way by the doctor? 
A. I'm a professional, and I have never 
seen that kind of I mean this lS a very -- not 
to defend that, but, you know, this lS -- this job 
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1 is sometimes very (unintelligible). But, you 
2 know, the bottom line is we still have to act like 
3 professionals and these are still people. 
4 Q. Uh-huh. 
5 A. They're still people. 
6 MR. LAKASKEY: That's probably all the 
7 questions I have. 
8 
9 EXAMINATION 
ID BY MR. WOLFE: 
11 Q. Well, again, I'm Steve Wolfe, and I 
12 work for the Department of Corrections from the 
!3 Office of Professional Standards. And I don't 
4 know if you know what, if anything, they do, but 
5 basically we're the internal affairs of the 
s department. 
7 And a detective is here from the Ada 
B County Sheriff's office looking into the potential 
9 criminal aspect of this case. The Office of 
D Professional Standards looks at the case from a 
1 staff misconduct point of view. So what I'm 
2 looking for is the presence or absence of any kind 
3 of staff misconduct. 
4 And because Dr. Noak is a contract 
5 employee, and I believe you are as well, we're 
ge 13 
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1 looking at it from a violation of a contractual 
2 relationship of sorts. Okay? 
3 So I would like to get your 
4 permission, from my perspective, to record this 
5 conversation for the purposes of my investigation. 
6 Would that be okay? 
7 A. Uh-huh. 
8 Q. And I need you to speak a little 
9 louder so it's documented. 
Okay? 
All right. 
10 
11 
12 
A. 
Q. Has anybody forced you or coerced you 
13 in any way to take part in this interview? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Did you know we were coming out here 
16 to interview you? 
17 A. I had heard that there would be 
18 interviews, and there was a card left on my desk 
19 by a David Jansen or something. 
W Q. He's the one that took the initial 
21 report, yes . 
~ A. That's all I know. 
23 Q. Okay. You had mentioned earlier about 
N Norma having potential kidney stones and passing 
25 blood in her urine and that kind of thing. 
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1 In that time prior to the visit with 
2 Dr. Noak, did you feel that she was in any way 
3 embellishing her illness or faking it, or did you 
4 believe that you had a real potential issue 
5 medically with Norma Hernandez? 
6 A. I believe she had a medical issue. 
7 It's kind of hard to embellish hematuria. 
B Q. Right. Correct. 
9 A. I mean I can't say how -- everybody's 
,o pain is subjective, the intensity there. But she 
1 had some -- she had some definite something going 
2 on. And, you know, you have to pay attention to 
3 that. And we did. 
4 Q. Okay. And the day that Dr. Noak came 
s over here, you had mentioned earlier that you 
6 believe that he was told to come over here that 
7 day. 
B What exactly did you mean by that? 
9 A. Well, because the request had gone in 
o for him to come and examine her, he did not show 
1 up on the day that he was supposed to. I don't 
2 know if it was the day or the time. Anyway, he 
3 did not show up. And to my understanding, Janna 
4 then called Andy -- Andy or Dana were the 
5 administrators -- and asked if he was going to 
~e 15 
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come over. 
2 And the way I understood it, Andy went 
3 through whatever channels he went to to make sure 
4 Dr. Noak came over and saw this woman before the 
5 weekend was done. And so I'm thinking that -- I 
6 don't know who told him. I was just -- he had 
7 been contacted and told he needed to come over and 
B follow up with this woman. 
9 And so you don't have any idea Q. Okay. 
10 took place between Andy and what conversation 
11 
12 
Dr. Noak? 
A. No. 
13 
14 
15 
Q. Do you know for a fact that something 
was said at all? 
A. I know that it went from here to Andy 
16 that he needed -- and that he needed to come over. 
17 But I can't really verify it went past Andy to 
somebody else. I can't 
Q. And how did it get to Andy? 
A. I think Janna called him. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Q. Okay. You're -- just so I understand 
in my mind about the actual position that you and 
23 Dr. Noak hold, you're a physician's assistant; 
24 correct? 
25 A. Correct. 
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Q. Which means, in essence, that Dr. Noak 
2 supervises you; correct? 
3 A. Right. 
4 Q. Okay. Have you ever had any issues 
s with him in regards to supervisory problems where 
6 you -- and I realize everybody disagrees. 
7 But did you ever have any major 
8 disagreements with Dr. Noak in regards to the way 
9 patients were handled, or anything like that? 
10 A. Yeah. Yeah. But, you know, again, 
11 he's a lot smarter than I am. And, you know, he 
12 does things a little differently than sometimes I 
13 would, and I have to step back and say, "Well, I 
14 didn't" -- I don't always agree with what he does. 
15 But I have to go by what he says because he is my 
6 supervising doc. And that's okay, you know, to 
7 have an interaction like that. 
B Q. I understand it. Let me ask another 
9 question here. 
:o You said that he came out of the 
:1 office on January 30th and, if I understood you 
:2 correctly, you said he inserted himself into the 
3 situation between Janna and -- the interaction 
4 between Janna and Norma Hernandez. 
5 
ge 17 
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A. Let's see. I'm trying to select the 
2 right word because -- I mean it did happen very 
3 fast. I just know that I saw Janna moving off to 
4 the side. 
5 Q. I mean she -- you know what? How 
6 about demonstrating. Do exactly what you saw 
7 happen on me. Okay? I'm Norma. Okay? 
B A. Okay. Janna had her, and I would have 
9 been coming from this direction. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. Okay. So she kind of had her ready 
12 and right up here against the wall. 
13 Q. Okay. 
14 A. She kind of had her up against the 
15 wall in case she went down. And she had her on 
16 this side. 
17 
18 
Q. 
A. 
19 exam room. 
20 Q. 
Okay. 
This is the door coming out of the 
Okay. 
21 A. I was coming this way, and she had her 
22 here and she was like this. 
Okay. 23 
24 
Q. 
A. Okay. When I -- and I was watching to 
25 see if she was going to go down. What I saw is 
Page 18 
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1 Dr. Noak come -- like this was the door. Come 
z around and he went right in like that and he 
3 immediately took over and away he went. 
4 Q. Was she willingly following him? 
5 A. I don't think she had much -- she was 
6 moving. I'm not quite sure -- you know, if she 
7 was just fearful, if she -- you know, again, I 
B can't ascertain her feeling. 
Right. 9 
10 
Q. 
A. But she definitely was moving much 
11 faster than what -- I mean we were kind of bracing 
12 and waiting to see if she was going to have a 
13 (unintelligible) episode. 
14 And when I looked, Janna was over here 
15 and they were moving. 
16 Q. Approximately how tall is Dr. Noak? 
17 I'm 6 foot. 
18 A. He's at least 6 foot. Yeah, he's 
19 probably close to 6 foot. 
!O Q. And approxim~tely how tall is Norma 
(1 Hernandez? 
A. 5' -- 5'5". 
'.3 MR. WOLFE: Okay. That's all I have. 
'.4 MR. LAKASKEY: I just have a few more 
'.5 questions. 
,ge 19 
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1 FURTHER EXAMINATION 
2 BY MR. LAKASKEY: 
3 Q. When Janna had rnandez and doctor 
4 came in, how did he get Janna aside? Did he push 
5 her aside with his -- I guess he would have 
6 grabbed Hernandez with his le arm. Was his 
7 right arm -- did he push Janna aside? 
8 A. Well, I can't say if he pushed or if 
9 he just inserted. It just happened that fast, but 
10 he did take her by the left arm, at the same time 
11 was -- I mean it occurred in one swoo . 
Okay. 12 
13 
Q. 
A. I don't know if it was moved it. You 
14 know, I can't -- I don't know. But it was one 
15 fluid movement he was in place and anna was out 
16 of place. 
17 Q. Did you hear the doctor or rnandez 
1B say anything as they were headed down the hall? 
19 A. No, I did not. I just heard, like I 
20 said, Dr. Noak when he came around the corner say 
21 "She can walk. 11 
Q. Okay. 
23 A. But again ag n, you know, that was 
24 like how do we know that so fast? 
Q. I'm going to ask you, when he examined 
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1 her, did he -- did he note anything or did he say 
2 anything to you about her condition? Did he say 
3 anything to her about her 
4 A. During the exam --
5 Q. Right. 
6 
7 
A. 
Q. 
-- no, huh-uh. 
Okay. So as far as anybody in the 
8 room, you don't you weren't in the room when 
9 the examination happened or 
o A. The first part. 
1 Q. Okay. 
2 A. When he was doing a physical 
3 assessment and he had gone back to chart. And at 
4 that point Janna was in the room and I came to my 
s office. 
6 Q. Okay. All right. So she came down, 
7 but yet she didn't know the outcome of the 
8 examination because he never said anything to her, 
9 as far as you know? 
o A. Not right then. 
1 Q. When? When was it? 
2 A. I believe -- you know, I was in there 
3 when he was doing his physical assessment. And he 
4 didn't say anything -- well, other than "Does this 
5 hurt?" or "Where?" or, you know, that sort of 
ie 21 
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questioning. But I did not hear him talk about 
2 her diagnosis 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
he 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
didn't 
A. 
Okay. 
-- or anything 
Okay. Because 
say anything? 
During the exam 
like.that, no. 
you had left or because 
he just asked her 
B questions about "Does this hurt when I push here?" 
9 But that was it. And then I left, and I don't --
10 I wasn't in the room after that. 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
chart 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
MR. 
THE 
for 
Q. 
Did he chart it? 
He did chart. He did chart. 
What did his chart say? 
Do you want me to get the chart? 
Sure. 
If you don't mind. 
WOLFE: No, I don't mind. 
WITNESS: Could you pull Hernandez's 
me? 
(BY MR. LAKASKEY): Has he been back 
21 since the 30th of January, that you know of? 
22 
23 
A. 
Q. 
24 facility? 
25 A. 
No. 
Now, are you here full time at this 
I am here three days a week. 
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Q. How about the other four days, is 
2 somebody else here or 
3 A. Well, there's medical staff, but not a 
4 provider. 
5 Q. Okay. 
6 A. And it might be -- it's my 
7 (unintelligible) to get some of those. 
8 I saw her again on the 4th for a 
9 follow-up. 
ID Q. During that follow-up do you recall a 
11 conversation between you and Hernandez regarding 
12 what had happened? 
13 A. No. 
4 Q. Okay. 
s A. I simply examined her on -- you know, 
6 just to ask her about how she was feeling. She 
7 complained still on the 4th that she still was 
8 tender at times, especially with twisting motions. 
9 Right flank pain, was still sore, but no more 
:o muscle spasms. And at that time that was -- at 
:1 that time she was not having any more blood in her 
2 urine. 
3 
4 
.5 
ge 23 
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1 severe pain and blood in urine. Feels weak and 
2 
3 
4 
5 
droopy. II 
Q. 
A. 
RSA, Dr. 
I already 
Is that 
Uh-huh. 
Noak will 
started her on the 
an antibiotic? 
rrPer Andy Nitchurn 
be down to evaluate 
6 later this afternoon. " 
Septra. 
(phonetic), 
patient 
7 That's when she called and said "Is he 
8 coming?" 
9 So that's when I said "I don't really 
1D know. " 
11 Andy must have contacted somebody, 
12 but ... 
13 On the 29th she had a syncope episode. 
14 She actually fainted. 
15 Okay. She called Dr. Noak on his cell 
16 phone. 
17 
18 
19 
"She" would be --
Janna. 
Okay. 
20 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. Was at a meeting and it would be close 
21 to 2300 before he could get down here. And that 
22 was on the 29th. 
23 At that point Dr. Noak said take her 
24 on down, ordered, and so forth. And then on the 
25 30th -- she was brought back on the 29th. And on 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
t 30th is when he came down and basically did 
his assessment, and this is his findings, which 
were "Abuse, pain, and spasm. Some abdominal 
pain. Colicky, left side pain and ra ated up to 
the right upper quadrant and down to the pelvic 
s region. Cause of pain hematuria sterday. 
7 Vitals normal. No fever. Seen at the hospital. 
B CT urogram indicated no calculi." 
9 
iO 
Q. 
A. 
So on his assessment 
So on his assessment, his final 
i1 diagnoses were "Lower back pain, hema ria 
12 resolved. Hydrate, bed rest, stret ing 
:3 exercises." 
i4 
FURTHER EXAMINATION 5 
6 
7 
MR. WOLFE: 
Q. How would you tell a patient to 
B hydrate yourself and exercise? 
9 A. How would I tell them? Well, if I 
:o thought they were really dehydrated, I would give 
:1 them some IV fluids. But if I just wanted them to 
2 flush a lot, I'd tell them to drink, you know, 
3 possibly up to 64 ounces of water. Just flush 
~ lots of fluids. Exercise -- I mean it would 
:5 depend on what I would want them to exercise. 
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be very specific in low back exercises. There's 
2 specific exercises to do that, whatever, you know, 
3 is in the chart. 
4 Q. Well, I guess the purpose of my 
5 question is, is, to your knowledge, did this ever 
6 get transmitted to Hernandez, that she should 
7 drink water and do back exercises? 
B A. Okay. This was -- I don't know. You 
9 mean do I know if he told her that? 
10 
11 right? 
12 
13 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
That's what he wrote in his chart; 
Yeah. 
"Back exercises and hydration." 
14 Do you know if he ever transmitted it 
15 to her? 
16 
17 
A. 
Q. 
I don't know. 
How would we find that out? 
18 A. I guess you'd have to ask her. She 
19 was hydrated prior to that because I had had 
2o several IVs administered to her. And hydration 
21 is, you know, the standard for anybody -- any time 
22 you' re thinking someone's pushing a stone, flush 
23 them. And so I had had her on IVs the night 
24 before she came and went down to the hospital. 
25 But I don't know if he told her to 
Page 26 
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drink fluids or exercise. I don't know that. I 
2 wasn't in there when he --
3 
4 FURTHER EXAMINATION 
5 BY MR. LAKASKEY: 
6 Q. It was -- it was him and Hernandez, 
7 then, and Janna that was in there, as far as you 
know, because you weren't there? 8 
9 A. Right. I wasn't there. I mean you'd 
10 have to ask her if he told her that. 
11 Q. Do you know when the next time she 
12 comes to work here? 
13 
14 
15 
i6 
17 
iB 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Janna? 
Yeah. 
I don't. You'd have to ask Dana. 
Okay. 
I don't know her schedule. 
Okay. I only have a few questions 
19 regarding your home address and all that so in 
'.O case you're needed for court purposes. And I was 
!1 wondering if I could get that from you. 
Q A. 2619 North Silver Leaf Way, Meridian, 
i3 Idaho. My home phone is 855-9323. 
Q. Thank you. 
Do you have any questions either of us 
1ge 27 
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1 can maybe answer? 
2 A. Are the tapes still rolling? 
3 MR. WOLFE: Yes, they are. 
4 I just have one question before we go 
s off the record. 
6 
7 FURTHER EXAMINATION 
B BY MR. WOLFE: 
9 Q. I wouldn't normally ask your opinion, 
10 but since you' re a physician's assistant, you' re 
11 highly trained in the area of medicine, maybe not 
12 as high as a doctor, but clearly you're highly 
13 trained and well respected. 
14 In your opinion, do you feel that 
15 Dr. Noak took this exam seriously? 
16 A. Like I said, I was there for the 
17 physical assessment. And I do believe that his 
18 assessment -- because I watched him palpate her 
19 abdomen and checked for flank pain. He listened 
20 to her lungs. He listened to her heart. So yeah, 
21 I think his physical assessment was adequate. 
22 -MR. WOLFE: Okay. This concludes the 
~ interview of Karen Barrett at approximately 
~ 4:05 p.m. on February 11th of '04. 
25 (Interview concluded.) 
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MR. WOLFE: My name is Steve Wolfe. And I 
2 work for the Department of Corrections. I'm the 
3 chief investigator for the Office of Professional 
4 Standards. Okay? It's internal affairs. We 
5 don't like to call it that, but that's what it is, 
s basically. 
7 MR . LltKF .. S KEY : I'm Don Lakaskey. I'm with 
s the Ada County Sheriff's office. 
9 
10 
11 
THE WITNESS: Nice to meet you. 
MR. LAKASKEY: Nice to meet you too. 
MR. WOLFE: We're obviously here to 
12 investigate the matter involving Dr. Noak. And 
13 Ada County is here to investigate the criminal 
14 aspect, and I'm here to investigate from potential 
15 policy violations. I'm here to prove the presence 
16 of or absence of any kind of staff misconduct. 
17 Okay? So we' re just going to talk to you about 
18 that. And I' 11 let the detective kind of lead the 
19 
20 
way. 
21 EXAMINATION 
22 BY MR. LAKASKEY: 
23 Q. You know, I received some reports, the 
~ forms that you filled out, stating what had 
25 happened, and then the initial report which was 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 
filed through the lieutenant here. I guess you 
had spoken 
report on 
be leaving 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
to her and said you wished to file a 
that. I noticed that you're supposed 
here on the 4th of April. 
Is that true? 
(No audible response.) 
Where are you going after that? 
Twin Falls, to my morn's. 
to 
Okay. What's your address going to be 
0 there? 
1 
2 
3 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
295 Lois. 
295? 
295 Lois Street, Twin Falls, 83301. 
4 And the phone number is (208)733-6236. My 
5 mother's name is Cecilia Rhodes. 
6 Q. Okay. The reason I ask that is 
7 we're going to go ahead and tape this if you don't 
3 mind. 
) 
A. 
Q. 
Oh, no, I don't mind. 
The reason I ask that is because if we 
do -- if you decide you want to go ahead with the 
criminal charges, you'll have to come back to 
testify obviously, because you're, you know, the 
i victim in this, a witness, you know what happened. 
Je 3 
Is there going to be a problem with 
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1 you testifying, or do you want to --
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Okay. 
4 I want to. 
5 
A. 
Q. Okay. So we'll go ahead and continue 
6 on with that, get some information on what 
7 happened. 
B Let's start, this happened 
9 January 30th; is that correct? .A.nd that was a 
10 Friday, I believe? 
11 
12 
A. Yes, I believe so. 
Q. Okay. If you can -- yeah, Friday. 
13 you can tell me what -- I guess how were you 
If 
14 feeling that made you go ahead and put in a kite 
15 or something to go ahead and request medical 
16 assistance? Were you just feeling sick or was 
17 there 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 that? 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
_Q_. 
I had been sick for a few days: 
Okay. 
I had (unintelligible). 
And .. jlOU __ were being __ _treated here. £or 
23 A. Yes. 
24 All I really know about me being sick 
25 is I had -- I was really sick. 
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2 
3 
Q. 
A. 
problems. 
What were some of the symptoms? 
Some of the symptoms? I had kidney 
I had back pain, you know, where my 
4 kidney is. 
5 
6 
Q. 
A. 
Okay. 
And my kidney was bleeding. I had 
7 done some lab work here, as far as that goes. And 
8 it was even after that. And I was very ill. I 
9 couldn't get out of bed, from dehydrated, to a lot 
0 of pain, to the pain in my back. And my -- and 
1 that went on for a couple days. I had an IV here. 
2 Q. So probably the whole week, maybe 
started the 26th, or even before that? 3 
4 A. I think it was on the 27th. I believe 
s it was a Tuesday afternoon is when I first noted 
6 to them that I was sick. 
Okay. 
So ... 
7 
8 
g 
Q. 
A. 
Q. Who were you seen by before Friday? I 
0 mean was there a different doctor here that 
1 A. The P.A. here, Karen Barrett. 
2 Q. Okay. So she saw you most likely on 
3 
4 
the 27th, 28th? 
A. She seen me on the 27th. She seen me 
5 immediately because my blood pressure was so high 
ge 5 
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that the machine kept beeping off 
2 (unintelligible) . 
3 Q. And what did -- what did Karen tell 
4 you? 
5 A. They weren't sure at that time what 
6 was going on. They put me on an IV. I don't know 
7 what was in the IV. 
8 Q. Were you ever transported off the 
9 facility? 
10 A. Yes. A couple of days later, about 
11 Thursday night prior -- well, the 29th, I believe 
12 it was 
Okay. 13 
14 
Q. 
A. -- was the night they took me into the 
15 hospital. They had waited for -- I recall I 
16 was really sick, and I recall them telling me for 
17 a whole day -- maybe it was a whole night and a 
18 day that the doctor would be here. They wanted to 
19 get me to the hospital, and that the doctor would 
~ be here to approve for me to go to the hospital or 
21 something. At the time I didn't realize that 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Mrs. Barrett, the P.A. here, was not my doctor. 
did not know that she wasn't the doctor. 
Okay. 
I 
Q. 
A. And then finally they came in my room. 
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1 It was late. I don't know. It seemed late when 
2 they took me to the hospital. And so they just 
3 got permission to take me in. And I know I didn't 
4 get back here until 3:00 in the morning because a 
s couple of girls were (unintelligible). But -- so 
6 then I went to the hospital. 
7 Q. Which one? 
B A. Saint Alphonsus. You know why I 
9 remerr~er that? They took my blood. They took my 
0 blood pressure. They put me on the blood pressure 
1 machine. They left the room. They came back 
2 immediately and shot me up with -- I'll never 
3 forget what they called a Dilaudid. 
4 Q. And what is that? 
5 A. A pain relaxer something that just 
6 knocked me to next week. I did not -- after 
7 that -- and that was a big deal, and I try not 
B because I refused it. I mean I kept refusing the 
3 pain medication through the whole time because I 
J feel I'm in 
Q. 
) MR. 
3 THE 
MR. 
) THE 
treatment, you know. 
Uh-huh. 
WOLFE: For drugs? 
WITNESS: Uh-huh, yes. 
WOLFE: Okay. 
WITNESS: And, you 
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drug to me. I didn't want any narcotics at that 
2 point. 
3 
4 
Q. 
A. 
(BY MR. 
And so th 
KEY) : Okay. 
was a big issue, and 
5 that's why they s cific ly told me what they 
6 were doing and ow mu t 
7 they were giving tat to me, 
were doing and why 
ecause they knew how 
B much pain I was in ands ff, whatever was going 
9 on. And I understand (unintelligible). 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
came back 
middle of 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Then 
to the 
I came 
facility 
k here -- home -- I 
some time in the 
the night. 
Early iday mo n ? 
Yeah. 
Okay. en 1 er on during the day 
16 you were called to see a doctor here; right? Or 
17 did you request that? 
18 A. I did not request it. I was just 
19 something that -- I had requested to -- I don't 
20 
21 
know who this character is. I don't know where he 
came from. I know it was the only time I had ever 
22 known him to be here really, su risingly, because 
23 I had just -- let me think. I ad just got back 
24 from seeing the doctor. I had just been down 
25 here. And they took my blood and everything, and 
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1 I was in a wheelchair. I the day before I went 
2 into the hospital. I was in the hallway. 
3 Whatever was wrong with me had bloated 
4 my stomach so much I couldn't put a shirt on. My 
s stomach was huge. I looked -- I mean it was just 
6 bloated. So I remember the nurse in the bathroom 
7 with me. And then I had several girls helping --
a assistants helping. 
9 And I was coming out of the bathroom 
!O and I was telling the nurse, I was -- Janna. I 
11 don't remember her last name. I was explaining to 
2 her how it hurt. And I was really serious about 
3 the pain medication. I did not want it. I would 
4 refuse it. I mean I would refuse it. And they 
5 didn't like that. 
6 And she was like, "Norma, if you're in 
7 that much pain." 
B Then, you know, I says, "Well, my 
9 stomach, something's going on right now." I don't 
0 know if this is the day I went to the hospital. I 
1 think it was that evening I went to the hospital. 
2 All's I remember is telling her my stomach, like 
3 the pain. 
4 And my roommate's Skinner, and she's a 
5 big Indian woman. She's big. She's solid. She's 
Je 9 
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1 like a guy. She was helping assist me. And I 
2 turned around to walk out of the bathroom. And 
3 the next thing I know I woke up on the floor on 
4 the other side of the hall (unintelligible). And 
s it seemed like I was gone for days or something. 
6 But I guess I just passed out and whatever 
7 happened took me across the hall and down the 
B hall. You know, so I donft know how that 
9 situation happened. But thatfs how sick I was. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. I mean it wasn't just the flu. It was 
12 a bit more. 
13 Q. What was it? Did you ever find out 
14 what it was? 
15 A. No. They said there was a lot of gas 
16 in my X-ray or something. I don't know. They did 
17 a CAT scan, but not enough to say there was a 
18 bowel obstruction. But, you know, I don't know. 
19 I really never got to the bottom of it. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. 
A. 
Has that ever happened to you before? 
After all this happened, and then I 
just -- I don't think I'm clear out of the woods 
yet. 
Q. 
A. 
Okay. 
So I'm -- Ifm the maintenance 
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1 
2 
assistant around here. I'm the groundske er. 
I'm a trustee here. I'm like -- I amt most, 
3 out of all the inmates, pretty much the trustee 
4 here. I (unintelligible) and I have been since 
5 the week a er I was here. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
i3 
And my duties consist of, oh, from 
shing snow for eight hours in the parking lot to 
l ring bags at five o'clock in the morning, 
age bags to every girl in this lity. And 
now I'm just back on light duty. I'm not even 
back. They have not allowed -- they haven't came 
and icked my extra pillows and blankets t 
my d. So that, to me, tells me that sta 
r 
ows 
!4 that, you know, they are still on warning that I'm 
5 not back to full. 
6 
7 
Q. 
A. 
Uh-huh. 
Do you know what I'm saying? Because 
B they're real sticklers on one pillow and two 
9 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
ge 11 
blan ts. 
I mean t t 
Q. 
rst t 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
I mean that's a given. I have several. 
to me tells me (unintelligible). 
Two quick questions. 
re? 
November 13th of '03. 
Of 2003? 
s. 
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Okay. 
this 
No. I 
had a 
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A..nd have you ever experienced 
type of illness before? 
had a kidney infection a couole 
.I.. 
(unintelligible) right kidney, 
5 which means it didn't bloom. It's about the size 
6 of a golf ball. My other kidney is really big. 
Okay. 7 
8 
Q. 
A. But I mean I have -- I've been -- I'm 
9 on kidney medication right now. 
10 Were you on before -- I mean I Q. 
11 guess 
A. In the past I have been. 12 
13 
14 
15 
with 
Q. 
your 
Do you think this has anything to do 
kidneys? 
A. I think it does. 
Q. 16 But you never heard anything like that 
17 from the doctor or anything like that? 
18 A. 
19 urinalysis 
20 
21 
Q. 
A. 
Yeah, as far as my blood work, my 
Uh-huh. 
-- it has a lot to do with it. They 
22 tested it every day for blood or whatever. A.nd it 
23 has it in my 
24 whatever --
25 Q. 
my kidney's been bleeding or 
Okay. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5 
ahead 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
here. 
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-- up until about three days ago. 
Okay. All right. 
So yeah. 
All right. So let's kind of Jump 
So you come back at around 
7 three o'clock in the morning, you think, you 
3 heard. 
9 What time were you called down to see 
o the doctor here? Do you recall? 
1 A. It was the next day. It was way late 
2 in the day, the next day. 
3 Q. So you come in at 3:00 in the morning, 
4 and then later the same day, though, right, we're 
5 talking Friday? So late in the day you're called 
6 down? 
7 A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
8 
9 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 I wasn't 
5 Q. 
And I see the p. A. there first. 
Now, did you walk down? 
No. 
In a wheelchair? 
I was in a wheelchair. 
Okay. 
They had me assigned to a wheelchair. 
about to go anywhere without one. 
Okay. And what did you see there at 
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1 about 
2 They checked my blood. They did all 
3 that. At the time my blood pressure was like 
4 jumping from extremely high to extremely low. And 
5 that was another thing that stumbled them, that to 
6 right now really really concerned them. And 
7 Q. Okay. 
B A. And then I was only in there a few 
9 minutes, I believe. And then I went back to my 
10 room. Seemed like I just got comfortable and then 
11 they called me down again. .P-.nd it 
12 (unintelligible). And that's when I seen 
13 that's when I was introduced to Dr. Noak. 
14 Q. Okay. And when you were first 
15 introduced, how was it? I mean did he say "Hi, 
16 what's your problem? What can I help you with?" 
17 Or do you recall what he said or how he said it? 
18 A. I remember stepping into the room and 
19 he had me get up on the table there. And then I 
20 laid on my right side, since that was the only 
21 position I could -- that didn't hurt because 
22 (unintelligible). And he came over and -- I need 
23 to think about this. 
24 I do know that that man had me antsy 
25 within minutes of being in that room by the way he 
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1 had everybody running around. 
2 What was he saying to them? Q. 
A. 3 He was upset about a copy of the CAT 
4 scan 
5 just 
not 
had 
being in the file. He was upset that he 
to be here, period. 
Q. 6 How do you know that? 
A. 7 Because just the way he sat in that 
B table -- just the way he sat at the desk and would 
9 talk to everybody, the way he talked to people . 
. o It was totally -- it was off the hook. 
1 Q. And that was the first time you'd ever 
2 seen him? 
3 A. Ever in my life. As a matter of fact, 
4 I didn't even get his name until after all this 
5 
s 
7 
happened. 
Q. 
A. 
I didn't even know who he was. 
Okay. 
I didn't even get his name until like 
s the next day. 
9 Q. Have you talked to anybody else around 
o here? Do they know who he is? 
A. No. I do know that Janna -- Janna, 
2 the nurse, said that he came from the back, and 
3 after all this had happened -- what happened is 
~ I'm in the room. 
) Anyways, he comes over and he checks 
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my breathing. He first got upset with me because 
2 I couldn't breathe deep enough. And he 
3 point-blank very -- said -- he says, rrNow let's 
4 breathe deep, and I'm serious,rr you know. 
5 P-_nd I was 1 i ke rr Oh, dude . rr 
6 Q. Uh-huh. 
7 A. I was like, you know. And then he had 
B me lay down. He pressed on my stomach. I 
9 informed him where it hurt, you know, when it 
10 hurt. P-_nd I don't know. He asked me a couple of 
11 weird questions like do I know what part of my 
12 stomach that would be or, you know. And I was 
13 like rrNo, n you know. 
14 Q. Uh-huh. 
15 A. I didn't say too much 
16 (unintelligible). Then he went over and sat at 
17 the table and got really uptight when he couldn't 
18 find a copy of the report of the CAT scan from the 
19 hospital. 
20 Q. Okay. 
21 A. He was so uptight. You know, and I'm 
n laying on my side, and of course one of the nurses 
23 was with me, Janna's on the phone immediately --
24 Janna, I think's her name. Janna. And she was 
25 trying to get one faxed here. 
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A~d she has P.A. Barrett come in, 
2 Ms. Barrett come in and sit with me while she 
3 leaves the room. And I mean even during that time 
4 he -- I want to say (unintelligible) is what he 
s called her. He called the P.A. a (unintelligible) 
6 for not having that CAT scan. 
7 And I'm sitting there looking at him. 
B I'm on my side and I'm thinking this is a I'm 
9 thinking, you know -- and I've only been here for 
o three months. And I don't take any medication. 
I'm not on anything. I'm not on antidepressants, 
2 
3 
I have never been since I've been here. So I 
don't deal with medical staff much. Okay? 
4 You know, I went through a migraine 
s headache situation and -- where my face got 
6 chapped in weather when I was out pushing snow for 
7 eight hours for five days, you know. So I've 
8 never heard of another doctor coming into the 
9 facility. 
D Q. Okay. 
1 A. So I'm still trying to figure out who 
2 this guy is. And I'm thinking at the time that 
3 Janna was the P.A. When he said this, when he 
4 hollered this out -- he didn't holler it out, but 
5 he said it loud enough to where I could hear him 
ge 17 
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at the examining table when he was at his desk, 
2 which now I know a day later after that, or two 
3 days later, that the P.A. is Mrs. Barrett. Itrs 
4 not Janna. Okay? 
5 But at the time Irm thinking he's 
6 calling Janna these names, you know, because she 
7 doesn't have this CAT scan report done. And I'm 
s thinking, God, that's just crazy. 
9 And Janna comes back in and she goes, 
10 "It's on its way" or she brings the CAT scan back 
11 in. And then Ms. Barrett or whatever, she leaves 
12 the room, it seems like. And then Janna comes 
13 right up to my table and she's like, 
14 "Ms. Hernandez, are you okay? You doing all 
15 right? You' re a little gray. rr 
16 And that's what happened, is I turned 
17 like a gray, like the color of that computer, like 
18 a gray, like a chalky gray. I looked totally bad. 
19 So she said, "You're turning gray. You know, are 
20 you okay?" She says, "Do you want to sit up? rr 
21 And I said, "I just want to go back to 
22 my room. " And then I said, rr Can you just take me 
23 back to my room?" I'm thinking, I don't want to 
~ even be in this room with this freak. I feel like 
25 shit, you know, I don't want to deal with this 
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1 guy, and I don't know why I'm here in the first 
2 place, you know, because I didn't know who he was. 
3 And she says -- she looks over at the 
4 doctor, and he has the CAT scan is what it is. 
s And she says, rrDoctor" and she doesn I t even say 
6 his name. Filld I remember that because I'm 
7 thinking probably, well, he'll figure it out and 
B (unintelligible). 
9 
0 
1 
2 
And she says, "Doctor." 
And he goes, rrGo ahead. Get her back 
to her room. Get her back to her room. 
back to her room. Take her back to her 
Get her 
room. Get 
3 her out of here.rr Now, there's several witnesses 
4 that he said that. rrGet her out of here." I mean 
s like I had just done something to him, you know. 
6 Q. Uh-huh. 
7 A. At this point now Janna's helping me 
B up from the examining table. I'm stepping out of 
9 the room, and as we turn the corner, Janna's --
) has ahold of my right arm through the whole time 
I'm corning out of the room. And she just 
2 (unintelligible). She's got ahold of my arm. 
3 Q. Uh-huh. 
) 
~e 19 
A. 
Q. 
And as we turned --
Down by the wrist or 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
B something. 
9 
10 
Q. 
A. 
She has her arm underneath my arm. 
Okay. 
And then she has ahold of my arm. 
Okay. 
So she has a pretty good grasp on me. 
Where was your wheelchair? 
I think it was around the corner or 
Okay. 
And with all the confusion and 
11 everything going on and everything, we just got 
12 around the corner and maybe she was going to get 
13 the wheelchair or something. But I would never --
14 I mean I wouldn't step out in the hall even at my 
15 room to use it. But we got out in the hall and 
16 that ' s when all this happened. 
So 17 
18 
Q. 
A. So there was no even discussing "Let's 
19 get a wheelchair" because everything happened so 
20 fast. 
21 Q. Janna got your right arm and was 
22 helping you out. 
23 Where was Barrett at this time? 
24 
25 
A. Barrett, I don't know. As -- I'm 
not -- I'm not -- I don't know how to say this. I 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
mean I'm 
are 
my 
lS 
like 
Q. 
A. 
room. 
right 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
-- I'm coherent, but I'm not --
Jell-O, and I'm explaining to --
Okay. 
-- Janna I just wanted to go 
A..nd it was weird. We're not --
here that we were in. 
Where the (unintelligible)? 
Yeah. 
Okay. 
my knees 
back to 
the room 
0 A. And then you step out, I mean 
1 immediately right outside the door, you know, this 
2 far from you the next --
3 Q. Which way? 
A. 4 I'm up against -- I'm going this way. 
Q. 5 Okay. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
the 
A. 
hall. 
Q. 
A. 
My room is, of course, at the end of 
Okay. 
You know, second to the last one. And 
D I come out, and she's like, "Norma, just lean up 
1 against the wall,rr you know. 
2 
3 
) 
ie 21 
And I said 
get back to my room, no. 
I just said, rrI want to 
You know, I just want to 
get back to my room.rr And I'm not going to walk 
up. I don't want nothing to do with anybody. I 
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just want to get back to my room. I just don't --
all right. 
Q. Are you oka to continue? 
A. At that t all's I'm thinking lS I 
iust want to t away from jerk. I didn't 
.., 
know who he was or where eking came from. I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 didn't even care. He was - anyways, again we get 
B out in the hall. 
9 And then she ~ust asked me if I'm 
.., 
10 okay. 
11 "No, we're not going 
12 
13 
nowhere.n 
She goes, 
She was li tal ng to other people. 
And she like, 11 Just focus on my e s. Just look 
14 at me in the eyes, 11 you know. 
15 And I'm trying to ay attention to 
16 her. And she goes, rrLean up against the wall. 11 
17 And it's like in the hall. rr st sit down. You 
18 know, just sit down. rr 
And I seemed to be -- I don't ow, 
her. I just 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
for some reason I was arguing wi 
wanted to get to my room, you know. I just wanted 
to get away from the situation. And then 
she's holding me, and I could feel s 
and 
's 
24 really holding, and I'm thinking, Okay. So - so 
25 I leaned up against the wall. And I'm just 
Page 
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1 getting ready to s l i de ~ - I don ' t know i f I ' m 
2 going to fall down or slide or whatever. 
3 And then I noticed somebody coming 
4 around her, and I looked up, and it was P.A. 
5 Barrett. And she was right in front of me, up 
s against the wall facing me. And she's holding my 
7 other hand. And she's explaining to me, rrNorma, 
B just sit downrr or whatever. And she's -- then 
9 she's telling me, rrLook, Norma. Look at me.rr 
10 And just as I looked up at her to look 
11 at her in the eyes, the look on her face, I 
12 mean 
;3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Whose face? 
P.A. Barrett's. 
-- I'll never forget it. 
What kind of look was it? 
A scared like oh -- like total 
B surprise, like scared like -- so of course I look 
9 around to see that she's basically frightened, you 
0 know. And I turn around and look, and all I see 
1 is a hand, one hand. And I see it over and over. 
2 And Janna's right there. That's all I see is this 
3 hand and Janna. 
4 And it grabs her. Okay? And of 
5 course I just, you know -- and I'll never forget. 
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1 Ailld he -- and his hand pushed her, and I'm 
2 thinking -- it's not like a throw push. Do you 
3 know what I mean? Like a force. 
Q. 
A. 
Uh-huh. 
I mean he literally forced her to 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
move. Ailld I don't really hear what's being said. 
10 
11 
Pilld I notice, wow, she's really hanging on to my 
hand, you know, because she's still got ahold of 
my arm. 
Q. 
A. 
Uh-huh. 
But she doesn't have her other arm 
12 underneath no longer. But she still has ahold and 
13 she's grasping tighter. I'm thinking I grabbed on 
14 to her hand for some reason, you know, like to 
15 help her or whatever. 
16 And as I looked down, because I looked 
17 over her shoulder and I looked down, and it's her 
18 hanging on to me, but then there's his hand and he 
19 literally grabs my arm and her wri'st and he makes 
20 me let go. He was forceful. He makes her let go, 
21 and that's when he shoved her. 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. 
or are you 
A. 
Q. 
Now, are you standing up at this point 
Yes, I'm still standing up. 
Okay. So he forcefully, I guess, 
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1 detaches Janna or Janna away off you? 
2 
3 
4 
5 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
6 doing that? 
Yeah. 
He pulls her hand away from you? 
Yeah. 
Okay. What does he say when he's 
7 A. He says so -- he says -- he says, "I 
8 will be escorting Ms. Hernandez to her room by 
9 myself. 11 And I' 11 never forget when he said "by 
o myself," because I'm looking up -- and 
1 P.A. Barrett is still standing there. 
2 And she -- I mean she was white at the 
3 time. She just stood back. She just she's 
4 just as scared as Janna and I were. She literally 
s stepped back. 
B And he grabs me up, and he's a tall 
7 man. He's a really tall man. And --
8 
9 
D 
2 
3 
4 
5 
18 25 
Q. 
remember? 
A. 
Q. 
hall, your 
A. 
over here 
Q. 
Which arm does he grab, if 
He grabs my right. 
Okay. So he's leading you 
right side, and this wall? 
by 
Along this wall on 
the wall. 
He grabs your right 
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1 over on that side of the wall? 
A. 2 Over that way. 
Q. 3 All right. 
A. 4 So he's on my right. 
Q. 5 Okay. FJld he grabs you with his left 
6 hand or --
A. 
Q. 
Left hand. 
Okay. 
7 
8 
g A. He had ahold of me almost the same way 
Janna 
you're 
did, 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
almost, it seems like. 
With his arm underneath yours? 
Yeah. 
Okay. What is he saying to you as 
walking down? 
A. He says we were -- I don't know --
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
like five, SlX -- I don't know, maybe -- I don't 
know, a couple doors down, and I said, "Sir, 
you're hurting me. II I said -- I was trying to 18 
19 explain how I had reconstruction on· my shoulder, 
20 and I was trying to explain that. 
21 I says, "Sir" and I was trying to 
22 say -- I'm on my tippytoe okay? -- he had me 
23 lifted so far up, but my right foot was literally 
24 on the tippytoes. I mean I was forcefully -- I 
25 was on my tippytoes, and I mean I was shaking. 
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1 And he says -- he didn't say anything. 
2 And that's what scared me more than anything. And 
3 that's when he clutched on to me tighter. And I'm 
4 thinking, looking around, and I'm thinking -- I'm 
s looking around for, you know, somebody. 
6 Q. Uh-huh. 
7 A. And I looked up on our bulletin board, 
B and I told him, I said, "Sir, I don't feel well." 
9 I says -- and my ears were ringing and I got --
10 that's when I think my blood pressure was getting 
11 really high. 
12 And I had (unintelligible) , and I was 
13 like gray, you know. Not all the way, I mean, but 
14 I could see (unintelligible) my blood pressure. 
'5 So I thought well (unintelligible) . 
6 And I didn't complete my sentence and 
7 he says, "Ms. Hernandez," he goes, "my ears been 
B ringing for two weeks because of stupid admits 
9 like you and your complaints." 
o And I just went, Whoa. 
1 Q. So he gets you down -- how did he know 
2 which room was yours? 
3 A. Oh, just a couple of seconds.later I'm 
4 thinking he asked me, but I don't answer him. 
5 It seems like there was somebody else in the 
J8 27 
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1 hallway that answered him. And he says, "Where's 
2 
3 
4 
her room? (Unintelligible.) That's what he said. 
F-J1d I'm just 
at one point 
because after he said that to me, 
oh, no, first he asked me -- he 
5 has a way with words, you know, he 
6 (unintelligible) words and, you know, gets his 
7 point across pretty clear. 
Uh-huh. 8 
9 
Q. 
A. And I'm thinking, Oh -- and I see --
10 and I don't know who they are to this day or if I 
11 could just remember. There were girls in front of 
12 the board, you know. And they' re all like 
13 (unintelligible) I'm all right, (unintelligible), 
14 you know. 
15 
16 
Q. 
A. 
Uh-huh. 
And I noticed all of a sudden 
17 everybody just come around the side of us or 
18 something. And anyways, he says, "So how long did 
19 you say you were (unintelligible)?"· or something 
20 like that. 
21 
22 
And I said, "No, sir." And at this 
point I'm saying, "Sir" you know, I'm like 
2 3 still on my tippytoes, you know. And. I said, 
24 "It's two months." 
25 And he says, "Well, do you not realize 
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1 there's something, and it's not as pretty at 
2 Pocatello or it won't be as pretty at Pocatello if 
3 I have to send you back there? I suggest you go 
4 real quickn or something like that. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
And I'm thinking, Oh, God, you know. 
Uh-huh. 
I didn't know what to think. 
If you get sick here can you be sent 
9 to Pocatello to finish out your time? 
o A. No, not more than likely. I guess 
1 there was one other person (unintelligible). 
2 Q. All right. 
3 A. There was a girl right before me. 
4 MR. WOLFE: Usually it's the other way 
5 around. People want to get sent over here, don't 
6 they? 
7 THE WITNESS: Yeah, yeah. So that's just a 
B threat. I mean when he told me -- I mean Benger 
9 just had her stomach (unintelligible) right here 
D and was in and out of the hospital here, and she 
1 recovered (unintelligible). She just got out 
2 today. 
3 And so no, it's not common to be sent 
~ back to Pocatello when you have a health issue 
) here. 
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1 Q. (BY MR. LAKASKEY) : Really? 
2 A. And if you have a health issue in 
3 Pocatello, I believe they don't let you come here. 
4 Do you know what I mean? 
5 Q. Uh-huh. 
6 A. But if you 1 re here doing okay, they'll 
7 take care of it here. 
B Q. So when he said that, you think he was 
9 just trying to pull some weight, thinking --
10 A. Oh, no, he told he threatened me. 
11 He told me point-blank that if I didn I t -- you 
12 know, he would send me back to Pocatello. 
13 And at that point I mean I don't think 
14 I ever really -- that was just like -- to me like 
15 crossing the line or icing on the cake or 
16 something. You know, more and more what scared me 
17 about him (unintelligible), you know, God, I 
18 probably felt safer. I don I t .know. I mean I 
19 don ' t know . 
20 
21 
Q. 
A. 
Going down the hall --
He has his way, I 1 ll tell you, of 
22 saying what he says. 
23 Q. Going down the hall, what kind of pace 
24 
25 
were you guys walking in? 
A. Very -- it seemed very fast. 
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not too incredibly fast, but like I said, he's a 
2 tall man. Or I don't know, maybe he's not. Maybe 
3 he just seemed like it to me at the time. Okay? 
4 
5 
He seemed really big. 
really big. 
I don ' t know . He seemed 
6 'Anyways, we get to -- right after he 
7 says that anyways, he goes -- and I'm thinking, 
a Oh, my gosh. I'll never forget, three more doors, 
9 because there's my room. I'm thinking, Three more 
o doors, like I'm counting down the doors like we 
1 count down the days here. I don't know if he was 
2 saying anything at this point. I don't know. 
3 I just know I'm holding my breath. I 
4 am literally holding my breath. And we get -- I 
5 don't know if he asked me or somebody else where 
6 my room was. I'm at my room. I'm like, 11 There's 
7 my room. 11 And it's the second to the last door on 
s the left-hand side there. 
3 And we stop in front of it and we walk 
J over to reach, because he still has my arm, and I 
go to reach for the door, and he does also. And 
2 he gets it first. And I looked at him. And he 
3 says something to the extent of "Don't make me 
t have to prove what" -- I don't know what he said. 
' He said, "Don't make me do what I say" or 
I 
i 'i 
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1 something like that. 
2 Q. "Do what I say"? 
3 A. Go back to Pocatello or whatever he 
4 was referring to. 
5 And I said, "Yes, sir. rr P...nd he opened 
6 my door with his right hand, and he pushed the 
7 door. He pushed it, forced you know, really 
s with force, with some force to as if it was 
9 going to open up enough for me to walk in. 
10 Q. Uh-huh. 
11 A. Well, it didn't. I have a stubborn 
12 door. And it's a joke in my room because it makes 
13 this really funny, cheap noise in the little 
14 thingy up there. So I don't have it fixed. I' rn 
15 the maintenance here. I'd be the first one to fix 
16 it. But when you open it sometimes, it makes this 
17 funny noise, and it almost says "Hi." Okay? 
18 So my door sticks. And it didn't open 
19 up like he wanted it to, is what I got the visual 
20 of. .A_nd so he used his foot when it came back. 
21 And he used his foot and he shoved it open with 
22 his foot. 
Okay. 23 
24 
Q. 
A. And he says, "Now, I suggest you lay 
25 down and get some rest, Ms. Hernandez." 
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1 And I said, rrYes, sir. Thank you, 
2 sir" were my exact words. .A..nd I walked in there 
3 and I was probably 2 feet away from my bed. My 
4 door -- my bed's right there. And I sat on my 
s bed. 
6 A..nd my roommate stood up and goes like 
7 nwho was that? rr 
8 And obviously I said, rr I don It know. rr 
9 I says , " I don ' t know, but I know he ' s a real 
o jerk." And I said, "That man just threatened me 
1 all the way down the hall." 
2 And I'm looking at Skinner and she 
3 (unintelligible), and she says, "Are you okay?" 
4 And I said, rrr just need to get some 
5 rest. And she's the one that -- well, they both 
3 had been up with me for days, you know. And then 
7 I laid down and went to sleep. Actually, I 
3 couldn't sleep. 
1 Q. When did you fill out the form? 
16 33 
A. A couple of hours later. I couldn't 
rest because I was -- whatever was going through 
my head, I was tensing up. So I asked Skinner, I 
said, "Can you get the wheelchair?" 
She says, "Are you okay?" 
But it's crazy because the wheelchair 
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was there then. So they must have brought it down 
2 right after he brought me down. He wouldn't let 
3 
4 
5 
me take a wheelchair. That's what it was. 
Q. 
A. 
How do you know that? 
He got upset. Maybe that's what 
6 Mrs. Barrett was doing when Karen had me -- or 
7 when Janna had me in the hall. 
8 Q. Does he know that you came down in a 
9 wheelchair? 
10 
11 
12 
know. 
A. Yeah. Well, I'm thinking. 
I don't know. 
Q. Okay. 
I don't 
13 A. But then my wheelchair was at my room, 
14 so they must have brought it down right directly 
15 after. And Mrs. Skinner immediately brings the 
16 wheelchair in the room, and she helped me get off 
17 my bed. And I mean I don't ask to come down very 
18 often much, you know. And I will lay there. They 
19 have to come down to get my blood pressure. 
20 And then I 'm down there, and I hadn't 
21 said anything to anybody. It was just a few 
22 hours. Few hours. And then I heard 
23 (unintelligible) rrAre you okay? 11 
24 
25 two nurses. 
And then when I go in there, there's 
There's Nurse Janna and another 
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1 nurse. I don't know the other nurse's name. 
2 And I said, "No." And I was laughing, 
3 you know, I started making a joke out of it. And 
4 I was like, "No. 11 A..nd I said, "No, actually. I 
5 think I need some medication. I'm so tense right 
6 now, the pain is really bad." 
7 And she took my blood pressure and 
s said, "Wow." It gets so high. I mean when that 
9 little machine pops off, I'm here like a Coke red 
o or whatever. 
1 
2 Q. 
Do you know what I mean? 
Uh-huh. 
3 A. And so she gave me a Flexeril and she 
4 goes, "Ms . Hernandez, is somebody wrong?" She 
s said, "Are you okay?" 
6 And I said, "No, ma' am. That guy was 
7 a real jerk." 
B And as soon as I said that, 
9 Ms. Skinner was standing there with me and my 
Q roommate. I just busted. I couldn't -- I had to 
say something. You know, I laid there for two 
2 hours, you know, trying to figure out, you know, 
3 what I might have done to this man. But anyways. 
i And so I says, "I need to talk to 
' somebody about this at the command station or 
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something.n 
2 And Janna immediately, I think -- she 
3 goes, rrNorma, you' re our concern." .A...nd she 
4 goes -- or something. I don't even remember what 
5 she said. She goes, "If that's the way you feel. 
6 You know, are you okay? ri 
7 I'm like it seems like she leaves 
B the room and goes up to control. And she comes 
9 back, and she goes, rrYeah, that's what you need to 
1 D do if that ' s what you feel , rr you know, l i ke . . . 
11 Q. Uh-huh. 
12 A. And it comes to find out, a couple of 
13 days later I find out that during that couple 
14 hours when I was laying there in bed, she went and 
15 filed her complaint. You know, I had no idea. 
16 Q. How did you find that out? 
17 A. (Unintelligible.) I think I said 
18 something to her. It was like three days later. 
19 And I was having a really hard time. And 
20 Mrs. Hi tamoken (phonetic) -- I had came up to 
21 control, and I couldn't -- and I asked 
22 Officer Jackson if he had a free minute, please. 
23 I really needed to talk to him. 
Who is Hitamoken? 24 
25 
Q. 
A. She's -- she's the C.L. at the time at 
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2 
3 
4 
night. 
Okay. 
She's an officer here. 
Okay. 
5 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. And even at this point for the last 
5 two days prior to this, I hadn't been talking to 
7 anybody on our floor. I didn't even talk to my 
8 roommates about what I was going through because I 
9 didn't want anybody to -- I don't know. I just --
o I didn't talk to anybody about it. 
So Ms. Hitamoken took me in the back 
2 room and oh, back to my room. She called me 
3 up. And we went in the back room, and I was 
4 telling her, I says, "Man, I want to know who this 
5 guy is. I want to know his name. I don't know 
6 what happened here, you know, something 
7 (unintelligible) because I can't" -- I couldn't 
B and you got to understand, he probably caught me 
9 at a really vulnerable time in my life, you know, 
D I don't know. 
1 This really is a -- anyways, I was 
2 telling her, asking for, you know, you know, nGod, 
3 do you have something I could read to deal with 
4 this? You know, what's going on here?" 
) And she was trying to comfort- me, 
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Ms. Hitamoken. And Janna was -- came in to eat 
2 and just had a cup of coffee or whatever was 
3 sitting there, and she kind of heard -- you know, 
4 I was in tears. I was (unintelligible) Then I 
5 was -- I was really emotional. 
6 And she -- she sat down with us, Janna 
7 did, and she listened for a while. And I was 
B saying how, you know, I didn't want to -- I think 
9 at that point r~m thinking that everybody here, 
1D you know, the staff is going to probably look down 
11 
12 
13 
on me or (unintelligible) concern for. 
that's what I believed in. F.nd --
Q. Uh-huh. 
Really, 
14 A. And I need a book or something to try 
15 to figure out what I was going through. And 
16 and Janna was sitting there, and that's when she 
17 reassured me -- and I wish she would have told me 
18 days earlier. It probably wouldn't have hit me 
19 really hard, like if I wouldn't have been so 
2D confused. But she notified me that -- she goes, 
21 rrNo, I wrote down a complaint or a concern, " is 
22 what she said. 
Q. Okay? 23 
24 A. She goes, nway before you did. n She 
25 goes, ir So you did, you know -- nobody here thinks 
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1 you' re lying or anything. rr 
2 Q. So you said you wrote the complaint a 
3 rew hours after the incident happened? 
4 A. 
Q. 
Yes. 
So you're saying that they wrote 
s filed a complaint days before you were seen? 
No, a couple hours before. 
Okay. 
7 
8 
9 
A. 
Q. 
A. She wrote hers a couple hours before. 
D She wrote hers immediately after all this 
1 happened. 
Q. 2 Okay. 
3 I didn't. A. 
4 And that was Janna -- Janna? Q. 
5 Janna. A. 
Q. Janna. Okay. 6 
7 
B noted 
A. 
it or 
Or she wrote something because she 
did something and the staff argued 
about it and the doctor you got to -- even 
J Mrs. Barrett, I believe it was that night -- that 
day told me that. 
2 Q. Okay. When he grabbed ahold of your 
3 arm leading you down the hall, did you try to pull 
t away or anything when you said "You're hurting 
me rr? 
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2 
A. 
grabbed me 
Yeah. As a matter of fact, when he 
from the wall, I pulled back frow hiw. 
3 I mean, come on? 
4 Uh-huh. 
5 
Q. 
A. He just grabbed Janna and forced her 
6 away from me, and then he grabbed me. And I said, 
7 nwhat" -- or I said something. A..nd I pulled back 
8 up against the wall. And I remember oh so looking 
9 at Mrs. Barrett, because she was still standing in 
10 front of me. 
11 Q. Uh-huh. 
12 A. But shers looking at his face. She's 
13 looking up. And I'll just never forget how 
14 everybody was so afraid of him. Because yeah, 
15 because when I did go with him is when I I seen 
16 Ms. Barrett Dr. Barrett. She's in front of me. 
17 And I turn around and look and Janna 
18 is standing there. And I remember looking at her, 
19 and she looked all -- I got to watch the 
20 expression come over her face. Her eyes turned 
21 bloodshot red and teared up, and she just didn't 
22 
23 
know what to do. I mean she was scared. 
She just -- you know, I don't know 
i 24 why. I mean it was· -- I guess at that point I 
25 think the best thing to do would be to do what he 
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1 was saying, would be just to go with him, you 
2 know. I mean what choice do I have? I'm an 
3 inmate 
4 Q. Uh-huh. 
5 A. -- you know. Better probably if I 
6 don't say anything or you know, I'm an inmate, 
7 you know. Going down the hall I -- when I 
B informed him before we even -- the only way I can 
9 remember pretty much where we were at was because 
o that bulletin board is halfway down the hall. The 
1 bathroom's right across the hall. 
2 Q. Uh-huh. 
3 
4 
A. And we were halfway to the bathroom, 
is what I'm thinking or something. And I'm 
5 thinking, you know ... 
3 Q. Okay. 
T A. To me, to be honest with you, I'm 
3 probably thinking I'm safe when I hit that 
3 bathroom because there's girls there, you know. 
Not to make it sound -- but I know that they'll 
have my back. You know what I mean? If I look at 
one of these girls or scream out, they're going 
to, you know, because we're inmates. Okay? 
And it's real weird because he must 
have been forcefully -- I mean it must have looked 
i. 
' 
' 
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1 pretty abrupt or something when I was coming down 
2 the hall, because people just -- the girls just 
3 wsnt around 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
center 
insane. 
a whole 
9 since? 
10 
""' OI 
I 
15 
Q. 
us. They took me directly down the 
e hall. I 1 ll never ror t th 
ke his whole attitude is just 
was around the man for pr ly, what, 
minutes of my life. 
haven't seen him in e facility 
No. No, I haven't. I n 't know. 
11 
A. 
Q. you know anybody else who as seen 
12 him? 
13 No. 
14 Q. I mean been treated by h at the 
15 facility at all? 
16 No, I do not know anybody. 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Q. Okay. 
No. 
MR. KEY: Do you 
MR. WOL A couple. 
22 EXAMINATION 
23 BY MR. WOLFE: 
24 
25 
Q. Norma, I think fort 
is Steve Wolfe, and I work fort 
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1 Corrections in the Office of Professional 
2 Standards. And my purpose is to investigate 
3 potential employee misconduct and look for the 
4 presence or absence of any kind of misconduct. 
5 Do you give your permission for me to 
6 record your statement today? 
Yes. 7 
8 
A. 
Q. And I've been in the room during the 
9 course of the interview with the detective from 
0 the sheriff's department, but I just have a couple 
1 of follow-up questions. 
2 Would that be all right? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Okay. You say that you arrived on 
5 November 13th of 2003, correct --
3 
7 
3 Center? 
A. 
Q. 
Yes. 
-- to the South Boise Correctional 
3 Had you ever seen Dr. Noak prior to 
) that time? 
le 43 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. And the date that this incident 
happened, on or about January 30th, that was the 
only time you had seen him? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. Okay. .A__nd when you were transoorted 
2 
3 
"CO the hospital 
indicated that 
on the 
you were 
29th to Saint Al's, you 
given a drug for pain. 
4 Do you remember what kind of drug that 
s was? You said it was Dilaudid? 
6 A. 
7 Q. 
Dilaudid. 
Dilaudid. Is that what they -cold you 
s at Saint Al's? 
Yeah, they --9 
10 
11 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
.A..nd what was the reason for that drug? 
Because of the amount of pain that I 
12 was in. 
13 Q. Okay. And what is your belief was 
14 causing that pain? 
15 A. I believe it was my kidney. 
16 
17 
18 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Okay. 
My right kidney. 
Okay. On the day that you saw 
19 Dr. Noak, you said earlier that you didn't want to 
20 be in the room with the doctor and that he 
21 appeared to be antsy the first few minutes that 
22 you arrived. 
23 Why didn't you want to be in the room 
24 with him? What was going on specifically that 
25 caused you to have this feeling? 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
A. I -- I don't have very good 
terminology work terminology. The way he 
gosh, just the way he talked to the ladies. 
the way he sat at that desk like he was God. 
Just 
But 
s I'm sorry, a girl shouldn't 
6 Q. That's okay. You know, I understand, 
7 you know, that you you know, I don't want there 
s to be any barriers to language communication here. 
9 So just use the language that you're familiar 
1D with. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
) 
1e 45 
A. He sat at the desk in that examining 
room, and he just -- I mean just in the manner 
that he sat there, he was using some kind of -- to 
me -- I don't know. He was -- he was not very 
nice. He was a very rude man, you know. He'd 
walk in the room and you could not -- you know, 
walking in here with you two sitting here, at 
first when I came in this room I was going to ask 
for a female. 
Q. I understand. 
A. I'll be honest with you. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Okay? ·rt didn't take me but, what, 
three minutes I was trusting. That was the first 
couple minutes, I was looking at both of you like, 
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5 
1-nrun, 
that 
6 day? 
7 
8 
9 like? 
10 
11 
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what's up. 
Q. Well, I understand there's some 
A. But I'm trying to -- when I was in 
room with that man for less than a minute. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Do you recall what he was wearing that 
A white shirt and tan pants, maybe. 
Okay. Do you remember what he looks 
Short, blonde hair with glasses. 
Okay. During the course of that 
12 medical examination -- well, let me ask you this. 
13 Have you ever -- prior to being in the 
14 institutional setting or prior to being an inmate, 
15 have you ever seen a doctor before? 
Yes. 16 
17 
A. 
Q. And when you went to the doctor, what 
18 were your expectations? 
19 
20 
A. 
Q. 
Well --
Why would you go to a doctor? 
21 A. because I wasn't feeling well. I 
~ would expect a little respect and the fact that 
23 they were there to understand and help figure out 
24 what would be wrong with me. 
25 I have scars and plates all up my 
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shoulder. I've had my gallbladder removed. I've 
2 had twin boys. So yeah, I I ve been around 
3 physicians like, you know, back for -- yes. And I 
4 don't know what you' re as king, I guess. 
5 Q. Well, I'm asking what you expected 
6 when you went to the doctor. 
7 
8 
9 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
I expected to be 
Okay. 
As a human being, 
treated fair with 
is what --
D Q. Okay. In your opinion, did you get 
1 that on this particular day? 
No, sir. 
--
2 
3 
A. 
Q. Did you feel in any way threatened as 
4 a result of the contact that you had with the 
5 doctor or any of the medical staff? 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Yes, sir. 
And how did you feel threatened? 
I felt threatened immediately in the 
room when he forced me to breathe deeper, when 
even the nurse -- he wouldn't even have it from 
1 the nurse that I was in so much pain and it hurt 
2 for me to breathe that deep. And he didn 1 t -- he 
3 didn't care. He just -- it was his way or no way. 
4 And then when he called the P.A. 
5 names, that was enough to make me shake. 
~e 47 
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was laying on that bed. I mean I just wanted out 
2 of there. I mean I requested to leave the room. 
3 Q. And one of the names that you had 
4 mentioned was ninvalid. ri 
5 
6 
7 say? 
A. 
Q. 
Yeah. 
Is that what you understood him to 
B A. I understood him calling her stupid, 
9 the word that I was thinking he used. You got to 
10 understand I was, you know but I do know that 
11 he did call her a name and he was referring to her 
12 being stupid for not having that chart. He 
13 referred at the same moment -- when he called her 
14 that name, he said, rr Oh, r1 he said, n i f the P . A . 
15 wasn't doing her job -- if the P.A. was doing her 
16 job, I wouldn't even have to be here. n And then 
17 he called her a name (unintelligible). 
18 Q. Okay. Could I ask you to speak up 
19 loudly for the recorder, please? 
20 A. Oh, yes. 
21 Q. A couple more questions and then I'll 
22 be done. 
23 Did you ever sign any kind of 
24 authorization form for Dr. Noak to examine you at 
25 all? 
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1 A. I don't -- I don't know. I think once 
2 we signed one with the facility in the beginning, 
3 it goes for anything. I don't think they have us 
4 sign one, you know, every time we go down there or 
5 something. 
6 Q. Okay. And you had mentioned about 
7 being -- and I don't want to put words in your 
s mouth, but being sent back to Pocatello. 
9 Who said that to you? 
0 A. Dr. Noak. 
Q. Did you form the impression or do you 
2 have the belief now that he has the authority to 
3 send you back to Pocatello? 
4 A. From what he -- the way he threatened 
5 me going down the hall, that he would send me back 
3 to Pocatello if I did not go right now. I would 
T be just -- I still haven't gotten to the bottom of 
3 that, if he does have that pressure pull. I would 
3 think yeah, that he must have that pull because he 
threatened me with that, you know. I mean why 
would he threaten me with that if he couldn't do 
it? is what I'm thinking. 
Q. And final question: Have you heard of 
any other complaints regarding Dr. Noak? 
A. No. From here at this institute? 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
Q. 
A. 
From any institution? 
No. 
MR. WOLFE: Okay. That's all I have. 
MR . LAK..l\_S KEY : Just to touch back. 
6 FURTHER EXP.MINATION 
7 BY MR. LAKASKEY: 
B Q. You said you had took medication over 
9 at the hospital. 
10 Do you recall what medication you were 
11 prescribed from the hospital and you were supposed 
12 to be taking here after you left the hospital? 
13 A. I believe I was supposed to be taking 
14 just a Darvocet and a Flexeril and something for 
15 the nausea. But only on two occasions did I take 
16 the Darvocet, and that was at the very beginning, 
17 until I realized what it was, and then I refused 
18 it. And --
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Q. 
hospital? 
That was after you got back from the 
A. You know, that they prescribed that 
before I went to the hospital. 
Q. Okay. I guess my question ' lS, were 
24 you under the influence of any medication --
25 A. No. 
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1 
2 
3 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
-- when you came down and saw him? 
No, sir. 
So the dizziness or the illness that 
4 you felt here was more of internal pain rather 
5 than any medication that you could have been given 
6 at the hospital or here? 
7 
B 
A. Yes, sir. 
not on any medication. 
Yes, sir. I was -- I was 
I had not taken anything 
9 for that. 
0 
1 
2 
3 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Okay. 
Yeah, I was not on medication. 
Okay. 
From point A I did not want any 
4 medication. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Q. 
A. 
hospital, 
only time 
All right. 
And when they gave 
it was pretty much a 
like that. But no, 
it to me at the 
that was the 
the answer would be 
3 no, I was not on medication at that point. 
) 
3 
Q. Okay. When they called you down 
after coming down to get your blood pressure, 
checked you, went back to your room, and they 
called you down again, what was going through your 
mind···.--- --
A. I was trying -- me and Shelli were 
. i te 51 
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trying Shelli? -- Ms. Skinner, my roorr@ate, 
2 were trying to figure out why I was coming back 
3 down. 
4 Actually, I was thinking, Oh, no, 
5 something came back on that blood work. 
6 Actually, we didn't say too much. But 
7 we were like, "Wow, what's going on? n Do you know 
8 what I mean? Curious, because I had just left 
9 there. 
10 Q. Did they ever explain to you why you 
11 came back? 
12 A. Yeah. To see Dr. Noak. He was here 
13 to see me. 
14 Q. Was he present -- you said there was 
15 like a 5 minute or a 15 minute -- what was it, 5 
16 or 15 minutes from the time you first left after 
17 getting your blood pressure checked from -- and 
1B you were called back, about how much time? 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
want 
then? 
to 
A. 
be 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
I don't know. 
safe. 
Was he there 
No. 
Okay. 
But there are 
15, I guess, if you 
at your first visit, 
two ' ' examining rooms. 
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1 
2 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Okay. 
So I don't know if he was here 
Okay. 3 
4 
even 
A. -- or not. 
acknowledged him. 
But he wasn't -- nobody 
And the only time I even 
6 heard anything about him was when they were trying 
7 to get me into the hospital. And they never --
a you know, it was -- they were just saying they 
9 were waiting for the doctor to call. The doctor 
o was going to come in. They were all waiting for 
1 the doctor to call. And then they took me to the 
2 hospital, and he never -- to me, you know, it was 
3 like -- and I only seen the P.A. a couple of times 
4 here. So I mean I don't think I -- I think I just 
5 always assumed maybe it was her that was supposed 
s to come back in or --
7 Q. But you don't know if that was the 
3 doctor they were talking about, Dr. Noak-~ 
3 A. Right. 
) Q. 
A. 
Q. 
-- about getting to the hospital? 
Right. 
All right. Is there anything else 
3 that you can add before we finish up here? 
A. 
Q. 
Can I ask you guys some questions? 
Sure. 
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A. I mean about him. I mean is he a 
2 doctor for our facility? I don't even know where 
3 this man comes from. Okay? I think that would 
4 help me a lot. 
5 Q. I know nothing about him. I haven't 
6 even met him yet, so I can't answer any of the 
7 questions regarding him. 
8 MR. WOLFE: And I can. He is a doctor for 
9 the contract provider for the Department of 
10 Corrections. 
11 THE WITNESS: Okay. And what does that 
12 mean? 
13 MR. WOLFE: Well, most of the medical 
14 people here, most, if not all and I'm new to 
15 the department so I'm just learning this stuff. 
16 But most, if not all of them, are not employees of 
17 the Department of Corrections. They're contract 
1B employees .. 
THE WITNESS: Okay. 19 
20 MR. WOLFE: Which means they work for a 
21 contractor that provides services to the 
22 Department of Corrections. And we have doctors 
23 and physician's assistants. That's what P.A. s 
24 are, physician's assistants. They can prescribe 
25 medicines and do all that stuff. 
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1 fully licensed doctors. They're just one step 
2 below, if you will. They're supervised by 
3 doctors. 
4 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
5 MR. WOLFE: Okay? So yes, he is a contract 
6 provider of medical services, if that makes you 
7 feel any better. 
B THE WITNESS: Yeah, I mean through this 
9 and maybe you guys should know, because I want 
D everything out in the open. I don't want anybody 
1 to say I was trying to hide anything that first 
2 
3 
) 
) 
week. I still have a hard time dealing with this. 
I don't know what I did to this man to deserve 
what he did. But that first week I was really 
having difficulties to where, oh, at least once a 
day I was up at staff. 
Because -- because of the staff here, 
since my first day here -- I mean I work hard for 
this place. I mean have, you know, 300 hours of 
volunteer work. That comes from within because of 
the way the staff is. You know, you give back 
what you get. I've got nothing but respect from 
the staff here. And even through this. 
And I do know better than to 
breathe -- you know, say anything on the tear. 
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These girls are (unintelligible). And so it's 
2 really difficult for me to not be able to talk to 
anybody about it. 3 
4 So I would get upset. I wouldn't even 
5 tell my roorr@ates. I would just go straight up to 
6 staff. I have talked to -- I have told my 
7 counselor I'm building healthy relationships, 
s because I'm having a difficult time in that class 
9 because of this. He'd say, 11 Be safe. You can be 
10 safe here. 11 
11 Well, I'm looking at him going, Well, 
12 if you had known what just happened to me 
13 yesterday, you know. But anyways. So I'm 
14 really and I'm trying to figure this out, and a 
15 lot of it is maybe if I could get some feedback 
16 on, you know, anything that's going on, because 
17 this is over a week of me just sitting here not 
18 being very patient with everybody. 
19 The lieutenant here, she has been 
2 0 awesome. There isn't 'one (unintelligible) the 
21 staff hasn't been there for me for this. And 
~ they're very understanding and concerned. 
23 But I need -- and I don't know who I 
24 can and can't talk to, because I don't know what 
25 the proceedings are. And I don't want anything to 
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1 come back on this place because these people here 
2 have a lot of heart and they have a lot of 
3 concern. 
4 Do you see what I'm trying to ask? 
5 I'm really confused on who I can and can't talk 
6 to. But I need to talk to somebody because --
7 MR. WOLFE: Can I answer that question? 
8 MR. LAKASKEY: Yeah, go ahead. 
9 MR. WOLFE: Okay. There's really two 
D things going on here right now in this room. 
1 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
2 MR. WOLFE: Obviously, we're taking this 
3 seriously or we wouldn't be here. 
4 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
5 MR. WOLFE: You've got a detective from the 
6 Ada County Sheriff's department here and somebody 
7 from headquarters that thinks that it's worthy 
B enough to investigate to determine the presence or 
9 absence of any type of criminal or misconduct. 
D THE WITNESS: Uh-huh. 
1 MR. WOLFE: Okay? Now, as far as the 
2 criminal aspect, the detective's going to be 
3 handling that. Okay? 
i As far as the Department of 
) Corrections, I'm going to be handling that. 
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Now, as far as who you could talk to, 
2 basically you can talk to anybody at the sheriff's 
3 department in the course of their investigation. 
4 But as far as staff members here, about the only 
s people you can talk to are me and maybe a 
6 counselor or maybe --
7 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
8 MR. WOLFE: -- the facility manager here. 
9 But I don't want you discussing this with anybody 
1D because it is an active investigation. And policy 
11 indicates that you're not supposed to discuss it 
12 with anybody, unless they're relevant to the 
13 investigation. And that's very important because 
14 we don't want to have a bunch of rumors going 
15 around. That will make things worse. 
16 THE WITNESS: And that's why I've been 
17 stopping that for this facility. And it's just 
18 really difficult. 
19 MR. WOLFE: I understand that. But I'm 
2D going to leave you with one of my cards, and you 
21 can call me. You can talk to me anytime you'd 
22 like. 
23 I'm sure the detective has some kind 
24 of contact number that you can contact him. 
25 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
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1 
2 course. 
MR. WOLFE: But it's going to take its 
It's going to go _through the 
3 investigative process. We're going to interview 
4 other people besides yourself. And a report will 
5 be submitted from both sides, from my point of 
6 view and from the sheriff's department's point of 
7 view, and determinations will be made of how to 
B move forward with this case. 
9 Okay? 
0 
1 
THE WITNESS: Okay. 
MR. LAKASKEY: You do have access to a 
2 counselor here, I assume? 
3 THE WITNESS: Yes. Donna seen me last 
4 Saturday on this. 
5 MR. LAKASKEY: Okay. 
6 THE WITNESS: In fact, she 
7 
B 
(unintelligible). 
now and then. And 
Just I can only see her every 
even that I need a -- I 
think -- and I guess I'm not (unintelligible) 
) guess I was right in this aspect because, you 
know, they're encouraging me -- and I hope this 
2 isn't going too far, to do this on 
I 
(unintelligible). I don't know what to do, what's 
+ right or what's wrong. I don't want to step on 
' anybody's toes or not. 
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But I know that I need to talk to 
2 somebody about it. A..nd being in the dark about it 
3 is really making me where I'm at today with this 
4 crying and stuff. And this happens a couple of 
5 times a night, you know. And not knowing is the 
6 worst thing. 
7 MR. LAKASKEY: For the criminal aspect of 
B this, what's going to happen is, like he said, 
9 we're going to talk to a few more people. I'm 
10 going to try to talk to the doctor also, get his 
11 side of the story. And I'm going to route what I 
12 
13 
14 
15 
have 
can 
him 
to 
win 
or 
the prosecutor. 
And if they feel that, you know, they 
the case in court, they'll either subpoena 
they'll issue a warrant for his arrest. 
16 That's how things are done on our end. 
17 At the time -- you know, if the 
18 deputy's going to receive enough information at 
19 the time they took the report, they probably.could 
20 have cited him, given him a ticket to appear in 
21 court. But since this is a little bit more in 
22 depth here, I'm kind of glad that they forwarded 
23 it to me so I can, you know, get everybody's side 
24 of the story and present that to the prosecutor. 
25 A lot of times the prosecutor will --
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1 you know, if they can't prove it beyond a 
2 reasonable doubt, then they may not take the case. 
3 But it sounds like -- I mean there's a couple, you 
4 know, medical staff here that I already know that 
5 they basically confirm your story or the account 
6 of it. And, you know, we'll have to see what the 
7 doctor says too. 
B But that's why I asked you if you were 
9 willing to come back, because more than likely, 
o you know, if he -- if he is subpoenaed or 
arrested, his trial won't happen before April 4th. 
2 It takes awhile. I mean it may, but if we have to 
3 track down people to talk to, it could take a 
4 little bit longer before everything is sent to the 
5 prosecutor's office. 
6 THE WITNESS: So this is going to, I mean, 
7 drag out that long? I mean does he know -- does 
8 he even know that this is going on? Does he have 
9 any idea that we're --
o MR. WOLFE: He knows that there's an 
inquiry taking place. He doesn't know how in 
2 depth it is, but he knows there's an inquiry in 
3 
4 
5 
progress. 
MR. LAKASKEY: And, you know, I'm 
thinking -- I'm thinking February is over, but it 
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just started. It depends on how -- you know, if I 
2 can talk to these people by the end of next week, 
3 it will be on the prosecutor's desk, and maybe in 
4 two weeks or something, something may happen. 
s But as you're aware, with the court 
s system, a lot of people will plead not guilty so 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
they 
bit 
the 
spend some time 
more rather than 
whole thing over 
THE WITl~ESS: 
MR. LAKASKEY: 
and look at the case a little 
pleading guilty and getting 
with. 
Uh-huh. 
You know, ' r he gets ahold lI 
12 of an attorney and they want to do that, they have 
13 that right to. And by postponing it, it kind of, 
14 like you said, drags along. Certainly that's what 
15 could happen in this case too. 
16 So -- but, you know, here's my card 
17 with my number. And, you know, if you have any 
1B questions, I can -- I can tell you what I know, 
19 what I can release to you. And basically, you' re 
~ the victim in this and, you know, your testimony 
21 is real important to this case. 
22 THE WITNESS: And I'll be there. I mean, 
23 you know, there's a little girl right across the 
24 hall. And she's 22. P-...nd she was so and every 
25 time I see her, I just think that if he would have 
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done this to her, if he would have 
2 (unintelligible) and it would have been her, 
3 what -- I mean I'm a lot stronger than her, you 
4 know. 
5 And is he doing this to other people? 
6 I mean he wasn't acting like it was just a bad day 
7 for him. 
s MR . LAKAS KEY: That ' s why we asked if you 
9 heard any other complaints about him. 
D THE WITNESS: I don't know 
(unintelligible). 
2 Q. (BY MR. LAKASKEY): Okay. I know this 
3 happened almost two weeks ago. 
4 Are there any marks on your arms from 
5 that incident? 
3 A. You know, that nurse -- you know, 
7 there was a bruise here from his finger. It's 
3 still a little bit there. Do you know what I 
3 mean? I mean -- but there was a bruise there from 
) 
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his finger right here. 
And the first time that they checked 
it, that night she checked it like right when I 
came down and made a complaint. 
Q. Uh-huh. 
A. And it was like a little red. But 
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then we had stuff all over me, and I couldn't look 
2 on the back here. But yeah, this turned like an 
3 ugly yellow, you know. 
4 MR. WOLFE: Did the staff take any 
s photographs? 
6 THE WITNESS: No, everybody just kind of --
7 as a matter of fact, they asked me, and I said no, 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
because, to be honest with you, when the nurse 
asked me - there was another that was in there, 
and she wrote it all down. I figured that's what 
was going to be going down. See what I'm saying? 
As an inmate, I figured they already 
asked me once, and that was -- I think the 
lieutenant seen it, and then they thought maybe it 
was from an IV. Do you know what I mean? But it 
was nowhere near my IVs down here or down here, 
and I didn't bruise from those, and I had IVs all 
over the pj_ace. And -- but that rea:i.::__y bothered 
me. 
And, you know, being an inmate, we 
don't know what our rights are. And, you know, I 
can say things, (unintelligible) -- you know, 
maybe I just needed to tel.::__ somebody just to get 
it off my chest. And whether it's noted or not, 
it's just to know that this man is not going to be 
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1 doing anything to anybody else. 
2 MR. LAKASKEY: Uh-huh. 
3 THE WITNESS: I mean I'm in rehab. And if 
4 this would have happened to me yesterday and I was 
s getting out today, what do you think would 
6 happen -- I know what would happen to me stepping 
7 out on that street, the angry -- and, Well, gosh, 
B if I can't be safe in that facility, where can I 
9 be safe? What difference does it I would have 
iD relapsed. I would have relapsed. And you know 
11 what? I've been locked up now for nine months. 
'2 And I made some goals, and I haven't 
3 (unintelligible) that was marked checked by the 
4 instructor. And today -- and I plan on keeping 
s those goals. 
6 MR. LAKASKEY: Okay. 
7 THE WITNESS: And this would have brought 
8 me down. If I wasn't still in this facility to 
9 deal with it, I would have walked out and said I'm 
D 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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going on a binger or something. If it would have 
just happened to be my out...,.date, go to court, I 
would have lapsed. I am angry. I am so angry at 
this man because you know, I ain't going to 
lie. When I was out on the street doing dope, it 
was a lie. I probably would have just, you 
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1 know ... 
2 MR. WOLFE: Let me ask you another 
3 question. 
4 
5 FURTHER EXAMINATION 
6 BY MR. WOLFE: 
7 Q. Has anybody from the medical staff 
8 made any attempts to contact you about this 
9 incident or indicated to you as to what you should 
10 say or anything like that? 
11 
12 
13 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Janna contacted me yesterday. 
Right. 
I think it was yesterday. A...nd that 
14 was probably because -- she reassured me that I'm 
15 a bright girl. You know, rrYou're going to be 
16 okay. n Because I have this part in me with this, 
17 and that -- she stood beside my bed for 20 hours 
1 8 for three days. She would not leave this facility 
19 because she was concerned. 
20 
21 
22 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
You mean after this happened? 
No, before this happened. 
Okay. 
23 A. She was by my bedside the whole time. 
24 (Unintelligible) would not leave. She would call 
2 5 and make sure I was okay, just because of who she 
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is. And I don't even know who she is. Like I 
2 told you, I don't take meds of any sort, so I 
3 don't deal with medical staff here. 
4 And when I seen is this man grab her 
5 the second time, if I wouldn't have been as weak 
s as I was, I probably would have -- I probably 
7 would have hit him. I probably would have 
B backhanded him. I probably would have lashed out 
9 at him in a way that, you know or I don't know. 
0 The old me would have. Okay? The old me would 
1 have lashed out at him. 11 What are you doing? 11 
2 I mean the first time he grabbed her 
3 was, you know, whatever. But the second time, you 
4 know, the second time he grabbed her and made her 
s forcefully let go of me, when he made me walk away 
6 with him and when those ladies refused to help, 
7 when they were -- they knew what they were seeing. 
8 They -- you know, to me, I let her down. I let 
9 Janna down. 
D I felt· really guilty because 
1 (unintelligible). You know, there could have been 
2 something I could have done to stop this before it 
3 accelerated as far as it did. I mean I would have 
stopped it in the room if you think about it. 
5 know, when he was bashing people with names or 
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1 whatever, I could have stopped it then, couldn't I 
2 have? You know, why didn't I? 
3 And so that's where what I was talking 
4 to the staff about here is I had some 
5 (unintelligible) . I don't think this happened. 
6 guess because she works somewhere else. 
7 Q. Well, have you been threatened or 
B forced in any way to come and talk to us today? 
9 
10 
A. No. No. 
MR. LAKASKEY: I think that's it. I think 
11 we'd like to talk to some other people, and we' 11 
12 get the ball rolling on this. 
13 From this side here, you know, it 
14 seems like there's enough there for a case. And 
I 
15 I'll present all that to the prosecutor. And feel 
16 free to give me a call, and I'll tell you what I 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
know about the case. A lot of times I don't know 
until I receive a subpoena or something myself for 
it. 
But, you know, if you change your 
address or anything like that, please give me a 
call, and so I can let the prosecutor's office 
know. So if there is a trial or anything like 
that, we can go ahead and properly inform you of 
2 5 when it's going to be. And, you know, we 1 11 need 
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you. Okay? 1 
2 THE WITNESS: I want to thank both of you. 
3 MR. WOLFE: You're quite welcome. 
4 This concludes the interview of Norma 
5 Hernandez at approximately 3:15 on February 11th, 
6 I O 4 • 
7 (Interview concluded.) 
8 -ooo-
9 
0 
1 
2 
3 
) 
) 
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interview to the best of my ability; 
I further certify that I have no interest 
in Lhe event of the action. 
WITNESS my hand and seal this 29th day of 
July, 2009. 
ana:-:,:,.----
CSR and Notary Public in 
and for the State of Idaho. 
My Commission Expires: December 30, 2011 
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t, , a.u •• • I' n - -t'lino,i r•• -I• TO - • ~"I••• ' . ~-·-· 
PERSO!~S Ih"VOLVED: 
U Lieutena.r'\t Christy Presley, Work ilele~se Ci?nte!~ • JH. -2111, &lame f 
l9a-a646 , cell I Sil·S&os. 
2) Janna NichOlsYn. work i..elease Ce~ter # 314 ~2731 , home# l 1S·SOl9, work 
U J 36-ll6D ext. 5341 . 
J) Karen aa~rett, Hor~ Release Cent«r ~ 134-2731 
4) Docto~ John Noak, un.able to con!irm personol ~nform.ation a~ the t llJICt 
ot c.a.ll. 
! Nli! Al. RESPONSE: 
en ~/OS/ 04 a t lBDl hours I was di$pJcched co che ColffllUt\ity Wo~k ReleJae 
Center It 1.1200 Pl•a.s .an.t Valley Rd. to take a batt.tt:ry report.. Sgt . finley wo.& 
callins in behalt of inmat~ Nonna Hernandez who wa.ntcd t.o file t.he- report . 
n::-rrAL co:rr1;.cr, 
VJX1n • rriving d t the Work Release Center I spoke with Sgt. Finley. Sgt. 
Finley stated Norma requested a battery report be fi led on an incident she had 
with Doctor John Noak on l/l0/0~. Sgt . P1r.ley had No~;na. r.-.eet U3 in the 
conference r oom to talk. 
When tlonN ard ved I •.sked her to explain to rtie what had happened . Uorma 
otated the Y~ek earlier she h3d been feeling nick . Sh~ h~d put a req,Jes: in 
to see the f octor. Friday afternoon Noroa was taken to see Ooct-or Noak At the 
in~house m.ed1cal department. Honna stated Ooctor Noak appeared t o be upset 
d~e to che f lr,n vay in which he talked to her. Norma then sa id as she was 
leaving her appo~ntmer.t she became very veAk and dizzy, Kedieal aaais tants 
Janna N1chol1on mnd Karen Ba(rett noticed thia 3nd ,grabbed onto ~or-N' s arm.a 
co help her back to her room. Norma said as they ~e~e walk ing her back to her 
room Doc tor ~oak cam~ up from be.hind them and pul led Jann1• s a rc oft of Notma. 
Ncnna eta.t~d Ooctot No1k gdpped her right arm very dght rind said be wOtJld 
~•lk her back tP her rooei dlone. NormA said she felt scared and !n pa ln by 
tho w•y Doctor N~-d: wu hold.ing her •rm but she didn • t v•nt t o say anything to 
h1~. As Doetcr Noak~•• escorting her back to her room Doctor No.lk t c ld her, 
that if she d1dn · c · heal quicklr s he wou.!.d be eent back to Pocatello to 
f inish her time tnd •it would be a lot harder there . • As they reached No?'Ula'S 
r C>Om tho Ooi:-toi: k. 11:kcd tho door open a·nd Cotc•d hor in-to the r oom and le.ft.. 
Norma said she fi lled ouc a $tatement and gave it. t o Lt. Christy Pr esley . 
OFFICEil' s oasEP.VATIONS: 
I d:d not obs~rve any b ruis~s o~ Norina's arm. 
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i 9poke c.o Sgt . Pi.nley and 1he 9•"- .. • copy or JilorN · s 1:.ueme.ot. l 
,;ct: th!! phone number of Lt. . Chrilt:y Pruley -,ho ha.d i.lready left fot the 
:ii.ght . s;t. Finley stated Lt . P'raaley M1 1tatements !rOOl bot-b of t.be tzd.1cal 
assut.&.."'ltl th• t v itne .. ad t.he incident . Sgt.. Finley tu.rt.bar stated that an 
ir..c~: ::lal invee.Ugation had been ccapleted And all o f t.he. reports and 
a t.a~~nt• wer• with 1.t. Pruley . 
..- .Jj.._nu:ll 1 ~lFO»'!A 71 ON t 
:,u.e.t 1n t he evening on 2/0S/04 l rece.ived a voice m.ail troa J..n:.a 
Nicholum in vh1ch ahe h(t. ,r,e heT home phone m:mber and 1otOrk n,,.11,'1:i•r . J ..,, . 
ur..1ble to •P••T. to JtMI funher a.bout the 1nc.ld:eQt .c th.at c.t.me . On 2/06/0'9 
l .·ou.f ,.-ct S9c . Oevrite o f the dtuati oo a_nd he -requeec..cl that we contact 
Det•ctlvt-s tor further invo1ti91tion i nto t.hie inc-id~nc . Df!!:puty Rytn le(t a 
...,, .. g, on Lt . Seown• 1 vole, 111111 In relennee eo th• reque1t . llo fottllu 
in!oCNtlcn tc this tin. 
A TT ACl0<£N'1'5 r 
A copy o f 1,~r:ia lie.rnlndez.', atateMnt. 
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ADA COUNTY .SHERIFF'S.DEPARTMENT 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
l. Incide<;"., :- ~ .c l , !:\lbjaeL/Vicc i&' 1 II.LIN li. f .0 t. Di. Mo 
Batter.1 17256 
,_ f't)Ol",C-
13200 Pleasant Vallev Rd Boise Idaho 83634 1 
to . R.c...tc lo tl' :"i'-"ll)~l'li 
Detectives 
Noak, John F.; 24924 Market Roa~ho 83628; White, Male, 6'01", 180 lbs, Gray hair, Blue 
eyes; DOiallli, SSN ...... (C) 250-7478. Employer: Prison Health Services. 
Victims: 
:J"': Hernandez, Norma R.; Current residence: 13200 Pleasant Valley Road, Boise; Idaho 83634; 
\.i 
Residence after 040404 : 295 Lois Street, Twln Falls, Idaho 83301 ~36; Hispanic, 
Female, 5'02", 148 lbs, Brown hair, Brown eyes; DOiallli; SSN-
,Yn Nicholson, Janna Beth; 3375 N. Jones Place, Boise, Idaho 83704; (H) 375-8079, (W) 336-1260 ext. 
5341; DOiallli; SSN -
Witnesses: 
Barrett, Karen; 2619 N. Silverleaf Way, Meridian, Idaho 83642; (H) 855-9323, (W) 334-2731. 
Jackson, Toddj 341 E. Scops Ov,.,I Drive, Kuna, Idaho 83634; (W) 334-2731. 
On 021104, I received DR 17256 for investigative follow-up. This case involves a misdemeanor battery on an 
inmate and a Correctional Medical Specialist (CMS) at the South Boise Women's Correctional Center (SBWCC) by Dr. 
John Noak, a doctor with Prison Health Services (PHS). PHS is cont.ra.aed with the Idaho Department of Correction 
for medical services. Toe CMS involved is Janna Nicholson and the inmate involved is Norma R. Hernandez. 
Deputy Dennis Jensen (Ada ~4576) took the initial report on 020504. In his report, Deputy Jensen stated that 
Nicholson was assisting 1-\ernande.z, who was weak and dizzy, when Noak pulled Nicholson's arm off of Hernandez 
and grabbed Hernandez. He then escorted Hernandez back to her room. Hernandez told Deputy Jensen that No~k 
gripped her right arm very tight She said she felt scared but didn't want to say anything to Noak. Because Deputy 
Jensen had a number of days off following his taking of the initial report, he requested that a detective be assigned 
to the case for follow-up. 
On 021 l04, I called SBWCC and talked to Lieutenant Christy Presley to ask her for copies of the reports submitted 
by officers and medical staff in regards to this report. Lt. Presley told me I needed to get in touch with Steven Wolf, 
investigator for the Idaho Department of Correction. I called Wolf and asked him for a copy of the report and told 
him I was going to SBWCC to interview Hernandez and Nicholson. He said he would provide me with a copy of the 
report and asked if he could sit in on the interview) as he was investigating the incident internally. I told him that 
would be fine and that l would meet him at 1330 hours at SBWCC. 
Detect , ·: e D Lul:u i,:/ :s ,110::l 0:/09SO 
M:°~ UP.tr('ll'YC h.1fi.J-11t 1/41 
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At ap;imximate)y U30 hours, 021104, I met with Wolf and he gavt me a packet d st,ternents written by 
Coofflior.al Office, Todd i.woo, Phy,icl•n As5'S<ant Karen S.~tt, CMS Nicholson, and Heman<l•L lndudo1 was 
an Incident Report. I have attachN:I thost docume-nts to this report. 
Wolf aM I firSt mt< Ylith Memandez. We lntroduced ourselves, e.ad'I told her wh,ch agency we were from, ¥Id whal 
,•ie u ch wire ilwestigatif'lg. Hemandez wis asked If the intervftw could be audio recorded anO stle sa'd tNt woutd 
;,e all rigt«. I bega,n the Interview and asked her to te.11 me what had happened leading up lo 01300~1 lN dirt the 
f.laU:'1)' OCOJIT~ 
Hemandu told me th.at she had be_ef\ iick a f~ days prio, to 013004, She said s.tlt was ~ncin9 back pain 
and thit she eou!dr.'t get out of~. She befleved she ftrst informed ttie medical staff of her problem on 012704. 
Shl s~nd she was seen by PA Bartttt and learned that her blood pcess.ure was fiuctuaung. H&ma1'dei said thit on 
ou-104, she was trtmported to St. liJphorsus Hoipftal, in So(s,, because~ &le pail'\, Sha thot.9hl It might havf 
ilad somethl~ to do with Iler kidney. Stlit said that "they" (J later found out f.h.lt pemussion was graotecS b'( Di. 
Noak.) g« permlssion lo transport her to the hospital. Hernandez said 1t was around 0330 t-ours. Oll()()q, wkn sht 
ren.wned to SBWCC.. l as\.ed her about medication stie received and she said she was given Deaudld. She said ~he 
hid kept refusing rn!d'.catlon in fear she may relapse, as she said she. Es in treitmeol for drug abuse. She stated .... 
dNg IS a d.11.19" and IT.at he-r receiving any medkation was a ~ Issue with her. 
Hemmde? said prior to sedog Or. Noak. she wa.s bloated and ne~ed hcip from other inmal~t:o ll!.!. l.hebaOv'()om 
and to get around, A wheefchalt had been 9lven to her for use because she had pa~ out on 012904. She Gald 
she ckln-'t request to s~ Or. Noak on Ol300'i and that she was ca~ down to see hL,i, 
Hernande, 1014 me 11\al she loldtlly i mved at U.. racllily on I I 2303 and ias not,- Dr. Noak before, for melllcal 
reasons ot any other time. She explained I.hat she is an inmate worker and.t.tt.t Sht:! dOeS most of the work at the 
facilll'(. SIie ,._, she i>ad • 1;dney infection 1n the past and thought what she was e:q,e,!"'°"9 during \he l•st 
wed< Of January had to do somethlrlg rega<ulng he< lcidney. 
We talked aboot Ol3004. Htmandet said that sometime lat;e on that day, Barrett checked her blood 9ressurt and 
round out that it was e.xtreme:ly high ard than a few mk'lutt:s it was extremetv 1ow. She said a few minutes after 
her blood pres,..-, was the<ied, she wos called to <he medlc>I ofli<e and sow Noak. She .. Id she go, op on lhe 
table and laid her fight side. She said that -~body was runnln9 aroul'\d" a_nd that Noa Jc appeared ugset b«ause 
a copy of the CAT son was not in the file. She clescribecl Noak as being · off the hook", She said she rf.dnt know 
No.at. or even his name,, until after her \/Kit with him • 
....... -.. , ...... , ... ; .. , . .... , , ..... , ... , ... 
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Heman.de? said th~t Noak: chtcked he:r bftathing and that he got upstt because she couldn't breathe detp rm hlm. 
She. said O'lat Noak said, "Now let's t>,uthe d~ and rm serious". She in.formed~ where It bun on~ body and 
,.i<I that Noak •<l<•d hf1 some qU<!Stions. She described Noak as t,e;ng "\Jpllght". During lf>ls lime, H•m•ndez said 
that the medical ~ff was attempting to get a copy ot the CAT scan r-axed to Hoa~. She said She remembered Noak 
ealling t.'lcholson an "lnvar,o· bec<1use the CAT scan wasn't 1-n the tile~ 
MlBt r.iu m u,e mtdiedl omce. t1emande1 said that NJchotwn lookeod at her and said that .she iootM "a little ~ray'" . 
.Ale sa!O Nicholson ask ea ner if !.M Wbl'lttd to Si' up and liitJMndel said, "can J JU$t go back?·. Hemandet said 
,:he $tlJI cr.;n't krlow why she was there being S!en. Sht said Nieholsoo asked Noak. lJ Hernande: CAn le1ve and 
Hernandez ~id w heard Noak say, *Go ahw:L.get her out of herot!". Htrnar\dtz said she got up a.nd as st.t 
nm,td the c.omer ~n eJO,'t.11'19 the offict, M\e felt diZl'f. She said that Nieholsof\ had a l'I01d d he, right arm, h 
SUfoo,t, as lhoy le~ ,t,e office. Sil• said her t.nees felt El<f "Jetl-0", She said ,he remembereo Nicholson telling 
her "lust lean up a,gainst the wall• so that she could use tht wall to ease herself £nto a sittjng positk>n. She said 
that Nlctiolson was helping htr with baddng up to the waU. Hemandez said that she just waoled to get back to her 
room. (At Ws ume in the lnwvi~. Hemandu ~me tm0donally upset and began to tear-up} Hemandez s.aid, 
"I was tl\lnlong •• l just want ID got away from that jerk (Noak)". She said 11,at Nldlol5on asked if she was ok. 
looked at her, and told her ID sfide do,"' the wall to ~t down. She said th>! N'~holson was •,u11y holdlng m~·. She 
then reatlzed that Ba.rrett had arrived and was holding her other hard as lt was being explained to her t6 slt d!>wn. 
As Sarrett and Nicholson wetc as.sisting Hernandez, Hernandez said she remembered a '"scared look." on Barrett's 
race. Sht saki the look was a ''total suTpt1s:e· 1ook. She sakl as she turned to ICC* to see what Batrett was sedng, 
she said she saw a hand and that the hand grabbed Nkholson. "His hand pushll!d her •• ,l1ke a force-, as she 
explained Noak pushing Nlchd!'.Ol"I. She said Noak forced Nicholson to move out of tne way. Btrore Noak. brott tilt 
grasp H1chol50n had on Hemtndez., HetN.ndez said that Nicholsoo was Qr2SPI~ tighter &id that N~ "lin?rally 
grabs my arm and her (Nldiolsoo's) wrist and makes he< let go·, I asked her tt Noa~ said anyll,ing and silo said he 
said, ·1u be escorting Ms. Hernandez to her n,om by myself". She sold he grabbed her up, because he 1s a tall 
man, grabbed 1w right ~rm a.nd 1ed her down the haD. A few st!ps later, Hernandez said she told Noak, "'Sir, you're 
hurting mt". She said that ft was on her tlppy toes on her right foot as she was taken down me hall. Hemil!'ldez 
said he didn't say anything while~ were going to her room but that he d enched tighter. She wid she was 
scared and eventuatty told Hoa.le that htr ears were ringing. She said that Noak responded to that comment wi'th, 
"Ms. Hem.Jndet, my tart have been llngfng for 2 weeks to come to the stupid inma.tes1 like you. to come hear 
comp1ain.ts". I asked how Noak 'Knew hele her room was al'\d she Sild ft seemed Uke someone told him we,e it was. 
She also said that she saw two 1nmates neat the bathroom located oea, the hal .and thought If ~h.e ytlltd fot ht-Ip, 
~tt,ey would have my oao.· and help hec. 8ut she noticed that as she and Noak app{oached, lht two lnmat-es 
moved out or their way. 
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Mtf'l'\ll'\Oel 1,1)0 ,he ttmtmbertd NOi) •SIi.ing hec how tong she had left 11l sewcc. $he ~ i!J the ,eioc.ntt,,e1 eo 
bo,ng on ht< Ult>¥ coos and aling him ·si,•, She Sild she told him she h•d l months loll. Ht:nonci,, Siid !'a 
r?pty-.m, "lt\ l'W)t as p,ttty In Poattlrt or ,t .... on't be~ preuy In Pocatello If I hive tD send you back theft.. I 
sugg,,< yw hell tttl qi.le).• She said lht c!ldnt '"'°"' -t to llllrl< but sht ""°"" r/ one oo.,r ""'°" being ,..,, 
bad<., Pacatclto. Tho Poatelo-~ ~al C""er is located there •nd site - ~ statffl><nt 
nbOUt t.:ang sent back tnttt wa.i ii d'v-NL 
! - her 100U1 th& po<< IS - _,ed t.., down IN hol'. She saio, ·~ - ""l'f ra,i. I mun POI IDO 
,icndiblylut" .,.,AldlNtot-llte•tll/ljglNft. She-shew,.~doorsasob,--.ed 
her room and WIS "It~ ~ her btNII,. She sold she ilnt ""f the mid Nffl wt,e,- hlf ""'"1 WM Cl if 
...,...,. dR tdd lirn bo.c when lhev ,,.cl..., her room, 1-e OIIOf,ed N door wllh ~ nght haod Md pushed• open 
wi!'lora, KoUAdhlsfocl1<1sn,plht-asl~boc*. 5"esald-fflldelltosaterotn~ ·oo,,tfl\11:.ern< 
do - I ,aid", In ttlerenct ID ~ her back to l'Oc:allto. <lwt said bolort he loll, h< .. 111, •1 SU<Jg<sl I""' lay 
down Ind got - -. Ms. -...i.t". Whe<1 ho Jell. _, s,Jd >ho - •sud by her rc,0111,.,,es ,.t,o the 
man was and $he Aid.'! dont kMw but he's• real je"<". 
I •Sked her •bout using lht -•Ir i,,ior to the incident and $ht said tllll Nolle woul!ln't let her use the 
wheet:h,ir, bu1 ytl, tne qumion at>out u$ing it never came up. She wun't sure It she um, down 10 the office in 
,,,. Vfflttld11it, 
1-ttrNndtz said lhe w6s "trying to ftgure 01.11 what she had dOl'\e to the ~n· tor him to grab her and take her down 
to hot""""· 1 osi.ed If she tried to ;,ull away v.llen he had• hold ol h1< and ,ho Aid. ·va•. Sht again told mt that 
Notk lmttd NICl\alson aww ind graDbtG her (Hemandel~ She 111d the best tl'IAII jo, ht< u, do was to go ~iih 
hit,,, ,ddng, ""1lat choice do I ha.,., I'm an;-·· 
I c~ mt ince,-.,1,w ond Wal hod some questlons r.. .........i u, 15k Hcrnondu During his - wo'lh 
H~wAldtl\ollllle~miewhas..,.,bttn....,byNoil<wnonOll004. ~-horwh.ltwa1 
going on ln the_,,. room t!IH a..od her lu,. She hid~- to me that when she eNmd lh< 
rcun, n beamt tlrald. HerNr<lez wil dlilttw.s th<Wllf- llbd tDhliiios (-.ct~ lli<ldm) INII 
rNde her lriglUned. Sht..., k was~ t>e- God", Sl1t Aid ht wn..,.., MO but had a Mnl tia',e e,;iliniog 
"°"' ~ ... lfll lrighw,od. 
litmlndu wo, w.ed •bott her -..-when ,t,e goH tD sec a doc:tm and st. .. 111 her -l< ill bt 
"tttM>cl l>lr', Sh< 5*id w ltll tlYeatmed lmm<dllu,ly """" N!Nk farted her ill btutht dttper. She said l ~Ult 
tor hot u, do t/111. Sil• also Slid that it. undo.- 11\t _,, ailing to bo u,wa,ds Barrett. rather than N'ochalaon, 
. . ... " ... iof " " • - .. , _,,., . .. ....... -
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when Iha Aid Nook catltd "" "''1nvt11d· and that he had callod her ·stupid" ror nae ~•""'l 01< <NI\ ,.oc1y. She 
rl!!Cllod llolk R'/1"9 something toltle o!lfectof,f Ille PA was doi<,g her Job, J·-.!dnl havo to be hm" • ...,,.,. 
Wolf tll:."6 her 1bout Nook's oblllty to ....-,d lier biltk to Pot>teUo, >11• said, -Why WOUd he lhruten .,. - llwlt if 
ht c!oesnl havt! u,e ability?'. 
,:1e-fore , )l'T'lpleting the Interview, I ask.ed her if she ms ooder the inftuence: of any rntdicat.ion at W rlme she aw 
• 1ort. She said she wunl. She Rild she was dlsaought because she wanttd to talk to 50mecne about tht 
i'1Clcl<f\t, She told me •he had occes, to "II< to a counseJ.,. 1 as!<ed •Jld looked for ••v il'I"' of inJI.IY fn>m the 
incJdMt and she said ine.re wasn't any n&w and l <Sdnt set. any s1g,-s of ln)tJry. Ktmlf'ldtJ. l'Old me th&t there were 
no phOtDgfJphs t.tktn but ttiat there was redness on her arm where Noak had grabbed her. She said Lt. PreR!y 
IOOi'td at her 1m, and t1\ought an lnjul"f' on her arm was from the N, but Hernandez told me that the. 1V w1sn, 
n.ea where LL Pres~y saw the redness. Hcmande.z again told me that during the es.tort, Noak ·madle he(' w1!~ 
witl>ner. 
I l<Ut.r ched.ed w.th Nlcr.olson and found out th3t Ros.e Marie Mes.sado, lPN, cnetktl<I on HerNrlldU at the requeSt 
ot LL Prtstty 1rd Messado roted ii Hemandets chart that there were no signs or lnj~. During a late, lr.ttrvlcw 
with liMI Nicholson, Nittdson nld that Messa® 5afd that she cfldn\ 'want to 9'l invoh,ed. with~ Incident. 
w, <oncluded ... int•r.iew with Hernandez and asked to ta!\ to PA Klren Bom:tt. earr,tt ~ad p,""1ously 
completed • mlttntn~ v.illch was >ttJcl\,d to lht pad<,t l ..coived l'tom Woll, 
Barrett <>mt nu, lht office we_,, in .and w,;,: and 11-uced ours,1va Ind told eamm w,,y we were lhert. 
She was told about..,, indlvl:lu1I inveszjga!lons •rd she -..S "' I!> oudlo reoord Ille lnttMtW, 
t b<ci•n by Mting her to Id m• a?lcut Hffllando..t and lht lnddtnl lh.lt ocrurred on 01~. Borrttt was lamll,r 
with - • - tilmg •b<M and b<gon with tE1i11<J me !hat Her'1indel had bttn hiving medl<al p,obll!ffls. sr,, 
sad "1e IMioly l/lo<q1t Hern4ndez had• blodder w.-.. Slle Yid thit Kldlol5on hid <llled tjoak lor follow up 
- and 00 - IUthorizalxln lot -.Z lO go ID SI. A/phonRa Hos!>bl. t<ttnlnclc:I -mtd wolhoUl I 
dolWUvt .,,._ to wnat ,t,. p,oblern ...,_ 8atTett said IN! 1 requ<st was made by her ond Nkl>cban to Nook tlllt 
he a,me and see - Barrett said he came, ID see he, on OUOOI . si.. Aid she b<lded him, g>ve him the 
dlar1. aNI iwel b Int POOl!flL - said she .... UleR lo, Ille pnyslOI ..,.._ - tllen le~ Ille"'°"'• 
w,d,-tll:t,gberplattin lhercom. 
We l>lktd -..1tielnddeN>Nlw 1011! tt lNtHlchal!on and - """ 1t lhe comer ol tht room and Cho 
hd. Shi!: S2idshe:WHll'l~?'59KDIS~ SOtN:tti~ was ·MTllu·. 8.ln"ett said She stopped Ind SIWU\M 
.. _.... .., . .. It .. 
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N.lchol5,0n wal 1<Mslng ~ernandez chat she needed to sit rJown, Bantu said that tflcholson hid d\C · r.lulllan 
tc'.Ally in nand, "':he~ w,,s no panic.· She said tNt: If Hemandez. win to go down. sh.e wu the.re to help Nlchol:son. 
B--\rfett $.lid she ther. hei-.tid a i i.am ard heard Noak say, ·sl\t can wao:·. She HW Nook come out ol the room and 
she said he "inserted ~ ~-n lanna (Nicholsa,,) and !he l)ltienl and took h.,. by !he am, and b<1sldy lta4Jleo 
her dow.n· (the hall). I askel. hO\\o hatd it appe:ared N01k had gl'ibbed Htmandt.t lmd $he told mt aut chat II a 
subjeat.'! questlon. She said, "itlo<*,d ll> me 111<!.,.a Utue mot• aggrew,t than wl\lt I would". She sllld she 
.,ould have ttiought ii someone was reacty to pass out. Noak would ha\o'C Wliltd or fiigureo out what was going on 
t'efcre taking Hernandez down tM NID. 
1 asKN at>c,ui Noik and sht. said that he Is rude and can be "'vuy abrupt· and wilS so on Ot.lOCHi. She 111d t'WO 
people (her and Nii/,olson) akeady t,ad the situatit>n undo, control. Slit said Nicllolson is wel ltalned and tNl She 
(~' ·ett) d«ln't e-ven tush right in to ta.k:e over, She said that Mcholson had 11 9totlly lft8' contn:r. l mtd hit W 
Noa~ came ov~ to see Hemandu because ~ had to and s:t'lt: said !hit K('Ordlng to her rtaJltc:lb'\, ·M wH t0ld 
,o t omt ovts here·. She later said that Mcholson, suing that NOR did not see Hemlndel:. a fled M\ ldrniniS'IJ'lto( 
am, the mesQgt went thtough the chaitvtels to get. Noak to ~nd. 
We ..,!ked a lltt1e •bolJl what happened rig1,t be/ore Nook - Hemlndel. Slit said tliat h e5all1ad lilmlndoJ 
slowl~ lD see Noak ,nd that H.,..and., did •ct•. Sh• -di Pl"*'9 blood n her urine Ind thol - the time 
she toolt f!emandeis blood prmu,e and the d111e Noak saw her. R was abcUt JO minutes. I aslcld lltt, w qlOka 
to Nichoison. afttor mt: inddtnt a.n.d g\t said that Nlcholson was W'I shod. 
Wolf asl<ed her l she thought Hernandez was fol:in,g an - - $bid !hot she-~..........,., l\ld • 
medlcal 1$$\Je. He asted"" abota ""°t she mean.t by "lnstrud'-she des<nbed Ult w>y Nool< UIOl I l'dd ol 
HemAndez. She said that Noak. '"""~"ety toot ove, ind ,nay he -,r. When Wdf .-ff _, wu 
wilingly rm1ow1ng Nm, ean.n said, •1 doRl tNnk w had muc!Lshe was-. um, I'm rot...,., suro r she wu 
j,Jst furful· and ,._, n <DUldnl ascertan ,.,.., sh• .,.. feelin9- She said w Ind Nld1obon-, ~ Ind 
waitil,g· to see ii Hernandez """1d hoYe onot!le< ·episode". Wd/1 .-abcM Ult hll9ht ot bolh - and 
Homandt2. She .,.;,-Noak at being at least six feet llll and liffllaodez ot being 5 r..t 5 lnd>os Ill. 
I asked Batn,tt how Nol~ pushed l&lloban aside aNI <he tllld me thot she a,,,,ldnl AY W he loned or inSefUd 
himsef, t.J: that•_,..,,..,_ 9" wk! k was •ano l!tJd wment' and tNt - was "kl p11u• Ind 
Nlthalsoo was "CM d ploc.e". I .....i ii she heanl NOii< SI'/ .-,yd'nJ ll> H~ as thoy Wll<td _, IN 1\111 
and she said tt,e co1y thing w heart! Nm srr to hei - 'Slit can wa11t· . She said she t!lought 11> hend, 'How 
does we tnow lha1 so fas,r . I•- l when he..- her, cld - sav lny1ling tD her or- Ibo.II 
tt,e asse<smenc and sne said he only - Hemond.._ "tloos u,i, tutr as he was doirl9 tlw phv*-as..,.,,...,i, 
... ' 
·-
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Barrett read from Hernandez's chart. She told us that on 020404, she saw Hernandez and that Hernandez said she 
was still tender at times. She said that on 012904, Hernandez was in severe pain and there was blood in her urine. 
Also on 012904, she said that "Per Andy Mitchum, H.A.5., Dr. Noak would be down later this afternoon". A.lso on 
O\2904, she said that Hernandez fainted and that Nicholson called Noak on his cell phone. Noak told Nicholson chat 
he was in a meeting anc it would be dose to 2300 before he could be at the facility. Barrett said that Noak then 
told Nicholson to take her to the hospital. Noak's assessme.nt, on 013004, was "pain and spasm ... cholicky ... vitlls 
,1ormal, no fever .. . " 
t:'-arrett said that in her opinion, the physical assessment condurted by Noak was adequ2t2. 
We ended our interview with Barrett and I called Nicholson. She said she would be able to meet with Wolf and l on 
021204 at 7200 Barrister, in Boise. 
Jani:3 Nicholson came to the Public Safety Building and met with Wolf and I on 021204, ·1t approximately 0930 
hours. We introduced ourselves, told her about our individual investigations, and asked ier if we could audio record 
the interview. She agreed. 
I asked Nicholson about the incident and how she was involved. Nicholson said she bec;1me involved during the 
middle of the day on 012804, when Hernandez complained of pain. She said that Barrete gave Hernandez a 
urin~Jysis. She said that Hernandez had acute abdomen and felt poorly most of that weE:-k. 
Nicholson said she came back to work the next morning and saw that Hernandez's condition worsened. She said 
she checked on Hernandez every 'h hour. She said that Barrett called Noak and told him what was happening. 
Noak did not come in and Nicholson became more concerned about Hernandez's condition. She then called 
Mitchum and was told Noak would be down to assess her. Nicholson said Mitchum came by the facility to drop off 
supplies and said Noak was on the compound and would be by. Nicholson said Hernandez was in her room getting 
JV fluids and was getting worse. N'icholson said Hernandez was given medication but that Hernandez was also 
concerned about an addiction because of drug treatment. Nicholson said that Hernandez was urinating blood at 
that time. 
I asked Nicholson about talking to Noak, in general, and she told me that "If you don't have anything significant to 
tell Dr. Noak, don't call him". I asked what Noak's response would be and she said he would say, "So?" or "Ya?". 
Nicholson said it was close to 1900 hours, 012904, and Noak still had not responded to SBWCC. Nicholson said she 
called his cell phone wondering when he would arrive. She said his response was, "Well" and that he would not be 
)lc::pa:i~!,nq ?1!1,•1 J j1-1,al, :......1.,,t,~ 
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1111,,~ Ulltil 1300 or 2qoo hour,: becall!A! ne was at a meeting. Sile told him INl Hemindl!l wa1 not doln~ rul good 
and that t!>ere wos s1Jll blood In the unne and she was expc~ondng pm. She told Molk 1h11 she bcllevtd ,,,. was 
not drug soeldng, some1'ling Nlcllolson said Noak questions abolt lnmotzs. Nicholsoc, Ald Molle minanlled the 
sm.,aoon and tolo he:r to caJ baa In an hour or two. 
7wenty "ive minutes: later, Kemande.z falnted and went down. lflffiolson sa\d W call!d Noak bide and told bin 
',:-.at tlleV had limMd S"'..aff and that he n~ to com.t now or Hcmanclez needed to be tntn to the hcJ,q)bl. She 
~Id Noak told her to take He~ndet to the hOS:pital. trJCholson. with an lV atuc.hed tO Hemlndu. toot her to SL 
Alphcosus kl a <an, She said Hemanoez wos released at oi:io hours and wM gh,ffl tlilaudld. Nicholson Slid d,61 
.,.ernan<kt was not g-l"Yen th! o;>tton to go tG the hospital or not. 
()('i ,;13004, at 0/00 hou~. Nic:holsonsaid sht carnetnwo:k and checked on Hemanc:ta. ~ akf ft was lt\1bou1 
the .~.a~ c;ondidon as ea.l'Rr in the momlng. She slltd Hemandel was Of'thosta!K i i day long.. Nichotsor'I 
mentioned she has been wocki"9 then a year and notic«I a big dlange in He:mindez. 
Nlchdson Yid she and Blrtttt chKud on Htmande2 befctt Barrttl was to go home.. Sht: Slid Hoak was no1. 
sch"'*>led lo i;omo '" and it was a wrpri,e to he< !hat he snowed up on 0!3004. Nldd,an said Ollicet Todd 
Jod<son told her Iha,_ Noak anlV<d, ho had made a s,au,m,nt to the elff<t d, · ts there noboctt i,i,o ....ts ,n 
medical araund here" as hecouldnl gelinto "Prt>cedun, Room". Suppos«ly Officer Jaasonhad to_., thedoo< 
for Noak. 
When asked ""'t h1~on012904, N'>tholson saill sll• wasangiy Noakdidn\ctlfflt dol,n to loo\ •t 
H..,,.,,.,.,_ She teamed 11111 Mildm caled Ri~ Dahl, the regonal d'irector d Prision Heil!\ S..-"""5 (PHSi the 
company for Which Hoal< ~ the Medical Dlrt'dor fo, Id- acmn,,ng to Hictlol5on. Nlcholson a..umed lhat Dalli 
lofd Noak ID chod< Ol'I H,mordu. 
Nichol..., ._, Barrott did • ,,. •"""""""' d - - sl,e WIS i, her ream on OIJOO'I. A - liler, Hoak 
1rrivtd ml Hemlndc.t amt_, totle $00!\ l)II '1im. Bam,tt""'"' the room - Hemondtz and N!>al: lrti!ly, 
but then Nicholson""'*....., fot llalffl1. Nldlollalsald Noak WU II the des!: and--sitling. swaying. 
N'_,.,,. sold ,ho--· sl1o -db:zy ar,l __ .,,. ...._ lid""""'sald WW35goin; to 
help Hemlndoz - - said. '.lust loy downl' N-. said Hoak didnl bJm arun! arc! ilPl)ell1'd ilbl!d 
1nd wu lbNpt. "-1-dpod Hemondez lay down. _,.Ill to NidlolKln, -cdor WM poor nl 
<ht WU~ ti MUSOI. N-Wid Hoak cbl\SI\' ..,,itingandWl'lll! ia herc!iart lur lthe next 5 
_,. s,,. Aid H.,_ lool.., lW<d to dUlh. l5idt d being st<t. She 1n«1 to muz her mar. mnllbtablc, 
and iallled ID hor, HI"""'°" sald sl1o dial\ i.-whet-o Noat wos kl the _,.,. d .....ullng Homancle:z. 
_,..,_ 
_.. ... ... n-
• 
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Nld\OIS<)fl said Noak \hen tcld Hemanoe1 to •90 b•ck to your tooml'. Nid>olson said she wu mnding by 1hc door 
and uw U\Ot Hetnandcz wos botomlng 'Stioky". She nld She asl<ed Hem•ndtt ~ She was aP ri9hl and Hema:idcz 
told her, "Ho, i lool dl,:zy". NltJiolson told her to rcla• as Hernande, trlod to hold o~ Ille side or Ille bed. 
N,ct,olson said Hem,nde1 wa, trembhng and U\llt ,he 1'>\d tlornandt.l to wait unlJI It pas,ed. Nicholson asked I <he 
wu al ~ghl 10 90 and •h• "Id v,e 11,ought so. FM <1ep, lat et. at the door, Nkholson "Id Homande, staTled to 
tremble and sv.••L Nlcnolson told Hernandez that she wanted to put hel (Hemondt.t's) 1Md< 091,ru.1 1hc wall And 
~:,r her 10 tlldc down 10 • 111tln9 posh Ion. As Nicholson w11 AHISI.Jng to~ Hernandez. r-l9hl ou1'de the door, 
he heard a bang, found hersctr PI.Khed out of lhc wav, ind sow Ulat Noak forcefult,' IJrl~ Hernandez \l'lde" t,e,, 
r,ghl erm. "It hoppcnccJ so fa,1, I wu so ~ed .• .it moveo mt", Wotr asked tf ,t wK a move: to prcrt:Kt he Nfetv 
l'llld Nicholson said, ·oh no, it w,n • move to got me out of NI w1y. The.re is no dOubl abCM .... She SllO 1. waJ 
"very aggressive•. She ~ d thot he did nat verbalize one thing LO her. She sakS She was helptng Hcm•ndtz to tl.lffl 
19&!Mt the wan ond the nett tNng she knew ,he wu t!vot St<PS •Side. ol!·bllance. She saw Or. Nook grab 
Her ,1nde1 and she thought Hemandt1 wt1 90ln9 to l10\I 191in. She sa,d he tool< Hetn1ndo, and Wffll "qui(W' 
dow11 th• hall. NkhOlson said Sile Ju<t ,1000 In Ille 11111 and wole.hed u,em go dOWn the natl She >aid She doosnl 
remember srvlng I~ but om«r, told her ,i., stood In the hill wltn ho, hinds 141 "Vlng, ·1 qull• She..., She sold 
It because she couldn't tolerate i t anymore. She said she was so mod, to lhe point of tear>, thtt Ille was pu,hed. 
She said sho had 10 got 1w,y o, she would h1Y11 probably saod 50ll\t1hlng to get hot he!. 
Nicholson said ,h• w1nts ihe best for lhe lnma~ becau5t theywll be going bid< O<JI to the """mun,Cy. She ...s 
lhe i.is1 thing they need ls abuse In the facility. She r..i, her comp.....,, may imt.111< i•ook. She tdd WOii and I 
that Noak, In the pas~ has tal~od to her about "l>Ck\g taken fo, • rid<• by O>t lnm61tS. N\tbdSOII Mid tlllt Noa\ 
had told ner, 1n regards to another Inmate W<1h Slmlllf ,ympemns. •They don\ pay U- l)OOllle enough lot OCD,q 
les!.ons· and proceeded to tell her how to HSCSS I pat>Mt and not to took at how lhtv are aatng. Nlcho:son sa1d 
ui.at Noak has rererr~ to Inmates a5 "dlnba.g:, .. 11\d one: IM'IIU: 15 1 "'t11 tuo· 
I asked her 11 she had heord 1ny1tw,g lhot Noa\ Slid 10 Hmoandtz wh1II the'f -• going down Ille hall and She 
said she coulCI see he wu saving ~lNng but couldn, hcbr WNt WM btlng said. 
In regard< to N .. t, aalwde. Nld>olson S6i<I, ·1 an\ I.it 'i"" t/lat I've_, Or. 140&\..., bt r,lelwnt ancl hOPP'('. 
She said he "Y' a lot ol negative lhmgs tor what he SttS ihe lnm6<H fa<. He 1',o ta'1<s •bOUI his physldan 
assistants, In rront ol ·us·, how 5!lJpid 1nd lnci>lncl&nl lhcy (PA~).,._ She wtnt on to t.u WOIA and I -.i somt 
of No,k'• medical procti<eS u,,1 wo,Ad ..,,,..r to be unothbl. 
We talked about the pushing incidm 19&:lrt .nd Nk:hc>'son said she couldnl see Kemanclez·s exprtision when !ht 
was grabbed because Noo\ was In her way. She 1tso ..ic! INK ihe doclor 9'- Homandtts rigt,l arm, ont that 
'" 
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she had h>d reconstn,ald. She ..,. two u<id~d lr,nates ""'' Ille bathroom. ""'1c/l 11 de>wo IN! h•lt and s.,w 
tllern _,,,OUI al lhewtty H Noilt ond Htlnondel 
J itonned her Oiot J bcieYod ,he..., bo- and ,<bd...., I she wonted to be• llicom. She ag,ffl! w wanted 
to fie <l\arlJO<. 
: remombc<ed lhe ,i>t,m .. , Hernander told me_,.-~ to ROd ho- to Poolelo W ,he didnl h<al 
t!\l•ddv, I u:ked Nichokon 1f s.he knew whethl, o, "°' ~ hH lhal 1JC)W'el' to Mnd _, lnffilll CD Poc.itelo and She 
'3ld, ·1 9ua,ontee vou h< doc•. He's al<tady done 11: She said !ho - focus" on rnedlQI - beause of.,,. 
mtdlc.al cove-r•"' Poutelto, She said ll's cornrnon f0t Noak 10 thre.a.ten tD put iOffltOne In a .. mor, ~.. 
!tWW'Ol"lmtnt and th.II me h.a.s heard tha throat.s mort lh,n once. 
Nict-irc:n f!els lhlt the 1nmates a,e in ptl!a\ and lh1t lhey are on "his time", She s.n,ld he $h0ws up Jate for 
~CmttU. alter the NNtes h,v,e been waiting for him, and that he ha.s a "b&atanl diJregtrd'" for the inmates.. 
She ..., ,,. w,l:s.,...., .. he 15 ti-lg ind 15 _, <;tJtStll>n•d. 
J 1sl:td 1b<IA IN g,,p Hoa> hod on "'""nau Ind w will he hod H•rnar<lez's 11m - In om, end she was 
yanktd up on 1ml. Sh< """'9hl she was ltilling oo hr1l bu la!<t /o,.nl OOI. 15 - ,~er 11,e lnadffl(. from 
Hemondet, 11111 Ille wa, hutting · so bod" Ind WII up on her tiRJy toes. 1.-her W .....,.,. ..,. Hernonclel 
reg,r~ ln)'6ie1 frum Ille nldenl and !l1e tdd 1n1 ll1II - did 1M INt s2'e dd not ,.. "'I - ii 
Hcmandcl'S: CNrt. 
I 3$ked Nlcholson It lhe caUld tor hdp when SN! wa.s tr,1ng co get Hemandez to sl10e dOWI\ lht "''lB to sL She said 
s.he did net 111d tt\l.t H«nandH Is a "lit.le lh1no ... I asked hl!t why she Uiought Noa': e1rl\l out fn:m the room. 
Nichabo'I said that ht was irritltt"d with her and thOught HN'Nndt.l ""wos pl~'llnff he,, She tth hi! decided to ta~e 
c.ontrGI &not.ate~ to Mr roo,n. NlchOl:sOn 1111d It was in no way ln effo,t to as.sl$\ me·. Nicholson sa,d 
he,: · norm.11 fttrJmO'\ .. wieh Nm~ aftel a pidlt.t II Rtn, Is to tlO tier wh,u Lht plitn ot c111 would be. She s.akl 
- - "put...- N dav.,,. thett - noctw,q do<e ID dlelr "notmal lnteBC!,On". Sht also said that Non did 
not <j'le lf'I tobruo ar• Warm>!m o, ldl ~• - he ti,o,,ghl w>S W!OJ"l, In her pr...,.,. 
N- lilld she IJ Ilsa i Pl'amedic fo, Pllydlt CCUnly. Sl'f >ild "'"' has 111\ej lOO Po""d pm!* bcfcn i nd 
tllll Noak ls 1w1re or her m1r,lorment - Pl)'l'tte County. She said he II..,.,. al h<r ~ ....r U\OI sho 
would can l0t HSill1ncr, ir W nred!d IL tn Chit aH, lht lilld she did ta nud ~"Met. no,~ she ul '°' 
hclp. 
---- ...  , -·- . ·-
... ....... , • • 1 _ _ _ _ 
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I tiktd tkholson W Barrett waJ p,resen.t when No4k tarne M of hil office. In regards to the incident. She said 
B'IITtlt h6d came out ol her mfu as tile ln<ldtnt 0<n,neo. She said <ht saw 11,•t Barrett's la:.e went wtlte wt>eo 
,.,. (Nkhokon) was pushed -. She uld bath htr ..o 9arttn were "llibbe/gasttd" ewer w sluilrkln. SJ\t also 
$illd that It Is '* job"' ,s,ut. pollen~ not the - - ~-
! ""1dWocl my illttvlew and \'loll hid a few~ to .,t, -., wNch was mainly in _,is lo lnl«IIOI 
Nttrt5. 
Btf<n t,ld,olson left I 1Sl<2dhor about l!>eSUI- ol IN ",t,ging uw' lhll Homondez lm!m. 5he-,t,e 
,._, ""l)liseOO-.alhtsaiO !hit bec.lus, 4-fiu ~ht-Rf, !On,ga,Os lD!hebattey 
...,..,...,...,agoinslhct,ll>e....,shewasn\~aboultw"4>m•owmdbta<""""'W>Sll*lldng-lhe 
pob-'nl. She sa<I l dawoed OI\ her - she WUN -1, In P- t,,u,,(y, - writing her-ni. lhat"l-c 
pu<lloO mo". She l),ought oboul f'iln!I cilirgcs eft<t $lie .-.0 INI lho was .......S. Sh. said she had no ir1juries 
••d lhlll the battery against hct may be IIMOI, co"""'rtd to the b611<1y ll9'l<>SI Hemlndez, ix. s1,e feds her 
pcn.onM spac;e wai violated Ind tNt li01k hid no light t.o ,how NI, 
NI~ 1tso s:aiCI, In ~rds to tht tncldent, lhill she bMMd the ·sort"' by N01.lt. was not ustd (OJ medal or 
securlly purposes. She fel1 1r.a1 Hemanci<, shOuld have bo<II 5'1 down. Our lotetvlew with l<id,olson ended. 
On 011204, I C>leO Or. John Hoak and asked him Ir he wOllld '°""' to lhe Pyblic Safely 8..icf'rng for an lnteeAew 
regarding the lnddtnt that OCCtifT~ on 0)3004. with Nonna Hemandci:. Ht said he would come in on 021301 and 
wt agretd on meeting at 1300 hours.  
On 021301, at ac>P(OXim1ttly 1300 howrs, I tl\f:t with Noak tnd his auocney, Lois Hart.. Steve Wolf 'll.'i$ not present 
wltll me ~ tt,s ~ tetWW. 
I Wonned Nm Chat he was htt to leave 1t 1ny'llmc dnd m,de mtntlQn I.Nt he had his anomey with nim, I 101d 
him ind DIS attorney that ~ are ~aliens thdt he batttred an lnmare and • staff membec' and asktd him to td 
mt what he -eO •bout IN! ~y. 
w t - he ,_ ....,.....,., and said I he hid her chlr1, II - help Ml ,...,...,., mue ol ,t.. ... ,.tic,n, I 
~ hrn • Ptt~e ol Hemande'z and he WJd she w11 Chi pe,Siaft N saw.. He aid he was In contatt .eh surr 
meml><rs ....,., limes C>l 012901 Wllllalhe -Mhorll.aon fQI Hornindez ID goto the lw>spll,llor• CTSGln. 
Hf procttdtd to tel n-e "'-'Nl is nttded IO U'UI I ""'°" ""40, Cht syrnptOff'd lNC Nernandet had. 
·- - . -·"" . _...,. -
·-
--·- -· ,. 
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we .,.rtedto lilt. obout w 1-...p-W>l/l"""'""'1u an01.l004. He ,aid she wne In and utcn tht 
.-.amina1lDn 121>1• w-..s 10 bt st.att,g. Ho said 11,oro •• dlll!fffl ,._,. far someone to bt SNl<y, ant ol 
chembdr>g ,Oonfe<tlo•. Ho...Shtrvbloi!,l<...,..nonnal HeSllilhe.-herquestlonsto-htrlO ... 
f lh, shamg-,ld ,top. He sa1Cl 1lxu ll*ty-llltr, ho --lhf WH nal wldng anymon!. lie Aid 
>e lhou;jlo. Niltdson WH In lht n,om dumg lN< dmt. He Slid he - willl Ult ec•11'1Nitlon and - hef 
·-•-he ls-with ullog-olhlsprde,u. wHc'lllodudt"Howloc,g """-vcu bttnltding 
..,.., tt. said she was,._ tohlsqu,slioM. 
Holk~ hie w_as ;an emergency roam dod:or for ~ M-5 aid at I pen;on uys \hey ltt: dktyi, ·the blsc. d*'9 to 
do i5 ,. haw chem lay down·. He Ail he - her •bdomcn .. .,,. wa1 loj4ng do,,n b<cll.A lht ·-
- 1 na1 bf -. I •stM him V he ~ i. Whit lht nttd<d to oo to ut., CM ol htltd. He Aid ne 
no,n,aDy Ids his pad-whot they need to 00 ti.A doesn' rttnetnle <l)tdl\(11-t II he told HttNndtt. He sOld he 
woulo ha\lt: to ~ ke a loot 11 hls d\ln on Htmlndtl .. 
l t sked NoA.k whil haPPtned a.fw tht Difflfflibon. He tolcf me that ~ Milt out No Cht hal 1s N 11.rttd 
at his CS.51<. doClJmeobng the uscssmeni of HemindcL He Mid 1w hurd ...,.body In tho hell, he thDUgllt l w,s 
11",c;holson, • st ,omettw,g to the doct of, "Are \'OU 9ai"II to ro,ntr Ind "Art \'OU 9Di"II to Ill downr. lie Aid tNt 
he~, been ,n the ER many tjmes and "you c1on, want them (the poUtni) to hlf'. Ho said ht "zlpp,d" DUI ol lht 
room •nd got • hold rl Homandel's orm. I aSkOd hlm 11 It looked 11kt help wu notdld end ht ~ "I ddnl '"-
that unul I got lhtre·. Ht .. Id he had lnlormlUon {Ille quutlarg being 111tec1) ll'ld lNII ht "11111*1" 11000d cu or 
his office. He also said \hit II HM"olndei were we,i<, he'd p<obably bl1n9 her b>cl< In the"""" to,.,._,..., ho<, 
som.u.ng ho dodn, do. He said that he 5<0Xed Hemandel'> arm 1nd hld but his h.,., un6<mutt, her ..,,pl. Ho 
said he told Htm•nde,, ·urs w•lk clown to yo,, room·. He .. ,d he i;tarted out ~ Ind lnaered to I nonnal 
spct'd r., her statu~. not his. He said he l>lk<d to he< on lhe way to, her room, asu,; her ~ ,,..,t, Jjn.,. she ~ 
left and ,t she wa,. a "ridtt• or not. 
Earflt!f' in lhr lni:eMeW he told me that wh~n a penon Is fteln,g dluv.- lh1t lh1 "bell thing to fjO It lO he'll: them~ 
down·. l ashd twm wny he grabbl!d Ht,nandct If ht hurd 5he w111 going to f1tnt. lie nld he didn\ gr1b her 1nd 
that he "Just moved io· . He .aid he dldn\ notice whit he cld to Nicholson llnt1 that he was foeustd on lhe potlenL 
J told him in.t Herna.CS.z told me that ,he was nCYCr t01d anything ltolA follOw-up <Me and tit.Od lwn Ylify. In lhi> 
case, he for,got to tell his paUent 1h11 Jnformatloo. He said he doesnl !<now but II he h1d the d1itl 11<1 add tel me. 
I .iso asked him 1boU1 th< statement obout st:ndlng Hetnancle.t back to Poattllo, lie said he mHnl l to mean he 
was <0<1r1C1e11t and he ~oped thing, could be taken care of llllngs at the SBWCC. Ht Uld he wa1 tellillg Hetlllndtz 
al tire posslbihr .... 
....... , _ _ , .... ,, .. 
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Noak sa\d he was awa1e that Hemandez-'s blood pressure was .. bouncing around·. I asked him if he thought she 
was faking the illntss. HI! started to explatn the difference between males and f-emales and ~s of dectption. He 
didn, answer mv question speclically In regards to HemandeL Eventually he did Uy he cfldnl know if she was 
f•• lng an Illness for II>• purpose of goalng medication. Ne said •g1'en the absence of objective findings• a,,d ll\at 
nothing was melc:hing up ind with the blood In the urine, he became S\Jspleious. He said thar k why Ktm\andez 
weot to the hospll'JII. 
J asked what his attitude, in ger-.eral, Is tctNards the inmate:. He said it wa.s ol sadness. He said he doesnt fed like 
1,e has power ove, them. I a.s.ktd him how hi!! tre.attd the PA's .snd he told me It depends on the daily situation. J 
asktd him if Ile lets the PA knows "'11'hen he/she does something wrong in front of the Inmates a.nd he told me, ·not 
intenUOnblly•. He said he tries to p(alse them In public. 
t GJ{ ,ed him if the v!Slt on 013001 with H!mM!de1 was planned. l1e said It was and that he ma<.le the: dedSlon to 
con,e: 6Rd see her. I aSked him why a request would have to -come l.hrough Mitehum and he said he doesn't k.now 
why, lie said he ,ecel11ed u.Us from N!cholson the day before about Hemandez. 
t asked him about the indde:nt n the ri.itl agatn and uked him why he tell he had to step in 10 assist He,n.a.ndez. 
He said it was "instincrsthat made twn get Involved. He said that in emergency !iftuation, tt ls instinct for hrm to 
take charge. He said I.hey didn't ask. him tor help and that he just took over. He said the patient is his 
responslbllfty. 
l teme:mbel't':d again about his comments to me that when someone is diuy, thi!il they should lay down aOO that U 
Hernandez fell weak, he would re-examine her. 1 asked him if he had el'\OUgh time to assess Hem;,mdez from I.he 
time he "assisted" her to the time he started walking her down the hall, He told me that she flit steady and she 
was ok on her reet. He said he dldn' g,et l:tle se-nse that She was fall~. Ht said he didn"I: recan if he asked 
Hemandci how S:he felt before walking down the hall. He said he told H.emal'Kle2, · Ltt"s 90 for a wa11i::-. Lois Ha.rt 
asktd what Herr.ande.r's rraclion was aMI if' she smiled to him. He said he diclnl know U she smiled but he did s.ay 
she talked, He couklnl recall If she was hostile 0< stiff. 
I talked to Hoak about Nicholson's compassion towards the Inmates and asked hlm If he got upset at seeing 
Nicholson ac.t that way. He said he has said nothing dffKtly to her about how She lnteraicted with lnmates and that 
that '5 something that ' t1ould go through the chain or command. He said that Nicholson Is "over1y•solidtous· but 
that doesn't upset him. He said he's not a social worker and stated them art PfOgrams for W'lmates. He said 
sometlmes the 11ppro1Kh he takts iS e,asy going and sometimes it is stern. He said there are things he does 
d.tferent with the inm11.rs than what he does in Pnvate pract1ce. 
' '"'" '.. , ,. , ..... . , u,., , .. 
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,...k cold,.. O\ll - ,.,.. ....- the-, and ju« ill1lUnd tile ~r....,, ht weol to ·ass!<l·. I told him 
that I was 1...-...,, , jil setliftq ard how "'°""V ls impof1>nL I osl:ed him r he l1l<JUllht what he heard mllf 
n.-.c Ilea! a ,ct-up arr HcmoRlcl lllllll hn'c la~ai ~m his a!flc: i!ld l1f<I k wilt> ht<, 1!!""1 '°""'lh"'9 
as • wopon. 1 w.6n.tld to sa r he thought aboul: 'i«t#lly concems bctott r\lVllng ,rot.rld 1tie come, Into an 
--tt.-hedidnltllint ___ ty_....._ 
•lolk tc,i me ht hadbftn, _ ror 15,...,., 15 """"3U ol.,.,.. In • p,ison oolity. He lddme ibo,Jttold me 
.lboUI hh hl$Co,y ancl lhe dil!CIAty of Ille ,..,.,.,. worlcing In • pmon. 
I aslwl Nm ~ r,, rtallod ~>nylNng m l!almt In a~,_ that cloy incl he said he co<Jldnl rud. I 
ulced - i her«-S0'/"'9 - ilboul sadng Hcm>nd<J !>adt m Potil1do. He said he lolcl hor-. her 
ope- a,,d dldnl • ......,.,. lhru..., ...... I a'*<d lwn the...,. bdpod a,,ott.., lnmlle lo lh,-he did with 
- uwt&y iOdhe saldhe hoii. 
Noa> told me he has ... .., had•~ ~t hln, ...S !NI ll1eses c:twges aul llvulffl his m,dQJ llcfflse. 
W• ...;.dour intaww and I l'*I Nm I wo,ld ~-Wcnned. -.rd charges be l\lod. 
Dn 0211!M, I rNUd Offic,:r _, - ord sowll..thedido,toctu>'ly..., lhe inoderi. I Qllod him to 
aonlinn wllil he wrott ancl he sold .. he saw was tt,e esart. tt. said he addnl hell wNt w.,s said belv,ee,, 
Noak and Hemondu but k did _., tt,ey-,, tildng. He said i cti\\ - I lef1111iCleJ WIS being moytd 
oogoffl'! llel' ¥4 but cfd 'WI she was mowing "'folrly qu;dt for tier oonci5on". lie - she was mo,,i,g - it.. da','S 
blelort and there WU I differtnet bet",:teen those di,ys ll"ld tr.e ~ he witneul'd. 
0n 022004. , ...,. •• sawcc and asxecl Hemondel a,,,.-• a-~ the r.,..,. of"" rncdlQI 
records so I could add the hind written r,ous Imm her CN<t for 11>1, days prior to -.nd indudlng Oll004. Slio 
a.g,eed IO rde<ise the thort .,_, copies ct the notes h°"' been booted ,s ..,den.._ 
I .,,, • sting that the Ado Co.,n!y P<ostMo(s 0!llce re.4ew lhluase arc! to Jttk • wa,r>rc f0t lhe .,,.., cl Dr. 
John 11.m. f'loa~ Is accused of bane-ring"°""' Hema,ideJ,.,. lnmite It lhe 'Sol.<h llolse 1Ym1tn"s C...«tSMIJ 
C.oter, aod JaMa N"11alson. a Corrtttioll Heclcal ~11,t ~ It it.. so.Ah Bo!SI! WOmt,,"s ~
Center. >Aft Noa\ S>w tt.maodez on Ell3004, !lie left the,_ and almo,t linmodi>telv felt folnt a,,d dluy. 
N"tChOISOn wu at t,,er Side to he:1p Ile,- Mid b!gatin to asskt Ktmlndtt to dide down a wal to • ilmllg pos.tion. 
Physk!M Assi5tant !(a,.., 8a1TOtt Wli$ - oeart,y 10 ...isi ii,,,. WIS - · 8cAA Hemolnd<z ond Hlcldscn 
staled they heard • slim or bang ard soon round NOit pusNng Nichoisoo Ol.t oi the Wllf •nd grabi,i119 • hold of 
Hernandet. &nett was ab:o a ~itness to these attion5. ~ sald $he dild not un for as~ Md &lne-tt 
•- •- ••· • o • t • , a ,1 1• 
·-
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who was I.here, said '1 (jdn't ap:pe11 Nlchotson l"ftdecl help, It a.ppears It\ h11 hasle, Noell ureless)v lOOk contrOI of 
a s-ltuati:on that ne~ed no further assistance and ln do4ng '°• he· w\llfully and uni..v.fuuv ~ed force ,011.nst 
N'1chotson, against Mr wt.ti, In 0tder to gel a hold of HM'Wlndez, who he 11So ~ lifUlly and u,.awfuby used forte lO 
esmrt her down the hat In Noak's own worm dl.Klng •n tlttMtw, ht stated that he hei!d M>mitCNI s,y 
sometlung to the off!Ct or "At• '/OU going to faint" and hi, lnsdrv:t toad him to 111\medlttely 11S1<1 In• .in,,uan, He 
!Ilse told mo that whfn a Pf""'" Is ditty, "tho best thing to do I,; to l\lve them lly _,,., Wi1N52' 'Wf INt Nook 
'Mledi.atefv took Hernandez down the hall alter saying, .,She a.n walk·, which ll'OUld 1ppe1r that he do\\ IIJitU 
lh! situation, other than by walking her, or re-examine Hemar..lll!l, l lu! he old he would Nl\.le don,t II' she ftk ~•k. 
i titse actlons on Noak's p&n. appt.ar lO hl\l!: ~ u.nn«HS'iilf'Y, 
n,, patket of natement5 9""" to mo bySttve Wolfl\ls been lnduclod with !NS rej)O<t. -with 
He r.andet, 8anett. Nidlolson. and Noak-• l!COl'ded dlgltllll• and a CD contJmlng lhD'.e intl!!VltM hl1 bffll 
bot.~ .ed Into evlde.nc!. 
,_ . .. ... ., ·-
- -.i.u .. · - ••• 
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Dl§ffDlflON: io4li topl11 ,hould-,.1orw.,-__., Y.nowcOC>Y d bt tMW~ lo,...., Oflll!i ,.-.,_... 
WttITE • f .. YEU.OW • lnm,,-
NOT LEGIBLE 
. , 
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O.iu .a( w!*s: i•l}OtOA I Tuuolllcldinc (nco 
l~n111"f F d")" a w\k~ lnci1111"2.urt1H Ocmftld• 
OMslon 0A Pri.son1: Soulh Bo,u women·, COl'l'eCbonaJ Cenltr 
tattnro O"LY no; L""fS2&.'::l)TIONIHAI 1$ AEPLICADI & 
Lonuo"J 
f .:tlily (lwM,Mrln~ I1u.J.. M£4,al Sptc:111 ,,oj.tw.._Job 
Coul'ley J &it. 
T"P" or lncldr•U 
' ,'.u:tdi:nl!IJ lnf'll,Y Jtfll',lirin1 Me~I Aauuon,; 
AJ.WillM: 
Bonb111tui: 
Oiia1>ancc 
Onll: • emi,wy b,~b1 
ts<,p<, 
'"" ~""G LllclClrl'II 
b:cwk-ftt lnYOl~n1: 
lMl'1c Dalli;~·"'"' C-lllk1, $111cidc. s~P"'cd F'wl ,. .... 
Mdica.1 T rutpon; 
Pb,.,-cal "*""iJi:IY Pn,bq 
Prnptnyr l.ou <Mr UOO: 
S111tldc .A.Dffl\PI 
l.h.r or f!mn • 
Vctuck Aa:tdftl• ~ t!Milwd 
w.ts,_., 
°"" 
hidi"1Cl11•••, 1•9'0tYfd: 
:oof~'Prt.!"::;}fil.. ... g, ..... 
fXitqV-....-S: 
""""'"""' 'D=otd Waa>la. S~cPcikc.C-,,.5-iff.Cicy"""-.Fn~MW•t 
l rid .S..au)I alft..ikolfI.u.mh :a.6 Actioa T-atu~ T , 
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00(!)?6~ 
_ 0 a, n;st : 
A~F,:,;;,;.."-:':,--:--- . - . - . ~ ,_,. ' 
...... 
To: c.,. 
Subject: 
• 
,· 
~ J ... 
~\: - . 
v,;~ ,.aoanl'ICldedbeteatflefidlty'tnrefe~IDDf. Ml:wL A105W'MWIIJS te1onh~ I 
MY!'~ meobi ~ID pv,me. l'!.poftot ttt h::islH.. TN *"lll hu ~ ti I c:incetft br.n 
an.i ra.fusesl) be SHn bf lhe Or. ~e bpcaugdwNthlM. --0. INII Or 1\11. w lllllbd.tf 
was vt:ry fol'altlA ICINl:II ft~~ ml! bf mr, _,. ... CMl*I; I'll l'VM ID I'll IOI 'IMflt, • 
'Yf1Y ,wn g,ip he Md cw.i ft1f ann arid bud me ID WIik bid ID"" ran_,. no c:ance,n cl "'f ~QI 
weD being.. rie ha:I 5l;ICh • g.-., on m, oghl ~ Md ha IMfir btl. II.Ill he. ucar\1'111 l'nl Nell:• 111f --
lfl st.d'l • mama.f N , waa. .irnos., -.,n..-,, 0n mr lpi--. 
""'· -e: ane. up O 'the tl1i'r:loln he~ IN: r I didln1 hut~-1\111 I -caAd N __,. oada ID 
pocat!Aoo,it. 'lwo rrcrch"s ~ be a bl hard et., Poc:dow hn ._ .. 
. 
lrorn lhe tnGrnlnl 1 WlldleOIWn ~ n10¥1 h F'U"llCU ol IN W9Y' and l'lln oit • me. 1-, D 
le.red Md 0¥~ bl I~ 1,aid a WOtC1 IO,._ I Oofti .... I WM IDOir; I blUl'L 1,aftn,e Ct 
..-et :;,e »en by "Ill\ 1911n. • Th-, • ~ er.ac:oy IN..,.._,. WR111 I. 
W.r.• kct'cl4son (on• rl N ma.tul pn:Md.ws, ¥9Nits fflOSl of tw ~ int OffMldet Ml ;.,we 
Shill :\f:S ~!.et1 • 1e;,ottJot ne, ,u;,etvb.ot-""' I '11q:.ttt\14 I c»pr, 
, ~ ..,, •ri11C-'!ld • c.:,py or O'II ~ 10s. Ch.l.l havt bl.,, OonL 
2 I llr,o 1""!1e$:l!d ~ rtports hm OU,e, ~ •Id r..tOOMfWd Or, Ncak, 
l I h.lve been lnlOrmtd U\ll sffl Vtll oN'lt'ldtW" NJ be«n ID 1'111 medical l\lt '*'Id a w!,tlletlM 11 ne 
~d ef the NII fOf staJf and otlendffl ID Hllll Mr In ~ ID U'le balwaom or for m11tL 11 &rw wakn 1r1 
lt'!e rughl ""' Is Si,ppos,t IO Wi.kt I roomma ll ared Uk llafn IO h. twf 10 11'\e UIJV'ooffl f do no1 t,etlt¥t 
1n:s II the •119f'OOnate Kbon 10 bt tll(en ro, tllff o, otlencll:rs. \Vl'IM II f\& ¥of0'9 otr1nc11r ii Hltcl IO 
nefe)l II 1S11l 1,tir fob nor is l Ille sllrfs fob, 
I wm nos oe he:1e on Monday, lwd bl t:aek on Tu1ldly, If you Med 1ny f\;n:hlf lnlom'iltlOn i'orll 4W!: 
.... It.I ,,._ knew. If you nud somt~O IOfflOffll',ltl, pltlau ~i, Sgt, F!Nly IIUI 111Dwi:1 tit a.tii,t 10 
htlo-
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• 
Al :arvr,>,iciru.;U,! ly n n oo F~y. Jam.i&ry JO, lOOot, Or, NW wu in the uwn l'OOl'll 
w , 1. .. IM llc,._\116:a,. l llo WN atlfNOin, lhc ti\. U a~l-5 kt-" In (or \)it; J)UI l@ys at'ld 
la.ad b.>.:tl lCM ill the I 11~ l'M,lll Iha nit,11,1 \cJo«,, (llfft 0.ll'KI\, rA.C Nd m In 
1k f !Nffl • ilh tlcol tMt' \o my Ml.CnL dMl11 Iha ldml O.IIIT!. Mr:r I a,,i~ Kltvl 
wn1. 1111 W omce- .,,., t .c)'td wWlh lht rt.. ud Or. Noak. D,. No,.Jr. W'3J a.u11N • die 
4,:,l, W\thM NC.t••hc Pl dor•.ici'- and (M1~wu slNnc.on thc tx.al7lllb&c. I 
flOlcd VQI t1c-t'Nrdc, Al 1-W\l'Nlt a, thew u , .. tl'ld orlhc c:nm ~ .. ud 1 ~cl if 
the' 'W'llll \ltr4' She 11.ffl 1hu allt •• and I Aetl:d .. lt.ll bcr lO lie doWI\ wb1A Of. ,.. . 
11o1,.:d .W sud, -i,y ,,o.,,. d1en'" Ile"'" .... -.I rppc,,cd 10 be \ml.alcd. C>Yct lhc 
Kat S no.tit• t ct'lt\c:nc" M&h U.. PL Md Mlpc,d, btt &-ct in\O • po1hion of ccimfo,L 
_,, ,._,nu. 0. . .... k ..W, ... bo<k,. ,_ _.., i,. did oot l&lt w(U, o,, PL" 
a.11 abN Iler illDCa o,, I plaft or,;n. f W:IMd ft Pl IO I rittif'II potll»fl,, aha bcalnc 
4iny .w.l I ldwtwd lrl11D }WI. sti I« a (cw~ 411'11D It pu,od. One• 1bc 'WI.I able 10 
tUrd ,., tl11: w.c M1t.».W7 .,.,. olllJ wili;icic. I\&~ WI 1M fdt 1ih W Wt.1 cofnt IO 
,... - (IM hod -" ·.,;- or ll")CDIIC rho "'"" l,cC.,. ...S tl,c -ill lo, II 
~ I ~a::"""" •~.ri r frldp,J tier to • poullon dole IO \he ..-.II , NI uicd 10 CIOll\l'on 
11..'f u 1hc _., bcCD111,H'11 '-Ral. N I WU v,ilt 10 .mill Ulo h. '° .Side down \bCI • II 
.. a datt, JJOiiliot. -...C.1 0...,. UlfflC 0.1 of kl offlcie aad \11131 turt!n; IOw.ard u to 
--, ..twa Or, Nau. UfflfM'II a lloclk « IOl'DllhffiC M Ille cum ~ walked 0\11 ID the 
-""'·"""".+r......,. _,...._ ..,..irw ""'"- ,...i,t•1 ooe uld,. 
, .... - IO ti'~ 114 ·--· loctloft""""'""' ""' w;cs11, , .......... 
•tft. ~ da•• 1h. NA wilb ti.ta. 1'W.I WIii eoc Jci,11; '- •u ol'lbtt to .uib\ Che pll~ll 
.. lira- l'OOfll ; , - ... ia,a:,;,.. irriwnt -,u I -- ht WU lmlllcd -.-«Ot "" 
_ , _ ,.... ,_ •ii• 11,c pllictl\.,..,. lad o1....s, .,t<d 11W lllm 1, ood>lnt 
. .. , ..0. io:t, ( ..... , .... dill'_,, •lier .,.,.ai•1 W "" 1 dllr, wl<b wt , .. olld .. , 
IM1'l lu ~ _.. •tl MJ (9Cltion.a.. I IIOOd in Ille h.l1J Wlk~"I th4. ut11!tik • 
bdit-. - !,.Id j,.. t -wt "Iller w,W I -ad lint him uW.. to loct 1N1 ,.tal,j 
Ml ltew' wlol ht 1111111 J1'fll,. W. Or. NNI. Md th. PL •"'Cl'CI lolmott II her d00rwtr, 11 
.. awt •f de tkl". I l>'f1ICIII fll"Mftd. loobd • C10 Ncooc and CJD J&bol'I who wrn 111 
._ c..ftll •u w.wt--c • a-i, ,.._ I WU&IIIIO h Malb.l oaa and sma tba doDt 
ka,r I lhM •• - ~ • t:;"'° fbrcn r« • fllOffla& Allli lhca wt.At•• wiUri PiD UL At 
- ... Pr. """ kl\, ... d',d ... r.llt ..;,i, i- 1t,,.,,. .... ,..u; "" 1"" 1:11. 
b~Ql,tf\. dwu ~ dac dat .... Qa,afl*ll.11111 lhcdoor widoo,c:11. l ffll \WUl'C 
"°"'.,.. ..,_ ..,, ldl .,....,. , did ... -. .. ,.w,,s .. 1u1oe - -
NOT LEGIBLE 
•. 
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{Otm04 ) -n:~~:; !1700 
Trtir arl11d dc.11I: :. 
«llknDt lnJII'>' Jtoq11lrl111 McdiRl Atlaltl.on; ~ 
Dilh! 
Bomblnrnt: _ 
lt.1urb:i.ncc 
II: • Emertrncy le.tettill 
£cpc: _ 
m:: 
. ' 
Ma:..Jl'do&II W.u,c lr1cidcru 
t.1adcn1 ln,oohl!?J: ~ 
1c 0to.OI: LJN•l\11'1\ C,\l, r,. QSiriddc, OSutpectcd Foul r111y 
tdial TrM1pon; 
hyllcaJ Pl111\/Uuhty P'roblcm 
lou~UOO: _ 
11k NSc An.cq,,i 
MOfFOl'U: 
Vclllclc /\c<ldcnl- ,- OinJoria m,ol• cd 
O(t $\Opplgt! _ 
"' 
O007fi6 
• 
, 
Tr,c.r I odd.tor: 
0,..Cld..w 1n,..., ~ I Mcdic,J Mcncioo; :,._ 
NUu.lt; Other (see brie'f explanation belo;J 
omb Threat ,. • ~ 
-- , .. 
tlirt-"IC• • "' 
II: • Emcrimcy t:xaru, 
&Dl'\10\II Wasac W:idtnl 
idcn& ln\'Ol'f'in,: _ 
rtcndcr l)uil,: 
cdic:1J Tl'WllpOl'I! _ 
i,;.1<o1 Pl"1"""1"7 Problem 
IOpc,1)'1.oG 0Ya UOO:_ 
do""'""' 
oJFortc: 
-7 • 
-~ 
,,: , 
-·-- =--r:[lojuno-...S a-::,s __ 
h1dfritlu11(1) le.-.tYtd: 
CTcndcr ltl:l,lmn. IDOC t (,~ llm 
· Sd®Jwt,ez,~u«JD•: 
ac,"ilyV-, 
O...nol=·· 
-.0:...,.-.18lcl<J,hlla.[J-.~QDIS 
~ ' . 
W$umm1ry ,, l.ldd.ne/t,:ctdu ,ad Adft• T1bo: tr;;,a;c; wum;,dint ioNQwubyng:thp;I toQm, l,m 
DcU.,,., l,ip911,CJk; m m1Jt11cd :Some PSPRJc bes -mt tpOQ•, Dl'l1•1m Mik:1'2 ft!s bJnsrx Wt1r1 
• 10,rt · 
Hudqunc:n D•tyOfflctr HotlOa.iJ.A.: c,.lkd . N'.ot: CaUtd O Uu btc i.. C.usac.t 
Mcdk1I chclt cot1plt:e,d O loJv.rla: Ya O l'lo ~ (.if,a briefly~ mmto( il"!jwfc.t) 
Orfetulrr ,heed la C•,lad Ourrkc M1n,a er 8"1:nt Cuaar Hot COIIC'ltr 
·-
• 
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~er request of LT. Presley: lnfo!l1l•tion concerning an incident concerning 
~ . Hcmandcz#71898on 1/30/04. _:, _'-:.._ ... l.~~~-
1
~., .. 
..... ~; -:- -~ ... 
Dr. Noak arrived at SBWCC, late in the afternoon, to perform a physical 
assessment on Hernandez. I observed his initial assessment but went back to 
my office after CMS Jana Nicholson arrived for further assis1ance. I came 
' . 
out of my office and saw Jana and Hernandez stopped in the hall. I !hen saw 
Dr. Noak come out of the exam room and move Jana aside. He then took 
the arm of Hernandez and escorted her down the hall to her room. 
• I- .,_, I ' 
. . 
Kas-cn Bamtt MS PA-C ' 
·J 
~c,,t.t-,_~. 
.. 
·, 
•• 
. '
• .. 
. 00\222l111l 
SOUTH BOISE WO1'!EN'S CORRECTIONAL CENTER 
STAFF lNfORi'<L~T!ON REPO RT 
1.R.: 
0,ir nl lt.tcidtrJI: 01/lllltl> • 
Tlmu( lncidrn1: 1515 bours 
f'!lc:< 11( Incident: Lier ) H:illw;ly 
Inmate: N:imt :ind Sumhu: HER.."iA1'1>EZ '7LS91 
., 
R£P'0RT: On the abo,•c d;>lc :and lime, Officer N«s commel.'lled lhat RN Md1otson 
w:is obviously upset '"ith Dr. ;-.;o3k. f looked down Ti!!r I to su PA Birrtu aod R.'l 
Nicholson stondiog ouLside the mtdic:il office door :and w:itcbfog Or. No:ik escorting: 
offcndu Hcrnlndci b:u:k, to her room.. R.N Nicholson hld her h3nds on her hips 
:u,d sh:lking hc.r bud in disbeu,r. Arter she r 1rntd around, she suted, "J 've bad 
enough" 3nd ''1 quiL" l did mtotion to omcers Nets :and Barlow l.h:at Henundtt 
sceme-d 10 be movin: faster than the 1:1.sl two d.:i.ys sioc.e be.int i1L Sh, did walk 
slower :and co11:apse 1he d;)t prior. AwhUe I.tier, Ri't Nicholson reported th11 she w:is 
upsd ..,;th Or. Noak. At :? 130 hours, oITendr:r Hernonda hlmed in :i mtmo sulin; 
whmt took pl:lee in the medic::d room 11.nd ho"' she did not wl/lt 10 set that doctor 
:lg:ain. t th tn notified I.be Duly Officer, Lt. Pttslc1. Per her request, ( Wied ou1 :a 
1115 incident ror-rn. £ad or report 
. . 
.. 
Rcportioi SbfT Sizn:icun 
' 
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SHIFT REPORT/BRIEFING 
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I ' 
--. 
~ ,; -~ r 
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NOT LEGIBLE 
SHIFT 11 l5,ii Jfll, : 
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SHIFT n L !;£Mc jlvf.b /fv:N1sY 
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. 0 o.R. ·s TO ae PRESENTED SY ONCOMING SHIFT , _ YES_ NO __ _ 
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,_ ... ' . 
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/ C-FILE~"1EDICAL FILE CABINETS SECURED SHIFT ll~HIFT f l ......-SPJFT :J ~ 
~CHlNE CHECKcO SHfFT 11~1-t1FT 1i ~ !.MlFT ;3 ~
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INMATE CONCERN FORM 
.,..... N ..... . I 1 • • . ' Nun.ir.,- f 1W t _.,_ 
,..,., _/' 0 • 1• , I _.-"\r'l ... r't J 
,.. ("•11011 mo,1 <11t, c11.,,,,p0Mlt1t, ro, lu1o1•konc• rnt 
t.R. I 
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SOUTH BOISE WOMEN'S CORRECTIONAL CENTER 
STAFF INFORMATION REPORT 
,, 
' .. -
4 ~.- .. 
. ' • 
01/l~ ' . 
• 
'Tlmc. or lndd,nt; 1515 bo1.1rS 
Pbct or ln.cid,n5: Tier l Hall"2f • , , fl, •• -=· 
jntn:itc Name :u,d :,;t1mhr.r: U£R.'lo\.ND.£Z 111898 t t"" • .. 
REPORT: On lht :ibo\·t d:ilt :ind time,. Officer Nees commented thal R.'i Nicholson 
wu obYlously u pset with Dr. :-.~k. l looL:cd down Tier 1,uu PA Barrett :ind R,,'I 
:-iicholion .sundi.ng outside lht medical orr.ce door and wa1thing Or. Non.k t..SCortlng 
offender Hcm::indu b:ick to her room. RN Nicholson had her hands on hrr hips 
:ind sh:d;int her beod in disbelief. Alt.er she turntd uound, she stated, "I've h.:ad 
enough .. :ind "f qulL" I did mention to Omccrs Nus iLnd Barlow Uuil Hcrn:indn 
seemed to be movin: faster 1h;n the last two :1:lys since being ill. She d id walk 
slower and coll:apsc the d:ay prior. AwhUe later. RN Nicholson reported Ut:l.t she was 
upsd with Or. No:,k. At 2130 hours. offender Bern:uide:i. lun,ed i.n a memo stating 
' 
' . 
• wlJ;,l look pbce·in 1ht: mtdiol rd6rtro.Qd"ho-w'lhlfdid·not'w,-nno' stt Uurdoe:lor _ ___ _ 
:1gJin. I Lhtn notified the Duly Omar, ~L Presley. Pub.er requC$l, I rt.Ucd out :1 
103 incident fo rm. End of report ~ "' r 
. "· 
Rcponiog St.1rr Si:ruitun 
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Per request of LT. Presley: lnf~nn~lfon co~ing an incident concerning 
,, ·-~ . N. Hernandez #71898 on 1/30/04.::;,:-~; j · -, 
~-- .c;'·~-..:,-- -¢ • 
• If v~ " · 
Dr. Noak arrived at SB WCC, late in the ajl.emoon, to perfonn a physical 
assessment on Hernandez. I obseived bis.initial assessment but went back to 
my office at\er CMS Jana Nicholson arrived for funhcr assistance. I came 
out of my office and saw Jana and Hern~dcz ~pped in the hall. I then saw 
.,. . . ~ . 
Dr. Noak come out of <he exam room aJtd move Jana aside. He <hen took 
<he arm of Hernandez and escorted her down !he hall to her room . 
Karen Barrett MS PA-C 
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Prosecution dec1"1ec! on two counts of 8attesy. 
-2594 
10UNTY SHERIFF c:==::::r-<: 
BOISE POLICE 
PROPERTY INVOICE 
». 
'C II) 
~ a> Q.'C 
0 0 
\c: Stolen 
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I. 
NATURE OF THE CASE 
According to witnesses, on January 30, 2004, Plaintiff John F. Noak, M.D., pushed a 
medical staff employee of Defendant Prison Health Services, Inc. ("PHS") out of the way while 
she was assisting an ill inmate who felt faint, grabbed the arm of the inmate and escorted her in 
an irritated manner down a long hall to her cell. Both women reported the incident to Defendant 
Idaho Department of Correction ("the Department") and filed criminal battery charges. 
Noak was PHS' Medical Director and was responsible for overseeing the quality of all 
medical services provided under PHS' contract (the "PHS Contract") to provide medical care at 
prisons throughout the State of Idaho. After investigating, the Department asked PHS to provide 
a new· medical director. PHS agreed and also decided to tenninate Noak's employment. 
In this lawsuit, Noak alleges that the Department wrongfully required a new medical 
director, that PHS wrongfully tenninated his employment and that all of the defendants 
wrongfully withheld his Drug Enforcement Agency ("DEA") certificates, ordering fonns and 
prescription pads. The sole mention of Defendant Richard D. Haas (''Haas") in the Complaint 
and Demand for Jury Trial, filed December 15, 2006, (the "Complaint") is that Haas sent a letter 
to the Idaho State Board of Medicine (the "Board of Medicine") afterwards about the incident. 
Haas moves for summary judgment on all three counts alleged against him in the 
Complaint: Counts II ( emotional distress claims), III ( defamation per se) and V ( conversion). 1 
The Complaint fails to adequately plead defamation per se against Haas and, in any event, Haas 
has immunity on this claim. Noak's conversion claim should be dismissed for the lack of 
cognizable damages and as there is no triable issue that Haas withheld Noak's property. Noak's 
claim for intentional infliction of emotional distress fails because there is no triable issue of 
outrageous conduct by Haas. Noak's claim for negligent infliction of emotional distress 1s 
duplicative of Noak's other tort claims and is barred by the workers' compensation statutes. 
1 On April l 0, 2008, the Court dismissed Haas from Count I of the Complaint. See Order, dated April JO. 
2008. As pied in the caption of Count 1V of the Complaint, Noak alleges his interference claims only 
against the Department. See Complaint, Count JV 
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II. 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
A. The PHS Contract to Provide Health Care Services 
From 2001 through 2005, PHS held the PHS Contract to provide medical care to inmates 
at nearly all Idaho prisons and correctional facilities. Joint Statement of Undisputed Facts, filed 
herewith ( "SOF ,r _ "), ,r J. 2 Noak was PHS' Medical Director for Idaho and a physician for 
three prisons, including the South Boise Women's Correctional Center ("SBWCC"). Id. at 
,riJ 1-6. As Medical Director, PHS charged Noak with monitoring the quality of all medical care 
under the PHS Contract. Noak reported administratively to Lee Harrington, PHS' Regional Vice 
President for Idaho, until Rick Dull replaced Harrington in September 2003. Id. at ii 3--1. 
Tom Beauclair was the Director of the Department. Two Administrators, Don Drum and 
Pan1 Sonnen, and Chieflnvestigator Steve Wolf of the Office of Professional Standards ("OPS"), 
which handles Department investigations, reported to Beauclair. Id. at ,r 7. In January 2003, the 
Department hired Haas as the Medical Services Manager. Haas reported to Deputy 
Administrator Paul Martin, who reported to Drum. Id. at ,r 8. Haas' primary duties were to 
monitor the PHS Contract and to serve as the liaison to PHS. Id. at i1,r 8-1 I. 
Over time, Harrington became concerned about Noak showing up late to prison clinics 
and client meetings with the Department, as well as Noak's expressed sentiments that inmates 
were manipulators, complainers and whiners who did not deserve the care. Dull received 
complaints about Noak's brusque bedside manner with patients. Wardens and PHS staff raised 
concerns to Haas about Noak's attitude, which the Department passed on to PHS. Id. at if 12. 
B. The January 30, 2004 Incident 
From January 27 through 30, 2004, PHS physician assistant Karen Barrett and PHS 
certified medical assistant Janna Nicholson made repeated phone calls to Noak seeking 
2 All facts cited in this brief by reference to the Joint Statement of Undisputed Facts ( "SOF ,i _ _") and 
supported by the affidavits and exhibits filed herewith or by the Affidavit of Bruce J. Castleton in Support 
of Defendant Prison Health Services, Inc. 's Motion for Summary Judgment, and exhibits thereto, on file 
with the Court are incorporated herein by this reference. 
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assistance with Nonna Hernandez, an inmate at SBWCC who had a suspected kidney stone. On 
January 29, 2004, Hernandez had a fainting episode and had to be transported to the emergency 
room of a local hospital late that night for assessment and treatment. Id. at 4i\ 13. 
It was not until late afternoon on Friday, January 30, 2004, that Noak arrived at SBWCC 
to examine Hernandez. Afterwards, Nicholson began helping Hernandez back to her room when 
Noak allegedly heard someone say, "Are you going to faint?" According to Noak, ··as the 
captain of the boat" he ··moved expeditiously to the scene," inserted himself between Nicholson 
and Hernandez removing Nicholson's grip and took hold of Hernandez' arm and walked her 
down an 80-foot hall to her room. Id. at 4il4il 14-16. Thrown off balance by Noak, Nicholson, 
upset, exclaimed, ·'I quit." Id. at ,I 17. 
After Noak left the facility, Nicholson reported her concerns about the incident to 
Correctional Officer Todd Jackson, who had also witnessed Noak's escort of Hernandez. Id. at 
~ 18. That evening, Hernandez submitted an Inmate Concern F onn in which she refused to be 
seen by Noak and complained that Noak was "abrupt & rude;' forced her down the hall gripping 
her ann with "no concern of [her] health or wellbeing," nearly dragging her on her "tipi-toes," 
and threatened to send her to the Pocatello Women's Correctional Center if she did not ·'heal 
quickly." Id. at ,i 19 (Deposition of Todd Jackson ["Jackson Depa. ''}, 3 thereto). Jackson 
phoned supervisor Lieutenant Christy Presley about Nicholson's report and Hernandez' Inmate 
Concern Fonn, and Presley issued an order barring Noak from SBWCC. SOF ~ 20 (Deposition 
of Christy Presley ["Presley Depa.''}, Ex. 8 thereto). 
On Sunday, February 1, 2004, Presley e-mailed Haas about the incident. She then 
forwarded a packet to him with liemandez' Inmate Concern Fonn and written reports provided 
by Jackson, Nicholson and Barrett. SOF ,i 21-22 (Jackwn Depa., thereto; Deposition 
of Janna Nicholson ["Nicholson Depa. ''}, Ex. 1 thereto; Deposition of Karen Barrett, E'I:. 1 
thereto: Presley Depa., Exs 1 and 4 thereto). Nicholson's report, dated February 1, 2004, 
reported that Noak had pushed her aside, grabbed Hernandez and forced Hernandez to walk 
down the hall in an "aggressive, irritated escort." SOF ,i 22 (Nicholson Depa., 1::.x. 1 thereto). 
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Upon learning of the incident, Haas discussed it with Martin and Wolf, and the matter 
was referred up the chain of command with a request for an OPS investigation. SOF i; 24. 
On February 3, 2004, Hernandez asked to file a police report on Noak. On February 5, 
2004, the Ada County Sheriffs Department (the "Sheriff') took her complaint and initiated a 
criminal investigation. SOF i;,i 25, 27 (Deposition ofNorma Hernandez, Ex. 1 thereto). 
In a letter to Dull, dated February 5, 2004, Haas, as he was advised to do, notified PHS 
that the Department intended to conduct an inquiry of the allegations to determine whether there 
was a violation of the PHS Contract. SOF ,i 28 (Deposition of Richard D. Haas ["Haas 
Depa.'], Ex. 11 thereto). Dull spoke with Noak and other witnesses about the incident, and PHS 
decided to cooperate with the Sheriff and OPS investigations. SOF ~ii-! 23, 26 and 29-30. 
On February 11 and 12, 2004, Detective Don Lukasik (for the Sheriff) and Wolf (for the 
Department) conducted recorded interviews of Hernandez, Barrett and Nicholson, who filed her 
own criminal battery complaint against Noak. Certified transcripts of these recorded interviews 
are filed herewith. Id. at ,i 3 I (,4fjidavit of Emily ~Mac Master ["Mac Master Affidavit"], Exs. 
11-13 thereto). 3 These witnesses reported information including the following: 
• Barrett Interview on February 11, 2004: Barrett informed Lukasik and Wolf that 
Nicholson had the situation under control and that as Barrett came to assist, she heard something 
slan1 then Noak insisting, "She can walk:' Barrett reported that Noak inserted himself between 
Nicholson and Hernandez, grabbed Hernandez by the arm and "briskly" took her back to her 
room. SOF ,i 31 (Mac Master Ajf, Ex. 11 thereto [Barrett Interview 3:9-7:7}). 
• Hernandez Interview on February 11, 2004: Hernandez info1med Lukasik and 
Wolf that Noak forcefully removed Nicholson's hand from her arm, grabbed her and took her 
down the hall on her tippytoes. SOF ,i 31 (Mac Master Ajf, Ex. 13 [Hernandez lntervie·w 
19:17-27:5, 39:22-42:7]). She also reported that when she heard ringing in her ears, Noak 
3 The witness statements and transcripts filed herewith are offered in support of this motion not for the 
tmth of the actual witness statements therein (which Noak disputes) but rather to show the information 
undisputedly reported to Presley, Lukasik and Wolf in connection with the investigations. 
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responded that his ears had been ringing for two weeks because of stupid inmates and their 
complaints. Id. (Mac Alaster A.ff. Ex. 13 [Hernandez Interview 27:7-20]; Affidavit of William 
Fruehling ["Fruehling Affidavit"}, Ex. B thereto [IDOC0395, ,i 17}). Hernandez further 
reported that Noak threatened to send her to Pocatello (Pocatello Women's Correctional Center) 
if she didn't heal quickly, displayed a lack of care and called the medical staff names implying 
stupidity. Id. (Mac Master Ajf, Ex. 13 [Hernandez Interview, 28:16-32:9; 46:17-49:22}). 
• Nicholson Interview on February 1?. 2004: Nicholson informed Lukasik and 
Wolf that repeated calls \vere made for Noak's assistance with Hernandez. SOF ,i 31 (Mac 
Alaster Aff, Ex. 12 [Nicholson Intervieii' 14:5-19:25]). Nicholson rep01ied that when Noak 
finally showed up at SBWCC on January 30, 2004, he was very irritated and abrupt in the exam 
room and the patient looked scared and uncomfmiable. According to Nicholson, she started to 
help Hernandez back to her room when she began to tremble, her skin became moist and her 
color drained. As Nicholson assisted Hernandez to a sitting position, she heard a bang and then 
Noak shoved Nicholson aside (forcing her to take several steps sideways) and grabbed 
Hernandez' right arm. His act was very aggressive and threw Nicholson off balance. Nicholson 
threw up her hands and said "I quit." (Mac Master Ajf, Ex. 12 [Nicholson Interview 3 7: 13-
45: 15 }). Nicholson further repmied additional concerns to Lukasik and Wolf about Noak's 
attitude toward inmates, including that Noak had previously commented about a patient, ··they 
don't pay these people enough for acting lessons," referred to inmates as dirtbags, called an 
obese inmate "fat fuck ... fat fuck," reused instruments without sterilization, threatened to send 
inmates to Pocatello, was frequently tardy, tested for allergies by exposing the offender to the 
substance ( e.g., peanut butter) and waiting for anaphylactic shock, shoved ammonia inhalants 
into the noses of offenders and ate their diabetic snacks. Id. (Mac Master Ajf, Ex. 12 [Nicholson 
Interview 46:10--50:6, 51:15-54:23, 103:9-106:9, 113:15-124:8}). 
The next day, on February 12, 2004, Beauclair barred Noak from the prisons and PHS 
placed him on leave with pay. SOF,i 32. 
I I I 
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On February 13, 2004, Detective Lukasik interviewed Noak. Id. at ~ 33. Detective 
Lukasik referred the criminal case to the prosecutor with a recommendation that a warrant be 
issued for Noak's arrest, but the prosecutor declined prosecution. Id. at ~ 3-1- (Afac .Master 
Affidavit, Ex. 14 thereto). Wolf asked Noak for an interview, but Noak refused. Id. 
C. PHS' Termination of Noak's Employment 
With the criminal case concluded, the Department decided to take action under the PHS 
Contract. In a letter from Beauclair to Dull, dated March 9, 2004, Beauclair directed PHS to 
replace Noak as the Medical Director under the PHS Contract. SOF ~ 35 (Affidavit of Thomas J. 
Beauclair ["Beauclair Affidavit''J, Ex. A thereto). Haas was asked to initiate a first draft of 
Beauclair's letter by compiling information provided to him and including language from the 
PHS Contract. SOF ~ 36. Haas then forwarded this draft to his supervisor and up the chain of 
command for review. Id. According to Dull, Haas told him to expect the letter via fax. Id. 
On March 10, 2004, PHS decided to provide a new medical director for the PHS Contract 
and also decided to terminate Noak's employment. Id. at~~ 37-40 (Deposition of Richard Dull 
{"Dull Depa. "], Ex. 23 thereto). Dull offered to Noak that he could apply for a position with 
PHS in another state, but he did not want to leave Idaho. SOF ~ 38. Thereafter, PHS hired a 
new medical director who remained through the end of the PHS Contract. Id. at ~ -1-0. 
On March 15, 2004, Haas, as directed, sent a letter to the Board of Medicine to inform 
them of the allegations against Noak. Id. at~ -1-1 (Haas Depa,, Ex. 20 thereto). The Board of 
Medicine investigated and closed the matter without fom1al disciplinary action. SOF ~ 42 
(Deposition ofJohn F. Noak, .MD. ["Noak Depa. "]. Ex. 33 thereto). 
Noak claims that after his termination, the defendants withheld his DEA certificates, form 
222s and prescription pads from him. Complaint, ~~ 41, 61-64; SOF ~~ 44-56. However, there 
is no evidence that Noak ever made a demand to Haas for the return of these items. Id. 
After additional interviews were conducted, the OPS investigation was completed. SOF 
~ 43 (Fruehling 4/fidavit, Exs. A and B thereto). The investigation report summarized the 
witness interviews, including Lukasik's February 13, 2004, interview of Noak. Id. 
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III. 
PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
Noak brought this action on December 15, 2006, after initially commencing and then 
dismissing this lawsuit in federal court. See Memorandum Decision and Order, entered on April 
11, 2007, pp. 2-3. On January 9, 2007, the Department and Haas filed a motion to dismiss. Id 
at p. 3. Noak countered by filing a motion for leave to amend his Complaint on February 21, 
2007, asking permission to add Beauclair and Wolf as defendants and to allege malice in Count 
III (for defanrntion per se). Id at p. 3. The Court denied both motions, except to allow Noak to 
amend his Complaint to allege malice. Id. at pp. 6, 10. On April 25, 2007, the Department and 
Haas filed a motion for reconsideration or, in the alternative, clarification of the Court's Order, 
which the Court granted in part and denied in part. See Order, issued on April 10, 2008. As 
Noak never filed an amended complaint, the Department and Haas answered the initial 
Complaint on April 21, 2008. See Defendants Idaho Department of Correction and Richard D. 
Haas' Answer to Plaintiff's Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial,_filed April 21. 2008. 
IV. 
STANDARD FOR MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Summary judgment should be granted where "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions 
on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show there is no genuine issue as to any material fact 
and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." LR.C.P. 56(c). Where the 
only reasonable inference from the undisputed facts is unfavorable to the party opposing the 
motion, summary judgment is granted. See Jones v. EG & G Idaho. Inc., 109 Idaho 400, 401, 
707 P.2d 511, 512 (Ct. App. 1985). Thus, useless trials are avoided where there are no genuine 
issues of material fact and a party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. See Bandelin v. 
Pietsch, 98 Idaho 337, 340, 563 P.2d 395, 398 (1977). The only issues considered on summary 
judgment are those raised in the allegations of the complaint. Vanvooren v. Astin, 141 Idaho 
440, 443, 111 P.3d 125, 128 (2005). 
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To create a genuine issue of material fact, the dispute must be over facts that might affect 
the outcome of the suit under the governing law. Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 
242,248, 106 S. Ct. 2505, 2510, 91 L. Ed. 2d 202 (1986). The party opposing the motion must 
present more than conclusory assertions or speculation that an issue of fact exists. Finholt v. 
Cresto, 143 Idaho 894, 896-97, 155 P.3d 695, 697-98 (2007). A mere scintilla of evidence or 
only slight doubt as to facts is also insufficient; rather, the non-moving party must present 
specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for triaL Van v. Portneuf Medical Center, -
Idaho -, 212 P.3d 982, 986 (2009). A plaintiff who bears the burden at tri_al to prove actual 
malice on a defamation claim must also show actual malice clearly and convincingly at summary 
judgment. Wiemer v. Rankin, 117 Idaho 566, 574-75, 790 P.2d 347, 355-56 (1990). If the 
plaintiff's evidence is insufficient for a reasonable jury to find actual malice by clear and 
convincing evidence, summary judgment is granted. See Clark v. The Spokesman-Review, 144 
Idaho 427, 432, 163 P .3d 216, 221 (2007). 
V. 
ARGUMENT 
Haas did not make the Department's decision to request a new medical director or PHS' 
decision to terminate Noak's employment. SOF ~ 36. The gravamen of Noak's claims against 
Haas arise out of his correspondence. However, as the Complaint fails to properly plead 
defamation per se, Count III should be dismissed as a matter of law. Regardless, Haas is also 
immune to Count III for defamation per se pursuant to statutory law (under the Idaho Medical 
Practice Act and the Idaho Tort Claims Act), constitutional law (under the First Amendment to 
the United States Constitution) and common law (under the common interest privilege). 
A. Summary Judgment Should Be Granted on Count III of the Complaint for 
Defamation Per Se Because the Complaint Is Deficient, as a Matter of Law 
The elements for defamation per se are: (l) a false and defamatory statement concerning 
another; (2) an unprivileged publication to a third party; (3) fault amounting to at least 
negligence on the part of the publisher (here, actual malice is required); and ( 4) actionability of 
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the statement irrespective of special harm. See Restatement of Torts, Second, §§ 558, 570 
(1977); Yoakum v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 171,180,923 P.2d 416,428 (1996). The 
statement must impute to the plaintiff a criminal offense, a loathsome disease. a matter 
incompatible with his trade, business, profession or office, or serious sexual misconduct. Id. 
The threshold element is a false and defamatory statement, which must be identified in 
the plaintiffs complaint. In Samuel v. Michaud, 980 F. Supp. 1381, 1399-1400 (D. Idaho 
1 996), the United States District Court for the District of Idaho dismissed the plaintiffs' 
defamation claims arising under Idaho law where the complaint alleged the defendants made 
··fabricated and fraudulent representations" but failed to identify the alleged defamatory 
statements. See also Jacobson v. Schwarzenegger, 357 F. Supp. 2d 1198, 1216 (C.D. Cal. 2004) 
( requiring a plaintiff to "identify and state the substance of the allegedly defamatory statement"); 
Seaphus v. Lillv, 691 F. Supp. 127, 134 (N.D. Ill. 1988) ("a defamation plaintiff fails to satisfy 
the requirements of notice pleading unless he specifically states the words alleged to be 
actionable."). 
Like the plaintiffs' complaint in Samuel, Noak's Complaint does not adequately plead a 
claim for defamation per se. Count III for defamation per se vaguely asserts false allegations of 
criminal and unprofessional conduct but fails to identify any defamatory per se statement. 
Complaint. ~~ 51-52. The only mention of Haas in the Complaint is in paragraph 40, which 
alleges: ··On March 15, 2004, with the knowledge that Noak had been cleared of any criminal 
charges stemming from the incident at IDOC [the Department], David Haas ('Haas') an IDOC 
employee, sent a letter to the Idaho State Board of Medicine informing them of Hernandez's 
allegations and requesting that the Board investigate Dr. Noak." Paragraph 40 does not identify 
any false and defamatory per se statement in Haas' letter. 
Similarly, paragraph 36 of the Complaint alleges that the Department sent a memo to 
PHS requesting Noak's replacement, and paragraph 37 alleges that PHS terminated Noak's 
employment due to "spurious allegations" by Department and PHS employees. However, 
neither paragraph identifies any alleged false and defamatory per se statement in Bcauclair's 
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letter of March 9, 2004, much less any such statement by Haas in that letter. 
Noak testified at deposition to his contentions that the following statements defamed him: 
1. Noak alleged that Haas' letter to the Board of Medicine, dated March 15, 2004, 
falsely stated: "Information obtained during the investigation prompted the Department to direct 
PHS to obtain an immediate replacement for Dr. Noak." SOF ~ 41 (Noak Depa .. 468:7-471:23; 
Huus Depo., Ex. 20 thereto). Noak asserted that the closed criminal investigation could not have 
prompted the Department to direct PHS to replace him. Id 
1 Noak alleged that Beauclair's letter to Dull, dated March 9, 2004, falsely stated 
that the Department had completed its investigation and that Noak posed a risk and unacceptable 
threat to the security of the institution, whose actions were disruptive to a specific institution. 
SOF il 35 (Noak Depa., 506:14-509:7; Beuuclair Affidavit, Ex. A thereto). (Haas assisted with 
the initial draft of this letter, which he then forwarded up the chain of command for review.) 
3. Noak alleged that Haas' letter to Dull, dated February 5, 2004, falsely stated: 
"Concerns regarding Dr. Noak"s attitude and behavior expressed on numerous occasions by the 
Department managers to you and Mr. Harrington appear to have been ignored, as the problem 
has grown seemingly more pronounced." SOF ii 28 (Deposition of John F Noak ["Noak 
Depo. '']. 466: 10-468:6); Haas Depo., Ex. J1 thereto). Noak asserted that this statement is false 
because there is no written documentation that PHS counseled him. Id 
In Vanvooren v. Astin, the Idaho Supreme Court held that a plaintiff cannot withstand 
summary judgment on a factual theory asserted at deposition that is not in the allegations of the 
complaint. 141 Idaho at 443--44, 111 P.3d at 128-29. As there is no mention in the Complaint 
of Haas' February 5, 2004 letter to Dull, under Vanvooren Noak cannot withstand summary 
judgment based on this letter. As discussed above, the Complaint also fails to identify any 
defamatory per se statement by Haas in the March 15, 2004 letter to the Board of Medicine or in 
I3eauclair's March 9, 2004 letter to Dull. Thus, Noak's deposition testimony does not salvage 
his deficient Complaint, and summary judgment should be granted on Count III to Haas. 
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Alternatively, any tort claim based upon the February 5, 2004, letter is further barred as a 
matter of law for lack of a timely notice of tort claim. Tort claims against state employees must 
be "filed with the Secretary of State within one hundred eighty ( 180) days from the date the 
claim arose or reasonably should have been discovered." See Idaho Code§ 6-905. "No claim or 
action shall be allowed against a governmental entity or its employee unless the claim has been 
presented and filed within the time limits prescribed by this act." Idaho Code § 6-908. As Noak 
filed his notice of tort claim on September 7, 2004, the 180-day period ran from March 7 through 
September 7, 2004. See Affidavit of Miren E. Artiach, ~ 4. Ex. A thereto, .filed January 9, 2007. 
Ms. Artiach's affidavit, filed in support of the Department and Haas' prior motion to dismiss, is 
incorporated herein by this reference. Thus, Idaho Code § 6-908 bars this tort claim. 
As the Complaint fails to plead a cognizable claim of defamation per se against Haas, 
summary judgment should be granted to him on Count III. Alternatively, as discussed below, 
statutory, constitutional and common law immunities bar this defamation claim against Haas. 
B. Summary Judgment Should Be Granted on Count III of the Complaint Because 
Haas Has Immunity to Noak's Cause of Action for Defamation Per Se Under 
Statutory, Constitutional and Common Law 
1. The Medical Practice Act Provides Absolute Immunity for Haas' March 15, 
2004 Letter to the Board of Medicine 
The Medical Practice Act, title 54, chapter 18, Idaho Code, mandates that to 
assure the public safety, health and welfare, the Board of Medicine shall receive, investigate and 
prosecute complaints of physician misconduct. See Idaho Code § § 54-1802, 54-1806 and 54-
1814, IDAPA 22.01.01.14. Reflecting this mandate, Idaho Code§ 54-1818 not only requires 
physicians to report misconduct but also provides inununity from civil liability to anyone 
providing information under the Medical Practice Act: 
54-1818. Reporting of violations by physicians. - A licensed physician 
and surgeon possessing knowledge of a violation of section 54-18 I 4, 
Idaho Code, by any other physician and surgeon licensed to practice 
medicine in Idaho shall with reasonable promptness report such 
knowledge to the board of medicine or its duly authorized committee, 
agency or representative, and failure to do so shall subject such person to 
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disciplinary action by the state board of medicine as in its discretion the 
board shall deem proper, pursuant to procedures provided in chapter 18, 
title 54, Idaho Code; provided, no person shall be civilly liable for 
communications, reports or acts of any kind made, given or handled under 
the provisions of this act .... 
Idaho Code § 54-1818 ( emphasis added). 
"The word 'person' ... means a natural person." Idaho Code § 54-1803(7) 
(emphasis added). The legislature's use of the term "person" rather than "surgeon" and/or 
"physician" in the immunity clause of Idaho Code § 54-1818 is thus significant. The statute not 
only requires licensed physicians and surgeons to report physician misconduct, the statute also 
guarantees immunity to all natural persons who communicate or report suspected physician 
misconduct. The reason for this immunity clause is obvious-to encourage the free exchange of 
infonnation to the Board of Medicine for the regulation of licensed physicians. In the recent 
case of Hanison v. Binnion, M.D., - Idaho-, - P.3d -, 2009 WL 1929354 (2009) (not yet 
released for publication), the Idaho Supreme Court recognized that the statutory immunity 
provided for physician peer review is to encourage the free exchange of information: "A person 
who provides such information or opinions need not fear a subsequent lawsuit alleging claims 
such as slander, defamation, tortious interference with contract or prospective economic 
advantage, or intentional infliction of emotional distress." Id. at *4. The Court's reasoning 
applies equally here. As a matter of law, Idaho Code § 54-1818 provides immunity to Haas on 
all claims arising out of the Board of Medicine letter. SOF ~ 41 (Haas Depa., Ex. 20 thereto). 4 
2. The First Amendment to the United States Constitution Provides Immunity 
for Haas' March 15, 2004 Letter to the Board of Medicine 
The First Amendment to the United States Constitution recognizes the right to 
petition the government: "Congress shall make no law ... abridging ... the right of the people 
4 In their answer, Haas and the Department allege absolute and qualified immunity in the Seventh 
Affirmative Defense. See Defendants Idaho Department <f Correction and Richard D. Haas' Answer to 
Plaintiff's Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial, filed April 21, 2008. Haas further notified Noak of the 
application of Idaho Code § 54-1818 in correspondence between counsel, dated May 12, 2009. However, 
if this notice of the absolute immunity provided to Haas pursuant to Idaho Code § 54-1818 is somehow 
insufficient, Haas moves for permission to file an amended answer. 
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peaceably ... to petition the Government for a redress of grievances." U.S. Const. amend. I. In 
McDonald v. Smith, 472 U.S. 479, 105 S. Ct. 2787, 86 L. Ed. 2d 384 (1985), the United States 
Supreme Court held that the First Amendment bars a claim for defamation in a petition to the 
government unless the plaintiff shows that false words were spoken about him with actual malice 
as defined in New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 84 S. Ct. 710, 11 L. Ed. 2d 686 
(1964 ). McDonald at 485-85. "The right to petition is cut from the same cloth as the other 
guarantees of that Amendment, and is an assurance of a particular freedom of expression." Id at 
4 72. Haas' March 15, 2004 letter to the Board of Medicine, the state agency charged with 
regulating physicians in Idaho, is a petition to state government protected by the petition clause 
of the First Amendment. See King v. Idaho Funeral Service Assn, 862 F.2d 744, 745 (9th Cir. 
1988) (holding that a complaint to Idaho licensing otl1cials was constitutionally protected). 
Thus, the burden of proof shifts to Noak at trial and at summary judgment to show 
that the March 15, 2004 letter made a false statement about him and that Haas made the false 
statement with actual malice. See Clark, 144 Idaho at 4 30, 163 P .3d at 219 (holding that the 
plaintiff must show falsity and actual malice at summary judgment where the type of speech is 
constitutionally protected). The burden to show falsity is not easily met. Even where the 
defendant bears the burden of proving truth, there is no liability for defamation if "the substance 
or gist of the slanderous or libelous statement is true." Laughton v. Crawford, 68 Idaho 578, 
581-82, 201 P.2d 96, 98 (1948). Where the burden of proof to show falsity shifts, the plaintiff 
will fail to meet his burden if the speech is either true or unknowably true or false because the 
evidence is ambiguous. Philadelphia Newspapers, Inc. v. Hepps, 475 U.S. 767, 776-77, 106 S. 
Ct. 1558, 1563-64, 89 L. Ed. 2d 783 (1986). Thus, "there will be some cases in which plaintiffs 
cannot meet their burden despite the fact that the speech is in fact false." Id at 776. 
Noak contends that Haas' letter to the Board of Medicine falsely states, 
"Information obtained during the investigation prompted the Department to direct PHS to obtain 
an immediate replacement for Dr. Noak." Noak speculates that the closed criminal investigation 
could not have prompted the Department to direct PHS to replace him. SOF ~ 41 (Haas Depa., 
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Ex. 20 thereto). However, Noak's speculation is not evidence that can \vithstand summary 
judgment. See Finholt, 143 Idaho at 897, 155 P.3d at 698 (holding that a plaintiffs speculation 
does not create a triable issue of fact). Despite Noak's contention, the preceding paragraph in the 
letter identifies the "investigation" as the Department's investigation. Id. Additionally, 
regardless of a sole prosecutor's decision, the Department was guided by statutory and 
constitutional standards specific to prison operations. The Director's primary duty pursuant to 
Idaho Code § 20-209B is to prevent, control and suppress riots, escapes, affrays and 
insurrections, and attempts, at state prisons. Medical care in prisons is also subject to the 
constitutional standards of the Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution. See Estelle 
v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 104, 97 S. Ct. 285, 291, 50 L. Ed. 2d 251 (1976) (prohibiting deliberate 
indifference to the serious medical needs of prisoners). Thus, there is no genuine issue of falsity. 
Even if Noak could somehow meet the threshold for showing falsity (which he 
cannot), he further bears the burden to show clearly and convincingly at summary judgment that 
Haas made the alleged defamatory per se statement with actual malice. See Wiemer. 117 Idaho 
at 574-75, 790 P.2d at 355-56 (requiring actual malice to be sho\\'n at summary judgment by 
clear and convincing evidence). ActuaJ malice under the New York Times standard does not 
exist unless the defendant purposefully avoided the truth by knowledge of falsity or reckless 
disregard of the truth; under this constitutional test, actual malice is not "an evil intent or a 
motive arising from spite." Clark, 144 Idaho at 431, 163 P.3d at 220. Actual malice is a 
subjective standard; thus, the defendant's state of mind is relevant. Id. To show reckless 
disregard, a plaintiff must show clearly and convincingly that the defendant "in fact entertained 
serious doubts as to the truth of his publication" or "had a high degree of awareness of the 
probable falsity of the statements." Wiemer, 117 Idaho at 576, 790 P.2d at 357. Whether the 
record shows actual malice by clear and convincing evidence is a question oflaw. Id. at 575. 
There is no clear and convincing evidence that Haas sent this letter knowing or 
acting with reckless disregard that it contained a false and defamatory per se statement. Instead, 
at the time, Haas' knowledge of the incident came from infonnation provided by Presley and 
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\Volf indicating that multiple witnesses perceived Noak's conduct as physically aggressive and 
threatening. SOF ,1,1 21-22. 31. Even if witnesses lied to Presley and Wolf, as Noak apparently 
contends, this would be immaterial to the genuine issue of what Haas knew at the time. 
Additionally, Haas did not act with reckless disregard in relying upon information provided by 
the Department managers who spoke with witnesses. Thus, Haas is entitled to summary 
judgment on this claim based upon constitutional immunity under the First Amendment. 
3. The Idaho Tort Claims Act Provides Immunity for Haas' March 15, 2004 
Letter to the Board of Medicine 
The Idaho Tort Claims Act, title 6, chapter 9, Idaho Code provides immunity to 
state employees acting within the course and scope of employment and without criminal intent or 
malice against tort claims including libel and slander. Idaho Code§ 6-904(3) provides: 
6-904. Exceptions to Governmental Liability. A governmental 
entity and its employees while acting within the course and scope of their 
employment and without malice or criminal intent shall not be liable for 
any claim which: .... 
3. Arises out of assault, battery, false imprisonment, false 
arrest, malicious prosecution, abuse of process, libeL slander, 
misrepresentation, deceit, or interference with contract rights. 
Idaho Code § 6-904(3) (emphasis added). Noak's Complaint alleges that Haas acted in the 
course and scope of his employment. See Complaint, ~ 11. And, the record is insufficient to 
create a triable issue that Haas defamed Noak with (I) criminal intent or (2) malice. 
"The 'criminal intent' provision 'is satisfied if it is shown that the defendant 
knowingly performed the proscribed acts .... "' Doe v. Durtschi, 110 Idaho 466, 470-71, 716 
P.2d 1238, 1242-43 (1986) (holding that teacher who admitted to lewd and lascivious acts with 
children acted with "criminal intent" under the Tort Claims Act), quoting State v. Gowin, 97 
Idaho 766, 767--68, 554 P.2d 944, 945-46 (1976). "In every crime or public offense there must 
exist a union, or joint operation, of act and intent .... " Gowin, 97 Idaho at 768,554 P.2d at 946 
(quoting Idaho Code§ 18-114). Also, if there was legal justification or excuse for the statement, 
statutory immunity applies. See Anderson v. City of Pocatello, 112 Idaho 176, 182, 731 P.2d 
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171,187 (1987). Thus, to show "criminal intent," Noak must show that l-laas knowingly 
performed the proscribed act - libel or slander - without legal justification or excuse. 
The uncontested facts are insufficient to show that Haas knowingly committed 
libel in the letter to the Board of Medicine by referencing the Department's reasons for requiring 
a new medical director. Regardless, Haas' letter was also a justified, excused and lawful report 
to the Board of Medicine under the Medical Practice Act. See Idaho Code § § 54-1802, 54-1806 
and 54-1814, IDAPA 22.01.01.14. There is no triable issue that Haas acted with criminal intent. 
Alternatively, to show ·'malice" under Idaho Code § 6-904(3), Noak must show 
··actual malice," which is different than malice under the New York Times Standard discussed 
above. For purposes of Idaho Code § 6-904(3), "actual malice" means the intentional 
commission of a wrongful or unlawful act, without legal justification or excuse, and with ill will, 
whether or not injury was intended. Anderson, 112 Idaho at 182-83, 731 P.2d at 187-88. 
Count III for defan1ation per se does not even allege that Haas acted with malice, despite the 
Court's Memorandum Decision and Order, issued on April 11, 2007, allowing Noak to amend 
his Complaint to allege malice. As a matter of law, Haas should be dismissed from Count III 
under Idaho Code§ 6-904(3) because the operative Complaint does not allege malice. 
The evidence is also insufficient to create a triable issue of ill will. Noak testified 
in his deposition as follows: 
Q. Do you have any evidence that Dave Haas was out to get you 
personally? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you have any evidence that Dave Haas bore bad feelings 
towards you or ill will? 
(Objection to form by Plaintiffs counsel.) 
A. I have no idea. 
SOF ~ 9 (Noak Depa. 562:9-15). Rather, Haas' and Noak's business relationship was both 
professional and friendly. Id. (Haas Depa., 47:21-48:8). Despite his admission, Noak 
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apparently claims instead that he was competing with Haas for the position of ''top dog" due to 
an alleged scheme to bring health care services in-house at the Department. Noak asserts that 
Haas "ranted" a bit about Noak calling himself the state's medical director and that Haas 
approved the transfer of an inmate between prisons without Noak's permission, rejected Noak's 
offer to re-write a Department policy and communicated directly with PHS staff. SOF ~ 11. 
However, these allegations are insufficient to show hatred, hostility, spite or other 
evidence of ill ,vill. The uncontested facts also do not support Noak's theory that Haas ,vas 
allegedly motivated to get rid of contracted services. [nstead, Haas acted at Beauclair's direction 
to initiate a feasibility study. Id. at ~ 10. There is also no causal connection to establish Noak's 
""top dog" theory. The Department dropped the feasibility study in early 2003-a year before 
Haas sent the March 15, 2004, letter to the Board of Medicine. In fact, Haas was relieved by the 
Department's decision, and his job was easier when PHS had a Medical Director in place. id. at 
ilii 10~11 (Haas Affidavit, ~ .:/). Also, contrary to Noak's speculation that he was somehow 
targeted in an alleged scheme to bring medical services in-house, PHS replaced Noak with a new 
Medical Director ,vho remained in place through the end of the contract in 2005. Id. at ~ .:/0. 
Haas' conduct was also in accordance with his role as contract monitor. Haas 
corrected Noak for referring to himself as the state's medical director because that claim could 
mislead prison staff into thinking that Noak had operational authority over the wardens that he 
did not have. id. at ~ 11. The transfer of felons between prisons is a custody decision that the 
Department (and not any contractor) must make. id. Finally, the Department is in charge of, and 
is not required to have subcontractors write, its policies. In any event, Haas' letter to the Board 
of Medicine was also justified, excused and entirely lawful under the Medical Practice Act. 
Thus, there is no triable issue of malice, and summary judgment should be awarded to Haas. 
4. Haas Cannot be Held Liable for Beauclair's March 9, 2004 Letter 
Noak cannot maintain a defamation claim against Haas for merely assisting 
Beauclair with an initial draft of his letter or faxing the letter to Dull. Otherwise, secretaries, 
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clerks and other employees who routinely compose drafts of letters for their bosses to finalize 
and si6JJ1, or who press "send" on the fax machine, would be subject to tort lawsuits. 
Alternatively, Idaho Code § 6-904(3) provides immunity to Haas for assisting 
Beauclair with the first draft of Beauclair's letter of March 9, 2004 to Dull. SOF ilil 35-36 
(Beauclair Affidavit, Ex. A thereto). Haas acted within the course and scope of his employment. 
There is no triable issue that Haas acted with criminal intent-i.e., by knowingly committing 
libel or slander; Haas did not even sign the letter. See Durtschi, 110 Idaho at 4 70-71, 716 P .2d 
at 1242-43. Instead, he merely compiled information provided to him and from the PHS 
Contract, then forwarded the draft up the chain of command. SOF il 36. As discussed above, 
there is no triable issue that Haas bore actual malice towards Noak. Noak should not be allowed 
to bootstrap a defamation claim against Haas based upon Beauclair' s letter. 
The common interest privilege also protects Haas' assistance to Beauclair. In 
Barlow v. International Harvester Co., the Idaho Supreme Court recognized the common interest 
privilege as a qualified privilege protecting the publisher of defamatory material from liability 
where the publication is made to one who shares a common interest, such as a business 
relationship. 95 Idaho 881, 891-92, 522 P.2d 1102, 1112-113 (1974). Whether the privilege 
applies is a question of law for the court. Id. at 892, 511 P .2d at 1113. The common interest 
privilege is lost if there is express malice (malice in fact), defined as "the publication of 
defamatory matter in bad faith, without belief in the truth of the matter published, or with 
reckless disregard of the truth or falsity of the matter." Id. The plaintiff bears the burden of 
proving malice. Thompson v. Public Svc. Co. of Colorado, 800 P.2d 1299, 1306 (Colo. 1996). 
Showing mere negligence is not enough. Hoesl v. United States, 451 F. Supp. 1170, 1180 (N.D. 
Cal. 1978). Although malice is generally a jury question, the court decides the issue if the lack 
of evidence of malice admits only one conclusion. Barlow, 95 Idaho at 892, 522 P.2d at 1113. 
Beauclair shared a common interest with Haas in the letter, as Haas prepared the 
first draft for Beauclair's benefit. SOF ~ 36. Thus, the common interest privilege applies, and 
there is no triable issue that the privilege was lost. In his deposition, Noak alleged that 
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Beauclair's letter of March 9, 2004, falsely stated: " ... Dr. Noak demonstrated a pattern of 
unprofessional conduct which violated the standards, contributed to a hostile environment for 
staff and offenders, and disrupted the orderly operation of the Department facilities." Id. at i1 35 
(Beauclair ./4[/idavit, Ex. A thereto). However, there is no triable issue that this sentence was 
Haas' words or, alternatively, that Haas made this statement knowing it was false or with 
reckless disregard of the truth. Indeed, Noak ignores the first part of the sentence which states, 
"Our investigation has revealed .... " Id. This omitted clause is significant because the entire 
sentence communicates what the investigation revealed, regardless of after-the-fact challenges to 
the truth of witness' statements. Haas' knowledge of the events came from information provided 
by Presley and Wolf indicating multiple witness reports of unprofessional conduct by Noak. Id. 
at i1i1 21~22, 31. Thus, the common interest privilege bars this defamation claim. 5 
5. Noak Cannot Maintain Count III for Defamation Per Se Based Upon Haas' 
February 5, 2004 Letter to Dull 
Immunity under the Tort Claims Act, at Idaho Code § 6-904(3), defeats Noak's 
claims based upon Haas' February 5, 2004 letter to Dull. Id. at i1 28 (Haas Depa., Ex. 11 
thereto). Haas sent this letter as liaison to PBS, within the course and scope of his employment. 
There is no triable issue that Haas knowingly libeled or slandered Noak with criminal intent in 
this letter. Moreover, as discussed above, there is no triable issue that Haas sent this letter with 
hatred, hostility, spite or other evidence of ill will toward Noak. lnstead, the letter \Vas sent to 
inform PBS of the allegations and the Department's intent to investigate- a justified, excused 
and lawful act. Id. Thus, the Idaho Code§ 6-904(3) provides Haas immunity against this claim. 
The common interest privilege further protects Haas' letter to Dull. Haas' letter 
to Dull was a privileged communication arising out of their common interest in the subject of 
patient care and the parties' contractual obligations under the PBS Contract. There is no 
evidence that that the common interest privilege was lost due to malice. Noak contends that this 
The common interest privilege also protects Haas' March 15, 2004, letter to the Board of 
Medicine, which shares a common interest in physician conduct towards inmate patients. For the reasons 
discussed above, there is no triable issue that Haas sent this letter with express malice. 
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